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ABSTRACT 
2-D and 3-D high frame-rate Pulse Wave Imaging for the characterization of 
focal vascular disease 
Iason Zacharias Apostolakis 
Cardiovascular diseases are major causes of morbidity and mortality in Western-style 
populations. Atherosclerosis and Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAAs) are two prevalent 
vascular diseases that may progress without symptoms and contribute to acute cardiovascular 
events such as stroke and AAA rupture, which are consistently among the leading causes of 
death worldwide. The imaging methods used in the diagnosis of these diseases, have been 
reported to present several limitations. Given that both are associated with mechanical 
changes in the arterial wall, imaging of the arterial mechanical properties may improve early 
disease detection and patient care. 
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) refers to the velocity at which arterial waves generated by 
ventricular ejection travel along the arterial tree. PWV is a surrogate marker of arterial stiffness 
linked to cardiovascular mortality. The foot-to-foot method that is typically used to calculate 
PWV suffers from errors of distance measurements and time-delay measurements. 
Additionally, a single PWV estimate is provided over a relatively long distance, thus inherently 
lacking the capability to provide regional arterial stiffness measurements. Pulse Wave Imaging 
(PWI) is a noninvasive, ultrasound-based technique for imaging the propagation of pulse waves 
along the wall of major arteries and providing a regional PWV value for the imaged artery. 
The aim of this work was to enable PWI to provide more localized PWV and stiffness 
measurements within the imaged arterial segment and to further extend it into a 2-D and 3-D 
technique for the detection and monitoring of focal vascular disease at high temporal and 
spatial resolution. The improved modality was integrated with blood flow imaging modalities 
aiming to render PWI a comprehensive methodology for the study of arterial biomechanics in 
vivo. 
Spatial information was increased with the introduction of piecewise PWI. This novel 
technique was used to measure PWV within small sub-regions of the imaged vessel in murine 
aneurysmal (n = 8) and atherosclerotic aortas (n = 11) in vivo. It provided PWV and stiffness 
maps while capturing the progressive arterial stiffening caused by atherosclerosis. PWI was 
further augmented with a sophisticated adaptive algorithm, enabling it to optimally partition 
the imaged artery into relatively homogeneous segments, automatically isolating arterial 
stiffness inhomogeneities. Adaptive PWI was validated in silicone phantoms consisting of 
segments of varying stiffness and then tested in murine aortas in vivo. 
Subsequently, the conventional tradeoff between spatial and temporal resolution was 
addressed with a plane wave compounding implementation of PWI, allowing the acquisition of 
full field of view frames at over 2000 Hz. A GPU-accelerated PWI post-processing framework 
was developed for the processing of the big bulk of generated data. The parameters of 
coherent compounding were optimized in vivo. The optimized sequences were then used in the 
clinic to assess the mechanical properties of atherosclerotic carotids (n=10) and carotids of 
patients after endarterectomy (n=7), a procedure to remove the plaque and restore blood flow 
to the brain. In the case of atherosclerotic patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy, the 
results were compared against the histology of the excised plaques. Investigation of the 
mechanical properties of plaques was also conducted for the first time with a high-frequency 
transducer (18.5 MHz). 
Additionally, 4-D PWI was introduced, utilizing high frame rate 3-D plane wave 
acquisitions with a 2-D matrix array transducer (16x16 elements, 2.5 MHz). A novel 
methodology for PWV estimation along the direction of pulse wave propagation was 
implemented and validated in silicone phantoms. 4-D PWI provided comprehensive views of 
the pulse wave propagation in a plaque phantom and the results were compared against 
conventional PWI.  Finally, its feasibility was tested in the carotid arteries of healthy human 
subjects (n=6). PWVs derived in 3-D were within the physiological range and showed good 
agreement with the results of conventional PWI. 
Finally, PWI was integrated with flow imaging modalities (Color and Vector Doppler). Thus, full 
field-of-view, high frame-rate, simultaneous and co-localized imaging of the arterial wall 
dynamics and color flow as well as 2-D vector flow was implemented. The feasibility of both 
techniques was tested in healthy subjects (n=6) in vivo. The relationship between the timings of 
the flow and wall velocities was investigated at multiple locations of the imaged artery. Vector 
flow velocities were found to be aligned with the vessel’s centerline during peak systole in the 
common carotid artery and interesting flow patterns were revealed in the case of the carotid 
bifurcation 
Consequently, with the aforementioned improvements and the inclusion of 3-D imaging, 
PWI is expected to provide comprehensive information on the mechanical properties of 
pathological arteries, providing clinicians with a powerful tool for the early detection of vascular 
abnormalities undetectable on the B-mode, while also enabling the monitoring of fully 
developed vascular pathology and of the recovery of post-operated vessels. 
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Chapter 1. Background and Motivation 
 Properties of the arterial wall 1.1.
The circulatory system is comprised of two primary types of vessels – veins and arteries. The 
function of the arterial system is to conduct oxygenated blood from the heart to the peripheral 
organs at high pressure and in continuous stream [1]. The pressure in the arterial tree is kept at 
a relatively high value since the it is divided into many arterioles and hereby forms a large 
peripheral resistance [2]. According to specific anatomic and physiologic features arteries are 
divided into three categories [3]: 
1) Large elastic arteries
2) Medium-sized muscular arteries
3) Small arteries or arterioles
Given that the flow from the heart is very pulsatile, blood pressure and flow velocity fluctuate 
throughout the cardiac cycle, thus acquiring values that are significantly different than their 
mean values. However, flow in the arterioles should be steady in order to minimize the 
hydraulic power supply requirements of the heart and the drag forces imposed to the delicate 
endothelium of smaller arteries [4], [5]. When healthy, the large elastic arteries (aorta, carotid, 
iliac, femoral and brachial) contribute to the reduction of the flow pulsatility and conversion 
into continuous blood flow by passive expansion and elastic recoil. This is known as the 
Windkessel effect [2], [5], [6]. More specifically, the compliance of large  arteries acts as the 
2 
Windkessel as graphically shown in Figure 1.1  and is estimated as the ratio of a volume change 




( 1 ) 
Furthermore, arterial compliance, as determined by the large arteries, prevents the arterial 
pressure from falling abruptly due to the closure of the heart valve. The medium-sized muscular 
arteries draw blood from the large elastic arteries and distribute it to vital organs and 
arterioles, which in turn are responsible for maintaining the mean blood pressure and 
delivering continuous flow of blood to organs.  These smaller vessels predominantly contribute 
to the peripheral resistance which can be estimated as the ratio of mean pressure over the 
mean flow in the system [8]. 
Figure 1.1: Graphical depiction of the Windkessel effect. Comparison of the large artery 
elasticity to the Windkessel present in fire engines. Source: [7] 
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The arterial wall of elastic arteries possesses three layers or tunics called the intima, media and 
adventitia (Figure 1.2). The media layer is bounded by the internal and external elastic laminae. 
These structures consist of meshes of elastin, which are lined on the intimal side by a coarse 
fibrous network [6]. The tunica intima is the innermost layer of the arterial wall. It consists of a 
single layer of endothelial cells and a thin layer of elastin and collagen fibers that allows 
attachment to the internal elastic lamina. The tunica media has a fibrous structure and consists 
mostly of smooth muscle cells, elastic laminae and bundles of collagen and elastin fibers [6]. As 
also seen in Figure 1.2 it is the largest layer of the arterial wall and thus determines both the 
Figure 1.2: Anatomical description of the arterial wall. The three main layers (intima, media 
and adventitia) as well as the internal and external laminae are indicated. Furthermore, the 
most prominent constituents of each layer are marked. Source: Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Inc., 2008. 
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vessel’s mechanical properties and physiological responses [9]. It should be noted that even 
though the media is histologically heterogeneous, the interlocked structure of elastin, smooth 
muscle cells and collagen it causes is it to act mechanically as a homogeneous material [6]. 
Finally, the tunica adventitia along with the tunica media mainly contribute to the arterial wall’s 
histological heterogeneity and is mostly made of collagen and some elastic fibers that are 
connected with the surrounding soft tissue [10]. 
It has been reported that the most important elastic materials that define the mechanical 
behavior of the arteries are elastin and collagen. Smooth muscle cells, being another major 
constituent of the arterial wall, contribute to wall tension. However, they are not considered to 
be an elastic material and in general contribute minimally to the mechanical behavior of large 
elastic arteries [6], [11]. Elastin is highly distensible and provides reversible extensibility at low 
pressure levels during the cardiac cycle. Meanwhile, collagen fibers are 100-1000 times stiffer, 
start elongating as pressure levels rise and provide a safety net to prevent the vessel from 
bursting at high transmural pressures [6], [11].  The relative ratio of these two materials is, 
consequently, a major determinant of the vascular elasticity [6]. 
 Vascular disease 1.2.
Cardiovascular disease and produces immense health and economic burdens both in the United 
States and globally [12]. Vascular disease refers to any condition that affects the circulatory 
system and according to the latest update of the American Heart Association (AHA) 
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approximately 44% of the US adult population is projected to have some form of CVD by 2030 
[13].  For the purposes of this work focus will be shifted to vascular diseases affecting large 
elastic arteries. Two of the most prevalent arterial diseases are atherosclerosis and abdominal 
aortic aneurysms (AAA). 
1.2.1. Atherosclerosis 
Stroke is one of the most prevalent CVDs and when considered separately from other 
cardiovascular diseases, it's the 5th leading cause of death in the US, 2nd leading single cause of 
death in Europe and leading cause of death in China [13]–[16].  Symptomatic large-artery and 
especially carotid atherosclerosis has been repeatedly linked to an increased risk of stroke 
[17]–[19]. Additionally, especially in hypertensive patients, atherosclerosis affects the 
extremities (i.e. peripheral artery disease), the kidneys (i.e. chronic renal disease) and is 
associated with all major adverse cardiovascular events leading to higher mortality rates [20]–
Figure 1.3: Schematic illustrating the progression of atherosclerosis. Source: [282] 
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[22]. It primarily affects large- and medium-sized vessels and is characterized by a focal 
accumulation of lipids, complex carbohydrates, blood cells, fibrous tissues and calcified 
deposits [6], [23].  
A widely accepted model describing the early stages of atherosclerosis is the response-to-
retention model [24]–[28]. According to this model, during the initial stages of atherosclerosis 
pre-existing conditions such as hypertension or hyperlipidemia precipitate changes in the 
permeability of the intima layer’s endothelial cell and alterations in the sub-endothelial 
extracellular matrix. These changes result to the entry and retention of low density lipoprotein 
(LDL) particles within the intima layer of the arterial wall [25], [29].  High concentration of LDL 
in the bloodstream has been reported to facilitate the retention of these cholesterol-rich 
lipoproteins in the sub-endothelial matrix [25]. This lipoprotein retention attracts macrophages 
from the bloodstream into the intima that eventually become engulfed in lipoprotein particles 
and attain a foamy appearance [30], [24].  These lipoprotein-laden macrophages are referred to 
as foam cells and are indicators of the initial atherosclerotic lesion. 
As the atherosclerotic plaque increases both in size and complexity, smooth muscle cells 
migrate from the media layer to the intima and then resynthesize components of the 
extracellular matrix, forming a fibrous cap that walls off the lipoprotein and macrophage 
deposits in the intima layer [25]. Additionally, as several foam cells die (macrophage apoptosis), 
they release lipids forming a lipid-rich pool under the fibrous cap, known as the lipid or necrotic 
core of the plaque [25], [30], [31].  Frequently, as the atherosclerotic plaque develops over time 
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and ultimately turns into a chronic inflammatory condition of the arterial wall, it becomes 
calcified [32].  This process of calcification of the atherosclerotic lesion, originally thought to be 
a passive mechanism, has been relatively recently posited to be an active process that 
resembles bone formation triggered by chronic inflammation of the arterial wall by the 
atherosclerotic lesion [33]–[35]. A schematic of atherosclerotic disease progression can be seen 
in Figure 1.3. 
The two mechanisms through which atherosclerotic plaques produce clinical symptoms are by 
completely occluding the lumen of the affected artery thus inducing ischemia to the affected 
tissues and by facilitating the creation of thrombi that may become detached and ultimately 
embolize arteries at distal sites [30]. For example, stroke events are frequently caused by 
thrombi generated from the disruption of carotid plaques that become lodged upstream in the 
smaller vessels of the brain (Figure 1.4 a) [36]. Such thrombogenic events occur after the 
rupture of the fibrous cap of the plaque. A ruptured fibrous cap ceases to shield the lipid core 
from the blood stream, thus promoting thrombosis. Frequently, plaques that are prone to 
rupture (vulnerable plaques) do not coincide with plaques that are highly occlusive. Vulnerable 
plaques, as also confirmed by pathological studies [37], are plaques with a large lipid core, a 
thin fibrous cap (cap thickness<65 μm) and abundant macrophages [38]. The thin fibrous cap 
increases the risk of plaque rupture, while the large necrotic core and the macrophages are the 
catalysts for thrombosis [30]. 
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It should be noted that hemodynamics have been shown to play a crucial role in atherogenesis 
as well as plaque rupture. Atherosclerosis has been shown to develop in areas of the arterial 
tree where the arterial wall is subjected to low or oscillatory shear stress or secondary flows 
[39], [40]. For example, the carotid bulb opposite of the flow divider is a common site of plaque 
development [41]. Additionally, high tensile stress in the arterial wall has been reported to 
promote diffuse atherosclerosis [6]. On the contrary, high arterial wall shear stress is indicated 
as a major plaque destabilization factor causing plaque rupture especially on its upstream side 
[42], [6], [43]. More specifically, a previous biomechanics study investigating the anisotropic 
properties of atherosclerotic plaques has indicated that increase of circumferential stress on 
the fibrous cap leads to the greatest risk of rupture [44]. 
Figure 1.4: a) Schematic of a normal and a stenotic carotid artery and graphical depiction 
of an ischemic stroke due to a blood clot lodged upstream in a smaller vessel in the brain, 
b) illustration of the endarterectomy procedure.  Sources: a) Mayo Clinic b) Reed 
Group/MDGuidelines 
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Current clinical tests used to detect atherosclerotic plaques in the carotid artery include duplex 
Doppler ultrasonography, magnetic resonance angiography, computed tomographic 
angiography and catheter angiography [45]. It should be noted that all of these techniques 
focus on deriving the degree of stenosis of the affected artery. Subsequently, in the cases of 
stenotic arteries with more than 60-70% of the carotid diameter occluded due to 
atherosclerosis, carotid endarterectomy (CEA) (Figure 1.4b) operation is suggested with 
increased benefits in the case of symptomatic patients [46], [47].  However, although the 
degree of stenosis has been shown to be a relevant marker of the risk of stroke [48], [49] non-
stenotic and less stenotic plaques can also rupture [30],[50]. More specifically, in the case of 
carotid plaques just as in the case of coronary plaques, it has been reported that soft, lipid-
laden and often less occlusive plaques are the most likely to rupture [6]. Additionally, another 
study has found reduced correlation between characteristics of vulnerable plaque (necrotic 
core size and cap thickness) to the degree of stenosis [51]. Finally, the consistency of 
measurements conducted with the aforementioned techniques may be affected by arterial 
remodeling, which functions as a compensatory factor for the lumen narrowing due to 
atherosclerosis [52], [53]. 
Both noninvasive techniques in major clinical studies and ex vivo mechanical testing 
experiments have pointed out that atherosclerosis appears to produce an overall increase in 
arterial stiffness [6], [54], [44]. However, plaque components linked to a higher plaque rupture 
risk (i.e. a large lipid core) have been reported to be softer [55], [56], [57], [58]. Conversely, 
stiffening of the necrotic core of the plaque, either due to lipid-lowering therapy that converts 
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liquid cholesterol deposits in the lipid core into crystalline cholesterol monohydrate, or due to 
severe calcification (>45% of the total plaque) has been associated with carotid plaque stability 
[59], [60], [61]. Additionally, it has previously been suggested that further insight into the 
complex mechanical properties of the plaque components will allow the precise estimation of 
the peak stress concentration on the plaque’s fibrous cap, a known predictor of rupture [61], 
[58], [62], [40]. The aforementioned data establish that atherosclerosis alters the mechanical 
properties of the arterial wall and also suggest that characterization of the mechanical 
properties of the atherosclerotic plaques and the surrounding wall tissue may provide 
complementary information crucial to patient care [63].  
1.2.2. Abdominal aortic aneurysm 
The abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a common form of aneurysm. It is typically defined as a 
permanent and irreversible dilation of the abdominal section of the aorta by at least 50% over 
its normal diameter. AAAs are significant causes of morbidity, especially in older populations as 
Figure 1.5: a) Location of AAA development. b) Illustration of AAA morphometry. Modified 
from source: www.health.harvard.edu 
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their prevalence is 12.5% in elderly males and 5.2% in elderly females [64]. AAAs cause more 
than 10,000 deaths in the United States annually [24]. It affects more men than women and the 
overall mortality following rupture of an aortic aneurysm exceeds 75%, including emergency 
surgical intervention [65]. In humans, most AAAs occur in the infrarenal abdominal aorta as 
shown in Figure 1.5 a), a site that is known to consist of a lower number of elastic lamellae for a 
vessel of its size [66], [67]. Major causes of the dilatation of the arterial wall are either 
congenital (i.e. Marfan syndrome) or acquired (i.e. excessive stress on the wall due to long-
standing hypertension, elastin fatigue due to old age) [6]. Typically, the initiation of the 
dilatation of the vessel is due to the degradation of elastin in the arterial wall and subsequent 
shift of the load of pulsatile flow to collagen causing structural damage in the artery [68], [69]. 
Atherosclerosis may also play a role in aneurysm development by encroaching on the media 
layer of the aorta, weakening of structural elements and promoting diffuse inflammation to all 
arterial wall layers (Figure 1.5 b)) [6]. This hypothesis is also supported by hemodynamic studies 
indicating that the infrarenal abdominal aorta is subjected to oscillatory wall stresses, a 
promoter of atherosclerosis [67]. As the aortic wall dilates, the adventitia thickens, increasing 
its collagen content and thus, attempting to compensate for the altered arterial wall genetics 
and mechanics  [67], [70]. 
Aneurysm dissection is a partial disruption of the aortic wall that further weakens the wall and 
predisposes to complete rupture [6]. It usually initiates with a tear of the intima followed by 
degeneration of the already weakened media. On a microscopic level, at sites of aneurysm 
dissection, rarefaction of interconnection between the elastic lamellae in the media, has been 
reported, possibly leading to the local weakness of the arterial wall [71].  Another factor that 
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may render the wall prone to rupture, especially in the aging aorta, is medionecrosis, namely 
the loss of smooth muscle cells of the arterial wall as they’re replaced by collagen fibers, a 
result of the wall adapting to altered stress conditions [72]. 
From a biomechanics standpoint, aneurysm dissection occurs when the wall stresses exceed 
the diseased wall strength [73]. Given the spatially varying properties of the aneurysm it has 
been reported that the anterior region of the aneurysm is the most susceptible to rupture, 
especially to stress along the longitudinal direction [74]. In agreement with the significance of 
wall stress on AAA rupture, it has been previously reported that dissections frequently occur 
during instances of acute hypertension (i.e. severe exertion or emotion) [75]. Typically, AAAs 
are known to contain intraluminal thrombi due to blood clotting in the false lumen [6]. These 
clots have been found to shield the wall from increased stress, thus promoting fibrous repair 
[6], [73], [76]. 
Currently, the typical diagnostic techniques for detecting AAAs are abdominal ultrasound and 
computed tomography (CT) [73], [77] and the highest risk of rupture is identified when the 
transverse diameter of the aneurysm reaches or exceeds 5-5.5 cm, or if the maximal diameter 
of the lesion increases more than 0.5-1 cm within a year [78], [79]. In order to prevent adverse 
events in the case of higher risk patients, preventative aortic repair surgery is performed [80]. 
More specifically, endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) and open repair are the two current 
aneurysm repair options. Recent longitudinal studies following a large number of patients have 
shown that while survival is significantly higher with EVAR during the first 8 years post-surgery, 
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open repair shows higher survival after that period [81], [82]. A major cause of long term 
morbidity and mortality in the case of EVAR are stent leaks into the aneurysmal sac (endoleaks), 
an open problem that various imaging modalities have attempted to solve with CT being the 
current gold standard, an expensive and ionizing modality [83]. 
However, while the diameter of the aneurysm as a risk assessment criterion is reasonable, small 
AAAs rupture too and it does not have a physically sound theoretical basis [73], [84]. 
Consequently, the rupture risk prediction using the current diagnostic techniques available in 
the clinic is flawed. AAAs are known to affect the mechanical properties of tissues [69], [70] and 
in order to accurately  predict aneurysm dissection, a more sophisticated criterion that is based 
on knowledge of both wall strength and wall stress is needed [73], [84]. Additionally, 
progression and enlargement of the AAA has been linked to changes in wall stiffness with 
aneurysms having a diameter > 6 cm showing a significant decrease of distensibility [6], [85]. 
Furthermore, a currently open problem in AAA prediction is to investigate how AAA risk factors 
such as atherosclerosis, hypertension, cigarette smoking, or diabetes influence the stiffness of 
the affected vessels [69]. Consequently, gaining insight into the arterial mechanical properties 
would effectively complement the AAA size criterion and also elucidate the mechanisms of 
early AAA formation and vulnerability. 
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 Arterial pulse wave 1.3.
1.3.1. Pulse wave velocity 
At the start of every cardiac cycle, blood is pumped into the circulatory system generating 
pressure waves that propagate throughout the arterial tree inducing causing arterial vessels to 
distend as seen in Figure 1.6. Propagation of pressure waves within an elastic vessel along the 









( 2 ) 
where p is the pressure within the elastic vessel and PWV is the velocity of the pressure wave 
Figure 1.6: Simplified animation depicting the pulse wave-induced arterial wall expansion. a) 
Each left ventricular contraction expels a volume of blood into the arterial tree. (b-d) The 
resulting pressure wave propagates along the large elastic arteries causing distension of the 
arterial wall. Source: Goldie’s Room Online, R.X. Li (2016), Ultrasonic Pulse Wave Imaging for 
in vivo assessment ofvascular wall dynamics and characterization of arterial pathologies, 
Doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA. 
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propagation [1]. In theory, however, blood flow velocity is linearly related to p and small 
changes of the artery’s radius are linearly related to changes of p and thus related by the same 
wave equation [1], [86]. Consequently, it can be seen that the pulse wave manifests itself as a 
pressure, flow velocity and wall distension wave [6]. Τhe velocities at which these waves travel 
have been both theoretically and experimentally found to be the same and have been used 
interchangeably denote the pulse wave velocity (PWV) [1], [6], [87]. PWV is widely accepted as 
one of the most robust parameters directly related to arterial stiffness [6], [88]. PWV increases 
as the arterial wall becomes stiffer and has been proposed as a marker of cardiovascular risk 
[6], [89], [90] and has been included in the European society of hypertension guidelines for the 
management of hypertension [91]. Additionally, PWV has been found to increase with both 
pressure and age, thus indicating arterial stiffening in hypertensive and ageing populations 
(Figure 1.7) [92]. 
Assuming the arteries behave similarly to elastic, thin-walled tubes filed with an ideal 
incompressible and inviscid liquid, the modified Moens-Korteweg equation relates the wave 
velocity to the Young’s modulus of the artery in the circumferential direction, a direct index of 




 ( 3 ) 
where E is the Young’s modulus of the elastic tube wall, h is the wall thickness, ρ is the blood 
density, R is the inner radius of the tube and ν is the Poisson’s ratio (the latter appears in the 
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equation to compensate for the finite thickness of the wall). Furthermore, by eliminating the 
thin wall assumption as well as the vessel circumferential homogeneity assumption, the PWV is 




( 4 ) 
where ρ is the blood density, C=dA/dP  indicates the cross-sectional compliance, namely a 
change in the vessel’s cross-sectional area (dA) over a given change in blood pressure (dP)  with 
A being the arterial cross-section luminal area and P the arterial blood pressure within the 
vessel [93]. 
As the pulse wave travels along the arterial tree, arterial junctions, arterial tapering, sites of 
arterial stiffness discontinuities such as focal arterial diseases cause wave reflections [6]. in 
healthy young subjects reflected waves from the periphery return to the heart causing an 
increase in pressure during diastole having a beneficial effect on coronary perfusion [94]. 
However in the case of ageing, stiffer arteries where the PWV of the pulse wave is higher, these 
reflected waves return to the heart earlier during late systole and boost pressure, increasing 
left ventricular load and decreasing ventricular ejection ultimately raising the risk for congestive 
heart failure and coronary artery disease [95], [96], [97]. Arterial reflections in stiff arteries have 
been shown to alter the morphology of the pressure and distension waveforms as the reflected 
wave merges with the forward wave with only the early wavefront of the propagating pulse 
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wave retaining its “identity” and thus being the prime candidate for tracking the pulse wave as 
will be discussed in the next section [6], [96]. 
1.3.2. Current measurement techniques 
Currently, in most large-scale longitudinal studies that use PWV as an index of arterial stiffness, 
PWV measurements are obtained noninvasively using applanation tonometry or Doppler flow 
velocimetry [89], [98], [99], [100], [6]. PWV is usually determined over the carotid-femoral 
Figure 1.7: (Top) PWV vs. age in 11,092 subjects. Regression lines denote the results of 
regression on age for different blood pressure (BP) categories. (Bottom) PWV vs. mean blood 
pressure (MBP) in the same population (11,092 subjects). Regression lines denote the results 
of linear regression on mean blood pressure for different age categories. HT, hypertension; 
BP, blood pressure. Source: [92]  
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region by dividing the total length of the propagation pathway over the time of travel of the 
pressure wave between the two sites. 
Three of the most prevalent systems used in the majority of arterial stiffness clinical studies 
include SphygmoCor (AtCor Medical, New South Wales, Australia), Complior (Artech 
Information Systems, Morristown, New Jersey, USA) and Pulse Pen (DiaTecne s.r.l., Milan, Italy). 
These systems differ in their sensor technology and the algorithm used for calculating the pulse 
propagation time [101], [6]. The SphygmoCor and Pulse Pen devices use arterial tonometers for 
recording pressure waveforms. Propagation time is measured using the foot-to-foot method, 
which consists of measuring the time between the foot of the carotid waveform and the foot of 
the femoral waveform using sequential ECG-gated recordings (Figure 1.8) In the Complior 
system, carotid and femoral waveforms are recorded simultaneously using 
mechanotransducers, and timing is referenced to the point of maximum systolic upstroke. Both 
of these techniques require distance measurements of the pulse wave propagation pathway. 
These distance measurements are taken with a measurement tape from the sternal notch to 
the carotid and femoral arteries at the sensor locations [102]. Although this seems to be a 
crude way of estimating the total length of the pulse propagation pathway, a more recent study 
comparing the accuracy of PWV measurements using various techniques of measuring the 
carotid-femoral distance against invasive catheter measurements showed agreement and 
reproducibility of the PWV measurements as long as the distances were estimated using 
flexible tape, accounting for the tortuosity of the pathway, and not a straight caliper [103]. 
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Carotid-femoral PWV has been repeatedly shown to be a reliable predictor of all-cause 
cardiovascular mortality (both cardiac and cerebral events) in large scale studies such as the 
Framingham and the Rotterdam study [98], [104], [105], [106] , atherosclerotic vascular burden 
[54] and target organ damage in the arterial circulation, especially among hypertensive patients 
[103], [107]. However, the aforementioned methods to estimate the carotid-femoral PWV 
present limitations due to errors in both distance and time-delay measurements [108], [109]. 
Further compromising the accuracy of these measurements is the fact that the waves the pulse 
in the carotid and the femoral is travelling towards opposite directions and also that the 
waveform shapes are significantly different, thus complicating the correct identification of the 
same feature (i.e., the foot of the wave) in both waveforms. As mentioned previously the factor 
that predominantly compromises the correct identification of the wave features is wave 
reflection [110], [111]. Multiple reflection points exist along the arterial tree, and their location 
remains elusive [112]. Consequently, local identification of these points is an open problem the 
solution of which would greatly benefit PWV estimation. 
Another major drawback of the carotid-femoral estimation methods is that the measured PWV 
provides a global estimate of the PWV across the entire circulation, ignoring variations in 
arterial stiffness along the arterial tree and inherently lacking the capability to provide regional 
arterial stiffness measurements [6]. The severity of this limitation can be further stressed given 
that vascular diseases such as atherosclerosis and AAAs are focal vascular diseases affecting 
localized regions and precipitating spatial inhomogeneities of the mechanical properties along 
the arterial tree. 
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Several medical imaging-based methods have been previously developed for noninvasive 
measurements of regional PWV, mainly using magnetic resonance imaging [113], [114], [115], 
[116] and ultrasound methods, including Doppler velocimetry, and echo tracking [117], [118], 
[119], [120], [121]. However, while the aforementioned techniques present some advantages 
(i.e. MRI providing accurate estimation of arterial distance travelled), they lack either the 
temporal resolution, spatial resolution, or both to capture the propagation of the pulse wave 
along of a few millimeters of the arterial wall. To this end, ultrasound imaging could provide a 
cost-effective, non-ionizing solution, offering both superior frame rate and a high scan line 
density. 
Figure 1.8: Implementation of the foot-to-foot method for PWV measurement using 
applanation tonometry entails measuring the travel time and distance of the pressure 
waveform between two remote sites, commonly the carotid and femoral arteries. The 
difference in the morphology of the two waveforms can be observed. Source: [88] 
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In Chapter II there will be a brief description of the basic principles of ultrasound and its use in 
imaging arterial disease, followed by an introduction to Pulse Wave Imaging (PWI), a technique 
developed by our group to image the pulse wave propagation. Furthermore, at the end of that 
chapter there will be a description of all of the following chapters, providing the structure of 
the present thesis. 
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 Ultrasound Imaging of Arterial Disease Chapter 2.
 Principles of ultrasound imaging 2.1.
Diagnostic ultrasound involves the use of high frequency (2-20 MHz) sound waves to visualize 
structures within the body. In pulse-echo ultrasound, the ultrasound transducer includes 
piezoelectric crystals that convert electrical pulses to ultrasound pulses and subsequently 
transmits them into the body (also referred to as ultrasound beams). 
Figure 2.1: a) An ultrasonic transducer transmitting ultrasound waves towards an organ 
within the body. b) The resulting amplitude of the transmitted and reflected waves as picked 
up by the piezoelectric element of the transducer.  
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At each boundary between neighboring regions of different acoustic impedance a certain 
amount of the ultrasound pulse of the ultrasound pulse gets reflected and a remainder 
continues as a transmitted wave. The reflected echoes are recorded by the piezoelectric 
elements of the ultrasound transducer and by using an approximation of the speed of sound in 
tissue (1540 m/s) the position of the boundary position and shape can be determined (Figure 
2.1) [122]. There are two types of reflection occurring in ultrasound pulse echo imaging [123]: 
 Specular reflection, that occurs in the case of reflection from large (i.e. with dimensions
a few times larger than the wavelength of the ultrasonic pulse), regularly shaped objects 
with smooth surfaces. It should be noted that specular reflection is highly angle-
dependent and produces 
 Scattering, a type of reflection in which the wave gets dispersed in all directions and
occurs in the case of relatively small (i.e. sub-wavelength), weakly reflective, irregularly 
shaped objects. Scattering produces less angle-dependent weaker reflections that also 
interact with each other. This interaction causes constructive and destructive 
interference of the waves. The granular appearance of the resultant image is termed 
“speckle”. Blood cells are prime examples of ultrasound scatterers. 
It should be noted that most tissues exhibit a combination of the two reflection patterns. 
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The conventional paradigm of ultrasonic image formation involves an array transducer (a 
transducer with an arrangement of piezoelectric elements either in linear or curvilinear format), 
adjacent groups of elements are electronically excited sequentially. Appropriate delays are 
applied to the excitation of each element of the element group in order to generate a focused 
ultrasound beam which is subsequently moved to neighboring groups of elements along the 
surface of the array transducer in order to create an image [123]. The time delays between the 
excitation of each element group can be further used to direct the ultrasound beam and create 
a focus. The ultrasound system then receives the reflected echoes from the scanned body’s 
interfaces and scatterers in the form of radiofrequency (RF) data, which represent the received 
acoustic pressure waves. 
Subsequently, the envelope of the received RF-data for each ultrasound beam is detected and 
the estimated amplitude values are mapped nonlinearly according to a logarithmic function 
which adjusts the dynamic range. These amplitude values at each determined depth for all the 
beams are then stacked laterally and a 2-D brightness (B-mode) image is formed by 
representing the amplitude values with a brightness level at each corresponding point of the 
image. Each line in the B-mode image corresponds to one ultrasound beam emitted by a group 
of elements (Figure 2.2). It can be seen however that in the case of conventional B-mode 
imaging a tradeoff is introduced between the number of lines employed to create an image 
(beam density) and the rate at which images are acquired (frame rate). This particular tradeoff 
between spatial and temporal information is crucial for using ultrasound to track high-
propagation-velocity transient waves in the body and will be further discussed in this thesis. 
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The duration (or conversely the bandwidth) of the transducer’s pulse and center frequency of 
the transducer determine axial resolution (i.e. along the ultrasound beam), while lateral 
resolution is determined by the width of the beam at the depth of imaging. In both cases a 
higher central frequency leads to higher overall spatial resolution, thus allowing the inspection 
of smaller structures within the body. However, this is at the cost of penetration depth due to 
tissue attenuation [123]. 
B-mode imaging has been extensively used in vascular ultrasound to investigate tissue structure 
of arteries in the upper and lower limbs, extracranial arteries and in the abdomen. More 
specifically, in the case of carotid atherosclerosis, B-mode imaging has been used to examine 
the morphology of atherosclerotic lesions [124], [125]. More recently, 3-D conventional B-mode 
Figure 2.2: Conventional focused ultrasound scanning of a common carotid artery. Focused 
beams are sequentially fired by neighboring groups of elements. Each ultrasound beam 
corresponds to a single line in the resulting B-mode image. 
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imaging was introduced with 2-D arrray transducers, expanding the paradigm of conventional 
ultrasound scanning in three dimensions, and used to assess plaque volume as an indicator of 
the risk of rupture [126]. Additionally, abdominal ultrasound detects AAA with almost 100% 
sensitivity and B-mode imaging has been used to determine the AAA’s diameter with 
reasonable reproducibility (approximately 0.6 cm) [127]. However, limitations have been 
reported regarding the effectiveness of solely B-mode imaging for the assessment of stenosis 
[128]. Towards that end, Doppler ultrasound methodologies measuring blood flow velocities 
were developed and subsequently used extensively in conjunction with B-mode imaging to 
diagnose and evaluate carotid atherosclerosis. 
Pulsed Wave (PW) Doppler and Color Doppler are two popular techniques used in vascular 
ultrasonography for the visualization and quantification of blood flow velocities. Doppler 
techniques use the frequency shift caused by moving blood to derive the flow velocity based on 




( 5 ) 
where 𝑓𝑑 is the Doppler shift frequency, θ is the angle between the ultrasound beam and flow 
vector, |𝑣|𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 is the component of the velocity of the target along the axial dimension of the 
transducer, 𝑓𝑡 is the transmitted ultrasound frequency and 𝑐 is the velocity of ultrasound in the 
tissue [129]. As seen from the equation, only the velocity component along the ultrasound 
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beam can be estimated, thus making angle-dependence a limitation of all conventional Doppler 
tissue/blood velocity estimation techniques, however they can be combined with B-mode 
imaging systems and thus provide visual feedback on the angle of observation of the blood flow 
velocities [123]. 
In the case of PW/spectral Doppler the transducer transmits short pulses and receives echoes 
only from a defined «range gate» that corresponds to a sample volume at a specific depth in 
the tissue. This enables the system to start recording the returning echoes at a given time after 
the transmission of the acoustic pulse as determined by the sample volume’s depth [130]. 
Although this method is generally described as a Doppler technique, PW Doppler does not 
Figure 2.3: Screenshot from a triplex ultrasound modality. Color Doppler is shown for both the 
common carotid and the jugular vein. Spectral Doppler is shown for a range gate within the 
common carotid artery. In color Doppler red indicates flow towards the transducer while blue 
indicates flow away from it. Source: Well. D Medical Electronics Company Ltd. 
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make use of the Doppler shift on each transmitted pulse. This is due to the short length of the 
received echo and because other mechanisms such as frequency-dependent attenuation and 
frequency-dependent scattering significantly change the spectrum of the pulse and make it 
impossible to estimate the change due simply to the Doppler effect [131]. Instead, PW Doppler 
is based on transmitting multiple pulses (an ensemble of pulses) and then estimating the 
change in the round-trip time (phase shift) of the transmitted pulses from the transducer to the 
moving scatterers within the sample volume. Subsequently, a spectrogram is shown with time 
in the horizontal axis and the distribution of Doppler frequencies within the sample volume 
(scaled to velocities) in the vertical axis. Combining B-mode imaging with PW/spectral Doppler 
is referred to as «duplex» imaging [123]. 
In Color Doppler imaging, PW Doppler is performed at multiple sample volumes corresponding 
to range gates that cover an area of the image. The mean velocity within each sample volume is 
then color-coded and superimposed onto the B-Mode image. Several methods have been 
introduced to efficiently estimate color Doppler velocities, with the most prominent and widely 
used being the 1-D and 2-D autocorrelation methods [132], [133]. Both of the aforementioned 
Doppler modalities can be combined with real-time B-mode imaging into a single «triplex» 
modality (Figure 2.3). 
Duplex and triplex Doppler scans are currently used as the gold standard method to assess 
carotid atherosclerosis using ultrasound in the clinic [45]. More specifically, the utility of color 
Doppler has been repeatedly demonstrated by correlating blood flow velocities with the degree 
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of stenosis in patients [134]–[136]. Established criteria for the screening of carotid stenosis 
using ultrasound such as those set by the Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound [137]  and the 
Sonographic NASCET Index [138] heavily rely on the blood flow velocities estimated with the 
Doppler techniques. However, as mentioned in Chapter I, vascular diseases affect the local 
mechanical properties of the arterial wall. Thus, it has been argued that mechanical 
characterization of the diseased arterial wall would provide important complementary 
information for disease early diagnosis and monitoring [63]. This has led to the development of 
ultrasound-based elasticity methods. 
 Ultrasound-based elasticity methods 2.2.
Elasticity imaging is a relatively new medical imaging modality that reveals the elastic 
properties of soft tissue by measuring the tissue deformation in response to a mechanical force 
[139]. Its goal is to noninvasively assess and quantitatively map the Young’s modulus of tissue 
within the body, providing additional information that is currently not available by traditional 
imaging exam s in the clinic. 
The earliest elasticity imaging technique utilizing ultrasound is elastography, first defined by 
Ophir and coworkers in 1991 [140]. It involves applying tissue compression using an ultrasound 
transducer and imaging of it at different levels of deformation. Cross-correlation of the received 
ultrasound radiofrequency (RF) signals yields the axial displacement map (i.e. along the 
ultrasound beam) of the investigated tissue. Subsequently, the tissue strains were obtained 
through spatial differentiation of the estimated displacement maps. Elastographic methods 
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have been applied to estimate the strains of both healthy and diseased arteries as they deform 
under pulsating physiological conditions [121], [122]. De Korte et al. first developed 
intravascular elastography (IVUS elastography) using intravascular ultrasound catheters and 
applied it in phantoms, excised femoral and coronary arteries with more higher strain spots 
corresponding to unstable lesions  [63], [141], [142]. However, due to its invasive nature, IVUS 
elastography didn’t evolve into a standard clinical tool. In order to address this disadvantage, 
noninvasive vascular elastography (NIVE) was developed by Kanai et al. and was tested in vitro 
using excised femoral arteries and comparing with histological staining of the atherosclerotic 
specimens [143]. NIVE was further developed and improved for arterial cross-sections with the 
Lagrangian speckle model estimator based on optical flow [144], angular compounding of 
strains [145] and more recently using high frame rate ultrasound and spatial compounding 
(which will be further discussed in Chapter IV) coupled with plane strain and tissue 
incompressibility assumptions [146]. However a limitation of conventional elastographic 
techniques is that in order to estimate direct stiffness values, the acquisition of blood pressure 
is required. Pressure can be obtained either invasively with a catheter or by using a brachial cuff 
and thus potentially inducing errors due to the difference between peripheral and central blood 
pressure [6]. Additionally, one of the key considerations for robust strain estimation is the size 
of the strain estimation kernel, which must be small enough to operate within the structure of 
interest, but large enough to ensure an adequate strain SNR [147]. Thus, strain elastography 
within a thin structure such as the normal carotid artery wall often yields noisy results. More 
recently arterial elastography found an additional use as a diagnostic tool for the 
characterization of endoleaks and thrombus organization in AAAs [83]. 
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More recent methods in ultrasound elasticity imaging of arterial vessels involve an acoustic 
excitation “push” to induce localized displacements in the tissue of interest. These methods 
include acoustic radiation force imaging (ARFI) [56] and shear wave elastography (SWE) [123], 
[124]. ARFI was first developed by Nightingale et al. [148] and involves measuring the peak 
displacements in the tissue induced by the acoustic radiation force as well the recovery time 
from peak displacement in some studies [149]. ARFI has been applied both in vitro and in vivo 
[149], [150], [151] and high peak ARFI displacements have been shown to correlate well with 
inflamed, lipid-rich plaques and lower peak ARFI displacements with calcified plaques [150]. 
However, ARFI suffers from increased attenuation and ARFI displacements are affected by noise 
due to the physiological motion, especially given the relatively small magnitude of the induced 
displacements. Additionally, another limitation is that only relative stiffness maps are produced. 
SWE is a technique first introduced by Tanter et al. [152] able to map estimates of the arterial 
Young’s modulus by tracking the propagation of the induced shear waves in the tissue using 
high frame rate ultrasound acquisitions. The first vascular application of this technique was 
introduced in [153], validated in normal and plaque phantoms [154], [155] and applied in 
patients in vivo  [156]. In the latter, good reproducibility of the method was found between 
cardiac cycles and the estimated Young’s modulus was found to decrease with increasing 
degree of stenosis. However, the limitations mentioned in the case of ARFI (attenuation, noise 
due to physiological motion) also apply in the case of SWE. Furthermore, SWE is based on the 
assumption of free space, which however is not the case in the arterial wall, where propagation 
is more complex due to dispersion phenomena as well as multiple reflections resulting in 
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multiple propagation paths for the shear waves  [63]. Finally, according to a more recent study 
shear wave propagation has been found to vary at different pressure levels for different views 
and boundary conditions of the vessel, thus indicating that a better understanding of the shear 
wave propagation is needed [157]. 
While the aforementioned techniques have several limitations, with further development they 
could provide important complementary information for the early diagnosis and risk 
management in focal vascular disease. In this thesis ultrasound will be used to investigate 
arterial elasticity via local PWV measurements. Towards that end our group has developed 
Pulse Wave Imaging. 
 Pulse wave imaging 2.3.
An initial method to estimate the local PWV was presented in [120]. In that method two RF-
lines were acquired simultaneously at two nearby locations of the artery with known distance 
between them. Subsequently, the distension waveforms were estimated from the acquired RF-
data for each location and the local PWV was estimated using the temporal and longitudinal 
gradients of the distension waveforms. This method was extended with 16 RF-lines and visual 
feedback (B-mode) of the site of measurement in [158]. Our group, further developed this 
method into Pulse Wave Imaging (PWI) a noninvasive ultrasound method that  allows the 
imaging and visualization of the spatio-temporal propagation of the arterial pulse wave [159]. 
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PWI is based on tracking the arterial wall motion using 1-D cross-correlation of the acquired RF-
data. With cross-correlation tissue displacement is detected by correlating subsequent RF-
signals. Cross-correlation is performed between the RF-signals within a pre-motion window and 
a post-motion window for each position of the post-motion window within an axial (i.e. along 
the RF-line) search range. The maximum of the derived cross-correlation function is a measure 
of the corresponding tissue axial displacements. An illustration of this method is shown in 
Figure 2.4 where the axial displacements are estimated between two subsequent frames for a 
single RF-line. 
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the cross-correlation motion estimation method for a single RF 
line of a longitudinal scan of a common carotid artery. The large reflections correspond to 
the anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) walls. The pre-motion cross-correlation (CC) 
window is shifted within the search range and the cross-correlation of the RF-signals within 
the pre- and post-motion windows is estimated. The location of the maximum of the cross-
correlation function indicates the axial displacement of the RF-signal within the post-
motion window with respect to the pre-motion window. The displacements of the two 
illustrated windows are denoted with red arrows. 
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The normalized cross-correlation (𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶) function used to correlate the pre- and post-motion 
signals is the following: 
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝜏) =
∑ 𝑓(𝑛)𝑔(𝑛 + 𝜏)𝑢+𝑊−1𝑛= 𝑢
√∑ 𝑓(𝑛)2𝑢+𝑊−1𝑛=𝑢 ∑ 𝑔(𝑛 + 𝜏)2
𝑢+𝑊−1
𝑛=𝑢
,    𝜏1 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝜏2 
( 6 ) 
Where f and g are the pre- and post-motion RF-signals respectively, u is the origin of the 
reference window, W is the size of the reference window, and 𝜏 is the shift between the 
reference and comparison windows within the range of τ1 and τ2. Thus, with 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶  the cross-
correlation between the two windows (numerator) is normalized by the square root of the 
product of their energies (denominator) and is expressed as a function of the shift τ. The shift 
corresponding to the peak of the 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶  function represents the most likely new position of the 
wall in the post-motion RF-signal. This shift is subsequently converted to a displacement value 
using the speed of sound and the system’s sampling frequency. However, in order to increase 
the accuracy of the cross-correlation method and also enable the cross-correlation method to 
estimate sub-sample displacements, a cosine interpolation is performed around the peak of the 
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶   function, producing a finer estimate of the axial displacement [160], [161]. Finally, the 
efficiency and execution speed of this algorithm was further enhanced by the sum-table 
method introduced by our group [162]. 
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A diagram showing the basic pulse wave methodology as implemented before the initiation of 
this thesis on a human common carotid artery can be seen in Figure 2.5. Firstly, RF-frames  are 
acquired scanning along the longitudinal axis of the artery at a high frame rate and then a 1-D 
cross-correlation algorithm as previously described is applied to acquire the axial wall 
displacements. These displacements are then normalized by the frame rate in order to obtain 
uniform values for different frame rates: 
𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 = 𝑑𝑃𝑊𝐼 ∙ 𝑓𝑟 
Where 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 denotes the resulting axial wall velocity, 𝑑𝑃𝑊𝐼 denotes the axial wall displacement 
and 𝑓𝑟 is the frame rate of the acquisition. Subsequently, the anterior arterial wall is manually 
segmented and the corresponding 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 at each lateral position (i.e. along the longitudinal axis 
of the artery, a single 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveform for each line of the image) of the wall are plotted against 
time, creating a spatio-temporal map of the pulse wave propagation. Subsequently, the 50% 
upstroke of each 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveform at each lateral position is detected. This waveform feature is 
used as the tracking feature of the pulse wave and is defined as the average of the foot and the 
peak of the waveform. Linear regression is performed on the spatio-temporal variation of the 
50% upstroke points along the imaged segment to obtain the slope as the PWV and the 
coefficient of determination r2 as an index of propagation uniformity. Thus PWI visualizes the 
pulse wave propagation using the spatio-temporal map and also quantifies the PWV for the 
whole imaged arterial segment (regional PWV). 
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 Previous PWI studies involved inducing AAAs to mouse aortas via infusion of either CaCl2 or 
Angiotensin-II [159], [163], [164]. The most significant findings from these studies were 
regarding the uniformity of the pulse wave propagation. More specifically, decreased 
uniformity of the pulse wave propagation was found as indicated by the significantly decreased 
r2 in the diseased aortas. The wave propagation pattern became even more distorted in the 
case of fissures and ruptures of aneurysms. This was also corroborated by Nandlall & 
Konofagou in [165], where using a localized PWV method, as it will be introduced in this thesis 
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the conventional PWI method 
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in Chapter III, they found a greater variation in local PWVs in unstable aneurysms (i.e. leading to 
rupture) compared to stable ones. Furthermore, decreased axial 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  were found in the 
diseased portion of the arterial wall [163] and in [166] decreased regional PWVs were observed 
within the aneurysmal sac, a finding that was linked to the stress shielding properties of 
intraluminal thrombus within the aneurysmal sac. In the aforementioned studies a stroboscopic 
ECG-gating technique was used where the frames were retrospectively synthesized from 
moving single-element acquisitions synchronized with the ECG R-peak. Thus, PWI was 
performed on high-frame rate RF-sequences at 8000 Hz. 
Subsequently, PWI was validated in polyacrylamide phantoms and applied to human normal , 
aneurysmal and hypertensive aortas [167], [168]. In the case of the in vivo scans good intra-
subject reproducibility of the regional PWV values was found (~10%). Furthermore, PWVs in 
aneurysmal aortas were found to be significantly higher than in the normal ones and 
propagation uniformity (r2) was found to be significantly lower in the diseased aortas. 
Additionally, a feasibility study in human carotid arteries confirmed good intra-subject 
reproducibility of the regional PWV and also good agreement with prior literature values. 
Furthermore, it was able to identify features of the wave, such as the reflection originating 
from the carotid bifurcation and the dicrotic notch, a propagating wave caused by the closure 
of the aortic valve at the end of systole. 
The aforementioned studies in humans in vivo utilized conventional ultrasound scanning. This 
induced a beam density – frame rate tradeoff. Given that PWI requires frame rates in the range 
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of kHz [169] to capture the propagation of the pulse wave along multiple positions of the 
imaged artery, this resulted to significant loss in spatial information (beam density). Thus, low 
beam density RF-data were acquired with 16 beams impacting the spatial resolution of the 
spatio-temporal maps. Additionally, in all of the aforementioned studies only one value of PWV 
was derived for the whole imaged artery. Given that both atherosclerosis and aneurysms are 
focal diseases occupying specific segments of the imaged arteries more localized PWV 
measurements are needed. 
Some recent developments in PWI enabled by the work presented in this thesis include the 
introduction of the Pulse Wave Inverse Problem (PWIP). PWIP is a technique that provides 
estimates of local arterial compliance from measurements of the vessel wall displacements. 
This was achieved by parameterizing the 1-D equations governing pulse wave propagation by 
spatially varying mechanical properties and subsequently solving the inverse problem. This 
technique was validated both in silico  and in silicone phantoms and its feasibility was more 
recently shown in healthy subjects [170], [171]. One of the main advantages of PWIP compared 
to conventional PWI is that pulse wave reflections are takin into account, thus producing more 
robust local PWV and compliance estimates. 
The work in this thesis aimed to address several of the limitations of conventional PWI as well 
as expand its functionalities. More specifically: 
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 In Chapter III, piecewise PWI will be introduced; a method to provide localized PWV
measurements and ultimately a stiffness map of the imaged artery. Piecewise PWI was 
further augmented with dynamic programming leading to adaptive PWI, a technique to 
automatically segment the imaged artery into the most homogeneous regions and 
detect stiffness inhomogeneity and thus possible reflection points. Both techniques will 
be tested on normal, atherosclerotic and aneurysmal mouse aortas. 
 In Chapter IV, in order to address the conventional PWI tradeoff between spatial and
temporal information and thus prime PWI for use in the clinic, a PWI implementation 
with high frame rate plane wave ultrasound and coherent compounding will be 
introduced and its parameters will be optimized for scanning the carotid artery in a 
population of healthy subjects. Additionally, a GPU-enhanced frame work for faster 
processing of the big bulk of data acquired with this technique will be described. 
Furthermore, validation of this technique will be shown in silicone phantoms using both 
static and dynamic testing. 
 In Chapter V, the high-frame rate implementation of PWI with the added capabilities of
PWV and arterial compliance mapping will be shown feasible in atherosclerotic patients 
in vivo and its results will be compared against plaque histological specimens. 
Additionally, it was used to assess post-endarterectomy atherosclerotic patients and 
compare with other stenotic patients. 
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 In Chapter VI, 4-D PWI will be introduced, a significant expansion upon PWI, especially
with respect to the amount of spatial information provided. PWI was implemented 
using 3-D high-frame rate ultrasound, validated in silicone phantoms and tested in 
healthy subjects by comparing its results against conventional PWI. 
 Finally, in Chapter VII, PWI coupled with flow imaging will be introduced. Given the
status of color Doppler as the gold standard in carotid stenosis assessment, PWI and 
Color Doppler were integrated into a single modality allowing the inspection of both the 
distension and the flow pulse wave. Furthermore, PWI was integrated with vector 
Doppler, a technique that provides directional information on the flow. The resulting 
methodology was tested in vivo providing comprehensive inspection of the arterial 
biomechanics. 
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 Piecewise Pulse Wave Imaging (pPWI) and Adaptive Chapter 3.
Pulse Wave Imaging (aPWI) for the Characterization of Focal 
Vascular Disease and Automatic Stiffness Inhomogeneity 
Detection in Murine Aortas and Carotids In Vivo 
This section of the dissertation focuses on introducing piecewise Pulse Wave Imaging (pPWI) 
that extends and enhances PWI in order to track the sub-regional PWVs over the length of a 
few millimeters of the arterial wall. Thus, it increases the spatial resolution of PWI by 
generating PWV and PWI Modulus (𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼) maps through the Moens-Korteweg equation. The 
feasibility of this new method was demonstrated in normal, aneurysmal and atherosclerotic 
murine aortas, as well as in normal and atherosclerotic murine carotids in vivo in a study by our 
group published in IEEE Transactions in Medical Imaging in 2016 [172]. The proposed technique 
was further augmented by the introduction of adaptive pPWI, a method that utilizes a dynamic 
programming algorithm to optimally map arterial wall stiffness by separating the imaged artery 
into the most homogeneous segments and also detecting points of stiffness inhomogeneity and 
thus reflection points, a substantial problem in arterial mechanics. This novel technique was 
tested in normal and diseased murine aortas in vivo. 
 Piecewise pulse wave imaging 3.1.
3.1.1. Materials and methods 
3.1.1.1. Animal study design 
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For the purpose of the atherosclerosis study, six-month old ApoE knockout mice (ApoE-/-, n = 7) 
were obtained from the Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and were fed an 
atherogenic Western type diet (20% protein, 50% carbohydrate, 21% fat, 0.21% cholesterol; 
Research Diets, New Brunswick, NJ, USA) ApoE-/- mice are known to spontaneously develop 
atherosclerosis throughout the arterial tree, a process that is accelerated by maintaining them 
on a diet rich in cholesterol [173]. One of the acquired mice died after 17 weeks of high-fat diet 
from myocardial infarction during anesthesia, while another two had to be euthanized due to 
poor health and deep skin ulcerations after 25 weeks on high-fat diet. The remaining mice were 
euthanized after approximately 35 weeks of high-fat diet. The abdominal aortas of each mouse 
were scanned once every three weeks in order to monitor the progress of the disease. After 5 
weeks of high-fat diet the same routine was applied to the carotid arteries of the same mouse 
cohort. 
In the case of the aneurysm development study, six male ApoE/TIMP-1 knockout mice (n = 6) 
were infused with angiotensin II (A9525, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 days via 
subcutaneously implanted osmotic pumps (Alzet Model 2004, Durect, Cupertino, CA, USA). The 
mice were given a dose of 2.2 mg/kg/day (milligrams of angiotensin II per kilogram of body 
mass per day) and were monitored 2–3 times every week over the course of 30 days. The 
timelines of both animal studies used in the present work are shown in Figure 3.1. 
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3.1.1.2. pPWI Methodology 
A diagram of the pPWI methodology on a normal murine aorta is given in Figure 3.2. Ultrasound 
RF frames were acquired with a previously developed high frame-rate data acquisition system 
[174]. A high-frequency 30-MHz ultrasound probe (RMV-707B, VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, 
Canada), specialized for small animal imaging, was placed on the mouse abdomen to obtain a 
long-axis view of the abdominal aorta in the suprarenal region with a field of view of 12 × 12 
mm2. The single-element transducer operated on a line-by-line-basis using ECG gating. The 
Figure 3.1: Timeline of the mouse experiments designed in [172] (A20: mice on 20 weeks of 
high-fat diet, A30: mice on 30 weeks of high-fat diet). 
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transducer transmitted and received at a pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) of 8 kHz. Each 
acquisition lasted approximately 7 minutes. After data acquisition, the received RF lines were 
synchronized based on the R-wave peak (a reliable peak of the ECG during the cardiac cycle) of 
the simultaneously recorded ECG signals to reconstruct the RF image sequence for a complete 
cardiac cycle at an effective frame rate of 8 kHz. In the case of the mouse carotid arteries a 40-
MHz ultrasound probe (RMV-704, VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada) was placed on the mouse 
neck to obtain a long-axis view of the right common carotid artery and its respective 
bifurcation. The field of view was equal to 10 × 12 mm2. 
The axial wall velocities of the aortic and carotid wall were estimated off-line from the same RF 
data acquired, using a time efficient, 1-D normalized cross-correlation technique described in 
[162]. The wall velocity estimates were smoothed by a Savitzky-Golay filter followed by a 3x3 
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the post-processing methodology used in the current study for a 
normal mouse aorta 
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median filter to remove any peak hopping errors. The rigid motion induced by respiration was 
also removed by subtracting the velocity of the surrounding tissue from the velocity of the wall. 
Subsequently, in order to trace the extent of the arterial wall, a semi-automated segmentation 
algorithm was developed. First, each image was subjected to smoothing Gaussian and 
homomorphic filtering in order to reduce the noise in the image and also impose uniform 
illumination conditions. Next, each image was thresholded given a user-defined threshold, after 
which a region around either the anterior or the posterior wall was selected. The wall was 
segmented using a Sobel-based edge detection method. Finally, a smoothing spline through the 
resulting segmentation provided a smooth line that accurately delineates the arterial wall. 
The PWI axial wall velocities of the arterial wall segment at a specific beam position were 
plotted as a function of the time elapsed after the R-wave. Thus, the PWI axial wall velocity 
variation over distance and time of the pulse-wave propagation was depicted in a 2-D image, 
indicating the spatiotemporal variation of the pulse-wave propagation. The distance was 
calculated by estimating the length of the aortic wall, as delineated by the segmentation 
algorithm, since the width of the image does not always coincide with the length of the imaged 
arterial wall. On the 2-D spatio-temporal images, the 50% upstroke point of the PWI axial wall 
velocity versus time was selected as the tracking feature in order to estimate the PWV [175]. 
The 50% upstroke was defined as the time-point, at which the axial wall velocity was closest in 
value to the average between the foot and the peak of the axial wall velocities at each beam 
location. 
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As In the case of conventional PWI, linear regression of the relationship between the 50% 
upstroke arrival time and the distance along the anterior wall yielded the slope as the regional 
PWV value for the whole imaged segment and the corresponding coefficient of determination 
r2 as an approximate measure of the pulse wave propagation uniformity. 
However, in order to acquire more localized PWV measurements and the corresponding 
stiffness maps, the 50% upstroke points were divided in 50% overlapping kernels of 65 points (4 
mm) in the case of the aortic wall and 40 points (2.4 mm) in the case of the carotid wall. Linear 
regressions were performed for each sub-region, thereby providing a localized PWV value along 
with the corresponding coefficient of determination, indicative of the quality of the linear fit 
[168]. The size of the kernels was chosen accordingly, to balance the tradeoff between the 
resolution of the resulting stiffness maps (smaller kernels) and quality of the linear regression 
(larger kernels). Most importantly, the resulting resolution of the stiffness maps needed to be 
comparable to the size of the focal wall disease. 
For the purpose of deriving stiffness estimates for each sub-region, the Moens-Korteweg 
equation was utilized. The diameter of each sub-region of the vessel was estimated using the 
segmentation curves along the anterior and posterior walls. Subsequently, the arterial thickness 
of the aortic wall was measured for each sub-region using a standard B-mode method of taking 
the average of three measurements of the anterior wall within each segment. Finally, in both 
aortas and carotid arteries the density of the arterial wall was assumed to be equal to 1060 
kg/m and Poisson's ratio was set to 0.5 [6]. Consequently, using the aforementioned 
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parameters along with the calculated PWV, a stiffness estimate—PWI modulus (𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼) was 
obtained for each sub-region using the previously mentioned Moens-Korteweg equation. 
3.1.2. Results and discussion 
Figure 3.3 shows sequences of PWI images at intervals of 1.25 ms in the cases of I) a normal 
aorta, II) an atherosclerotic aorta and III) an aneurysmal aorta. Only the axial wall velocities on 
the anterior wall of the aorta were shown. This is in part due to better visualization reasons and 
in part due to the fact that the posterior wall exhibits little motion in vivo because of its close 
proximity to the spine. Uniform wave propagation along with similar peak PWI axial velocities 
across the tissue could be observed in the case of the normal aorta. The propagation pattern 
became more irregular and nonuniform in the aneurysmal and atherosclerotic cases of mouse 
aortas indicating underlying changes in the mechanical properties of the arterial wall. 
Furthermore, it was observed that the magnitude of the peak PWI wall velocities was 
significantly lower than that of the normal case. This indicated that the vessels were less 
compliant and consequently, hinted at a potential increase in the stiffness of the vasculature of 
atherosclerotic ApoE-/- mice. This finding was corroborated with the generation of PWV and 
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 maps. 
More specifically, as seen in Figure 3.4 significant increases in both the average of piecewise 
PWV and 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 were found after both 20 and 30 weeks of high-fat diet. These observations 
were in agreement with several other studies, which have shown that both PWV and vessel 
stiffness increase with atherosclerosis and also that the elastic response of the vessel decreases 
[176], [177], [178]. Additional longitudinal studies in monkeys [179], [180] and humans [54], 
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[181] have all similarly shown increased PWV measurements in atherosclerotic arteries. Farrar 
et al. in [179] attributes this increase in the PWV mainly to increases in the total material in the 
Figure 3.3: Sequence of PWI images every 1.25 ms (i.e., 10 frames) in the cases of I) a 
normal, II) an aorta of a mouse under high-fat diet for 30 weeks and III) an aorta of a mouse 
receiving angiotensin II. Solid blue arrows indicate the propagation of the pulse wave while 
the red arrows indicate the stenotic region in I) and the aneurysmal region in II). Red color 
indicates motion towards the transducer (top) and blue color indicates motion away from 
the transducer (bottom) 
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wall (i.e., increases in arterial elastin and collagen content) caused by atherosclerosis. 
In the case of the aneurysmal aorta as seen in Figure 3.3 the aneurysmal sac exhibited low PWI 
axial wall velocities, which had been previously reported in other PWI studies [163], [166]. A 
possible explanation for the significant decrease in aneurysmal wall motion could due to the 
reduced intra-aneurysmal pressure. The etiology behind this drop decrease may be more 
complex than the aneurysm's larger diameter alone. For example, it has been shown that the 
thrombus reduces the effect of the pressure load on the AAA wall [85], [182] also leading to 
decreased aneurysm expansion [76]. 
Figure 3.4: PWV and stiffness maps for the case of a mouse aorta (a) before the start of the 
high-fat diet, (b) after 20 weeks of high-fat diet and (c) after 30 weeks of high-fat diet. In the 
latter case stenosis had developed on the distal end of the aorta as indicated by the solid red 
arrow. Both the sub-regional PWVs and EPWI were color-coded and overlaid onto the B-mode 
images. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the PWV and stiffness maps generated in the aneurysm development study. 
The maps of a) a baseline PWI acquisition of a murine aorta, b) a PWI acquisition six days after 
the angiotensin II implantation and c) a PWI acquisition sixteen days after the angiotensin II 
implantation are shown. This figure implied an interesting pattern in aneurysm formation. 
More specifically, sub-regional PWV and 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼  values increased sharply after a week of 
angiotensin II administration, thus indicating an increase in the vessel's stiffness. However, at 
that stage there are no signs of aneurysm formation. According to existing literature [183], 
within 1–10 days after implantation of the osmotic pump that infuses mice with a dose of 
angiotensin II, elastin fragmentation is promoted. Hence, one explanation for these 
observations is that the degradation of elastin transfers the mechanical load to the collagen 
Figure 3.5: PWV and stiffness maps for a mouse aorta (a) before the implantation of the 
angiotensin II pumps, (b) 6 days after pump implantation and (c) 16 days after pump 
implantation. In the latter case an aneurysm has developed on the distal end of the aorta as 
indicated by the solid red arrow. Both the sub-regional PWV and EPWI have been color-coded 
and overlaid onto the B-mode images 
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fibers present in large arterial vessels, thus increasing the overall stiffness of the vessel [11]. 
These findings have also been verified in an ex vivo setting [184], where angiotensin II-infused 
murine arteries were subjected to mechanical testing. In the same study higher PWV was 
measured in vivo in the angiotensin infused murine aortas via Doppler velocimetry. However, 
after formation of the aneurysm, it was observed that both the sub-regional PWVs and 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 
had regressed to lower magnitudes. The aforementioned findings were corroborated by the 
statistical analysis shown in Figure 3.6. Furthermore, according to Figure 3.6 it was observed 
that the mean piecewise r2 quality indicator was significantly lower (p≤0.05) in the diseased 
aortas compared to the healthy ones. This drop in r2 was an indicator of nonuniform 
propagation of the pulse wave and consequently of underlying tissue inhomogeneity. Especially 
in the aneurysmal cases significant decrease of r2 was found within the aneurysmal sac, which 
can be attributed to variations in both geometry and composition. Additionally, aortic wall 
inhomogeneities led to the extensive presence of aortic wall reflections, further impacting the 
r2 coefficient values. Consequently, in each sub-region where the piecewise PWVs are 
estimated, the associated r2 was shown to be a measure of inhomogeneity of the arterial wall 
thus showing the ability to identify regions with extensive presence of reflections. This 
reflection detection potential of pPWI was further developed and automated thus leading to 
the introduction of adaptive PWI which will be introduced in the second half of this chapter. 
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Figure 3.6: Statistical results on seven normal (n = 7, Normal) aortas along with six aortas 
after 20 weeks of high-fat (n = 6, A20), four aortas (n = 4, A30) after 30 weeks of high-fat diet 
and six aneurysmal aortas (n = 6, AAA). (a) Mean sub-regional PWVs over the aortic wall 
averaged over the corresponding mouse population. (b) Mean sub-regional EPWI values over 
the aortic wall averaged over the corresponding mouse population in each case. (c) Mean 
sub-regional r2 coefficient over the aortic wall averaged over the corresponding mouse 
population in each case. (d) Standard deviation of the sub-regional PWVs over the whole 
imaged aortic wall averaged over the corresponding mouse population in each case. (e) Mean 
arterial wall thickness averaged over the corresponding mouse population in each case. (f) 
Mean peak PWI wall velocities over the whole imaged aortic wall averaged over the 
corresponding mouse population in each case. Error bars denote standard deviation and 
significances are marked on the plot. 
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The PWV values shown in Figure 3.6 were in good agreement with the values reported in 
literature for normal ([159], [163], [176], [177], [185]), aneurysmal [163] and atherosclerotic 
([177], [176]) mouse aortas. Furthermore, the derived PWI modulus values were also compared 
against stiffness values from other studies employing mechanical testing. The 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 of the 
mouse abdominal aortas were estimated at 43.82±5.86 kPa in normal aortas, while in 20- and 
30-week high-diet-fed aortas the mean were 68.09± 20.66 kPa and  57.72±13.12 kPa 
respectively. Notably, Tracqui et al. [55] used Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to obtain the 
stiffness of the elastic lamina and individual components of plaque structure. The mean Young's 
modulus for the elastic lamina space of the aortic wall was estimated to be kPa while individual 
components of plaques (lipid rich areas, fibrotic areas) exhibited a wider range of stiffness 
values that included both lower (5.5 kPa) and higher (59.4 kPa) stiffness values. Additionally, in 
another study by Santelices et al. [186], the reported moduli in 8-week old wild-type mice were 
on the order of 80 kPa. In similar studies, the stiffness of the proximal to the heart murine 
abdominal aorta has been measured to be in the range of 50 kPa [187]. While there was some 
variability in the arterial stiffness measurements by each methodology, the estimated 
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 were within the range of the reported measurements. 
Similar figures were produced in the case of murine carotids on an atherogenic high-fat diet. An 
interesting finding in the case of the carotids was that especially in the case of the healthy 
murine carotids a backward-propagating reflected wave could be seen (Figure 3.7), which 
appeared in the spatio-temporal plots as  a characteristic V-shape patter that has also been 
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observed in human carotids [188].  Additionally, PWV and stiffness maps were also generated in 
the case of the mouse carotids as seen in Figure 3.8. 
An small increase in stiffness was observed right after the bifurcation, which was mainly due to 
the narrowing of the common carotid into its two branches. In the case of the atherosclerotic 
carotid artery, there was an increase in the PWV at this site and it coincides with the 
development of a fibrous plaque at the anterior wall. Albeit not significant, an increase in the 
mean of sub-regional PWVs was observed between the mice after 5 and either 20 or 30 weeks 
of high-fat diet. Moreover, r2 derived for carotid arteries were found to decrease significantly 
after 20 weeks of high-fat diet, which indicates that could be used as potential biomarker of 
atherosclerosis in the carotid artery. A significant increase was also found between the 
thicknesses of the carotid arteries after 5 and 30 weeks of high-fat diet. Plaque thickness of the 
Figure 3.7: Spatio-temporal imaging of pulse-wave propagation in a normal murine carotid 
artery along with the piecewise linear regression of the 50% upstroke markers overlaid on 
the spatio-temporal plot. The piecewise PWV and r2 coefficient values are shown next to 
each segment, while the regional PWV and r2 coefficient value for the whole imaged aortic 
region is shown on top. A characteristic V-shape is delineated using dashed lines to indicate 
forward propagation of the forward pulse (left dashed line of the V) as well as the backward 
propagation of a reflected wave (right dashed line of the V). 
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atherosclerotic mice after 30 weeks of high-fat diet was found to be close to those of other 
ultrasound biomicroscopy studies [189], [190]. However, it needs to be noted that ultrasound 
biomicroscopy slightly overestimates wall thickness compared to histological measurements. 
Finally, an unexpected finding observed in the atherosclerotic mouse data was that a slight 
decrease was observed in the piecewise PWVs and of the carotid arteries and the piecewise 
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝐼 of the aortas of the mice after 20 and 30 weeks of high-fat diet. One factor that may have 
contributed to the aforementioned drops in stiffness could be the small number of animals in 
the population of the 30-week-high-fat-fed mice. However, similar decreases in the PWV and 
Figure 3.8: B-mode images along with PWV and stiffness maps for the case of a normal mouse 
carotid artery (a), (b) and an atherosclerotic carotid artery (c), (d). In the atherosclerotic 
carotid, stenosis has developed on the distal end of the artery as indicated by the solid red 
arrow (c), (d). Both the piecewise PWV and E_PWI values have been color-coded and overlaid 
onto the B-mode images (b), (d). 
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arterial Young's modulus have been observed in an extensive study by Farrar et al. in which the 
aortic PWV of a large population of monkeys were fed an atherogenic diet over an extensive 
period of time [180]. Farrar et al. hypothesized that arteries respond to the 
hypercholesterolemia caused by the high-fat diet by remodeling and more specifically by 
proliferating smooth muscle cells and loosening connective tissue. This in combination with the 
increased lipid accumulation would result to a more compliant vessel overall [180]. 
3.1.3. Limitations and conclusions 
One limitation of the proposed technique that needed to be addressed in order to translate this 
technique to human subjects is that an ECG gating technique was used, a technique that is very 
time-consuming and also may contribute to erroneous measurements in the case of arrhythmic 
patients or in the cases where the coupling of the ECG leads to the patient may be poor. 
Furthermore, an additional factor that could have potentially affected the PWV measurements 
performed in this study could have been the reflection due to tissue inhomogeneities. 
However, it should be noted that sub-regional PWVs were estimated by tracking essentially the 
wavefront velocity of the pulse wave which has been shown to be a good measure of the 
characteristic velocity of all of the pulse wave's components and has also been shown to be less 
affected by reflections [6]. 
Another limitation, inherent to the application of the Moens-Korteweg equation to major 
arterial vessels in vivo, is the fact that the surrounding tissue elasticity is not taken into account. 
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Nevertheless, it has to be noted that this particular limitation applies to all major longitudinal 
clinical studies employing tonometry or arterial wall tracking at two distal sites to infer PWV 
and report on arterial wall stiffness. Because of the aforementioned limitations in Moens-
Korteweg equation, the derived metric is dependent on but not necessarily equal to the true 
stiffness of the arterial wall. Thus, the name, PWI modulus, was used to indicate its nature as a 
relative (rather than an absolute) measure of stiffness. Its significance was demonstrated in the 
current study as a new parameter that takes into account and combines three major 
parameters that have been separately shown to change in the presence of focal vascular 
disease (PWV, arterial wall thickness, and vessel diameter) to successfully differentiate between 
normal and pathological arterial tissue. 
The main impact of this study lies in introducing the novel technique of pPWI that provided 
detailed maps of the PWV along the vascular wall. Stiffness maps of normal and pathological 
aortas as well as carotids were generated and utilized to assess initial feasibility of the new 
methodology in the detection of the early onset of atherosclerotic and aneurysmal disease in 
mice in vivo, thus encouraging further testing of pPWI in the case of human patients. 
 Adaptive pulse wave imaging 3.2.
The aim of this study was to introduce adaptive PWI, a technique that combines information 
from the pulse wave propagation and the arterial wall motion to optimally divide the imaged 
artery into segments where the pulse wave propagation appears to be the most homogeneous, 
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thus making the PWV estimation more robust. This method aims to aid in improving PWV 
estimation, identifying arterial stiffness variation interfaces (reflection points) and providing 
metrics for arterial spatial homogeneity. 
Previous attempts to noninvasively capture the spatial variation of the arterial wall’s 
mechanical properties were presented in [121] and [191] where the spatial variation in arterial 
distension was investigated. Additionally, texture analysis of strain rate images of plaque tissue 
has indicated that increased local variations in strain rate in plaques may help identify 
vulnerable plaques [192]. Moreover, earlier work on arterial elastography by Kanai et al. [143] 
showed increased spatial heterogeneity of the elasticity around plaques, where large stress is 
concentrated. Finally, previous work by our group has shown that PWI was able to detect 
increased nonlinearity in the pulse wave propagation in AAAs [163], [168] with unstable 
aneurysms appearing to be the most inhomogeneous [165]. 
Additionally, adaptive PWI showcases how a relatively simple algorithm pertaining to graph 
modeling and machine learning can be meaningfully integrated into an existing medical imaging 
(PWI) technique and ultimately help clinicians identify and monitor arterial abnormalities. This 
study involved validation of the proposed technique by testing its ability to automatically detect 
the soft and stiff segments of silicone phantoms. The resulting PWV values were also compared 
with PWV values derived from static testing of the phantoms. Furthermore, the feasibility of 
this technique was tested in vivo to monitor the progression of atherosclerosis in mice and 
automatically detect interfaces of stiffness change in aneurysmal mouse aortas. 
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3.2.1. Materials and methods 
3.2.1.1. Silicone phantom design 
A phantom with a soft and a stiff segment along the longitudinal axis was constructed according 
to [193] and [170]. Subsequently, the phantom was embedded in a soft silicone mixture made 
from 40% A431 gel and 60% Xiameter PMX- 200 100CS silicone fluid (Dow Corning, Midland, 
MI, USA) to mimic the influence of arterial surrounding tissue. Static testing was performed 
similarly to [170] to derive the compliance of each segment and subsequently the Bramwell-Hill 
equation was used to calculate the corresponding PWVs (𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐  ; 𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐). Additionally, 
in order to facilitate the detection of the soft/stiff interface using ultrasound a small hole was 
made on the top surface of the surrounding material above the phantom 9mm away from the 
soft/stiff interface. Rubber tubes were attached to the ends of the phantom, fixed above the 
level of the phantom and were filled with water, applying a small pre-stretch to the phantom. 
Pulses were generated by releasing a squeeze on one of the rubber tubes. 
3.2.1.2. Mouse study design 
The mouse study protocols were the same as in the pPWI study. More specifically, for the 
purpose of the atherosclerosis study, eleven six-month old were fed an atherogenic high-fat-
type diet (20% protein, 50% carbohydrate, 21% fat, 0:21% cholesterol; Research Diets, New 
Brunswick, NJ, USA) [55]. One of the acquired mice died after 17 weeks of high-fat diet from 
myocardial infarction during anesthesia, while another two of them were euthanized due to 
poor health and deep skin ulcerations after 25 weeks on high-fat diet. The rest of the mouse 
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cohort (n = 9) were euthanized after approximately 35 weeks. The abdominal aortas of each 
mouse were scanned at 0, 10, 20 and 30 weeks after the beginning of the high-fat diet in order 
to monitor atherosclerotic lesion development. 
In the case of the aneurysmal mouse development study, nine male ApoE/TIMP-1 knockout 
mice (n = 9) were infused with angiotensin II (A9525, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 
days via subcutaneously implanted osmotic pumps (Alzet Model 2004, Durect, Cupertino, CA, 
USA). The mice were given a dose of 2.2 mg/kg/day (milligrams of angiotensin II per kilogram of 
body mass per day). These mice were monitored until the formation of a AAA, at which point 
high frame rate RF-data were acquired at the aneurysmal location of the abdominal aorta. 
3.2.1.3. Data acquisition and post-processing 
In the case of the silicone phantoms an optimized high frame rate coherent compounding 
acquisition sequence was used to acquire RF-data. This sequence was designed and optimized 
in [193], a study included in this thesis and will be further described in Chapter IV. This 
sequence involved the transmission of 5 plane waves at 1667Hz. The transmission angles were 
equispaced with a maximum value of 2o. Positive and negative transmission angles were 
alternated in order to eliminate lateral shift of the focus [194]. The sequence was implemented 
on a Verasonics Vantage 256 system (Verasonics, Kirkland, USA) with a linear array transducer 
with 128 elements, a central frequency of 5 MHz, 60% bandwidth and 294 μm of element 
spacing (L7-4, ATL Ultrasound, Bothell, WA, USA). 
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In the case of the mouse study, the same ECG-gated imaging technique employed in the pPWI 
study was used to acquire RF-data of the mouse abdominal aorta. This involved using the Vevo 
770 high-resolution microscanning system (FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada) 
connected to a 30MHz single element transducer (RMV-707B, VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, 
Canada). Consequently, a synthetic sequence of RF-frames with a field of view of 12 × 12 mm2 
at 8000Hz was obtained. 
The channel data acquired from the phantom scans were beamformed using a GPU accelerated 
variation of the delay-and-sum algorithm introduced in [193]. The PWI post-processing 
methodology used for both the beamformed RF-frames and the synthetic ECG-gated RF-frame 
sequence was the same. The axial wall displacements were estimated off-line using a GPU-
accelerated version of the sum-table 1-D normalized cross-correlation algorithm introduced in 
[162] and also parallelized in [193]. Both the GPU-accelerated beamforming and 1-D cross-
correlation method will be further described in Chapter IV. Axial displacements were 
subsequently normalized (multiplied) by the frame rate in order to produce axial wall velocities 
(𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼). Spatio-temporal maps depicting the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 variation over time at each lateral position 
were then generated for each of the anterior and posterior wall segmentations. Finally, to 
eliminate any rigid motion and thus make PWV estimation more robust, the two spatio-
temporal maps were subtracted and a distension spatio-temporal map was generated. A 
schematic of the post-processing methodology is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: PWI post-processing methodology. a) Generated sequence of RF-frames. b) 
Sequence of B-modes with color-coded and overlaid vPWI. Red indicates motion towards the 
transducer (upward) and blue indicates motion away from the transducer (downward). c) B-
mode with the anterior and posterior walls segmentations (red: anterior wall, green: 
posterior wall). The orange arrows indicate the approximate location of the pulse wave 
wavefont at each frame as it propagates from left to right. Time indicates time after the R-
peak of the ECG signal. d) Distension spatio-temporal map generated from the subtraction of 
the anterior and posterior wall spatio-temporal maps. In the figures above, a normal mouse 
aorta was used as an post-processing example. 
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3.2.1.4. Adaptive PWI methodology 
In this section the methodology employed to divide the imaged artery into segments where the 
pulse wave propagation is most homogeneous will be described. Homogeneous pulse wave 
propagation was defined by two criteria: 
 Linearity of pulse wave propagation within the segment.
 Homogeneity of peak distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 within the segment.
In order to investigate the pulse wave propagation linearity, in the case of the in vivo study the 
50% upstroke points of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 versus time were selected as the tracking feature of the pulse 
wave. However, in the case of the silicone phantom, releasing a squeeze on one of the rubber 
tubes generated a negative pulse wave and thus a distension wave with negative 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 was 
observed. The squeeze release method generated low 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  in the stiff segment of the 
phantom. Consequently, the 50% marker waveform was impacted from increased noise 
resulting from the susceptibility of low 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 values to electronic noise [147]. Thus, the more 
prominent and relatively higher magnitude 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼feature of the peak negative vPWI was chosen. 
For the second criterion, the peak distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼was estimated at each lateral position from 
the spatio-temporal map. Thus, an optimization algorithm was required, receiving as inputs the 
time points of the 50% upstroke markers (𝑀𝐾𝑖) and the peak distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 (𝑃𝑉𝑖) at each 
lateral position (i =1…M where M is the number of lateral positions/reconstructed beam 
locations) and producing the number, size and position of the segments generated by the 
optimal partition of the vessel yielding the most homogeneous arterial regions. 
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To solve this optimization the problem space was modeled as a graph as shown in Figure 3.10. 
Each lateral position of the imaged vessel (Figure 3.10 (a)) and equivalently of the spatio-
temporal map (Figure 3.10 (b)) was represented as a node in the graph. Each node was then 
connected with graph edges (lines in the graph) to nodes corresponding to subsequent lateral 
positions (Figure 3.10 (c)). A numerical value was then linked to each graph edge (graph edge 
weight). The weight values were designed appropriately to represent the degree of 
homogeneity of the segment beginning and ending at the lateral positions corresponding to the 
connected nodes. Consequently, for two nodes corresponding to the lateral positions 𝑖 and 𝑗 
Figure 3.10: Graph modeling of the PWI problem space. a) Segmentation of the anterior and 
posterior arterial wall of a mouse aorta corresponding to each lateral position. b) Distension 
vPWI waveforms corresponding to each lateral position of the aorta as indicated in a). c) Graph 
model of the PWI problem space with each node corresponding to each lateral positions 
connected with appropriately weighted graph edges. 
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with 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑀]and 𝑖 < 𝑗, the weight of the graph edge connecting them 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is computed as 
the sum of three metrics as follows: 
𝑤𝑖𝑗 =  𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀𝐾𝑖𝑗̂ + 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑗̂ + √𝐿𝑖?̂?
𝐿𝑖?̂?
( 7 ) 
A graphical depiction of each metric is shown in Figure 3.11 and a description of each metric 
follows: 
Figure 3.11: Graphical depiction of the metrics used for the edge weight estimation 
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1) 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀𝐾𝑖𝑗̂  is the normalized sum of squared errors of the linear fit for all the 50% upstroke
markers included between the lateral positions 𝑖 and 𝑗. The sum of squared errors is thus 
estimated as: 




where 𝑡𝑀𝐾𝑘 is the time point of the 50% upstroke marker corresponding to the 𝑘-th lateral 
position, 𝑡𝐿𝐹𝑘 is the time point of the k-th lateral position 50% upstroke marker as predicted by 
the linear regression of all of the 50% upstroke markers between 𝑖 and 𝑗. 
This metric assesses the linearity of the pulse wave propagation, as higher nonlinearity in the 
pulse wave propagation within the segment contained between the lateral positions 𝑖 and 𝑗 will 
produce higher errors in the linear regression and consequently higher 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀𝐾𝑖𝑗  values. 
2) 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑗̂  is the normalized coefficient of variation of the 𝑃𝑉𝐾 for all the lateral positions 𝑘




where 𝜎𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑗 is the standard deviation of the 𝑃𝑉𝑘 for all lateral positions 𝑘 between 𝑖 and 𝑗 and 
𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑗 indicates the mean of the 𝑃𝑉𝑘 for all lateral positions between 𝑖 and 𝑗. This metric reflects 
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the homogeneity of maximum distension along the arterial segment contained between the 
lateral positions 𝑖 and 𝑗. 
3) Finally, √𝐿𝑖?̂?
𝐿𝑖?̂?
 is another metric added to the weight function that involves the length of the 
𝑖𝑗 segment. More specifically, its purpose is to add a penalty in the case of too small segments 
(segment length ≤ 10% of the imaged artery length) or too large segments (segment length ≈ 
the imaged artery length). This is achieved by utilizing the function √𝑥
𝑥
, a function that increases 
sharply from 𝑥 =  0 up to 𝑥 =  𝑒 and then smoothly diminishes. Appropriate scaling of each 
segment 𝑖𝑗’s length allowed moving the maximum to approximately half of the total length of 
the imaged artery. Subsequently, this metric was normalized so that the maximum of the 
function corresponds to minimum cost (0) and its minimum corresponds to maximum cost (1). 
Normalization in the cases of 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀𝐾𝑖𝑗̂ and 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑗̂  involved scaling their values in [0,1]. Towards
that end, we experimented with different normalization configurations (upper and lower bound 
of   metric) in order to find the one that would prove to be the most consistent in all of the 
experiments in the current study (phantom, healthy, atherosclerotic and aneurysmal mouse 
aortas). It should be noted that by allowing different margins of errors this normalization can 
make the algorithm become either stricter or more lenient thus providing the user with 
customization capability. The same normalization configuration was employed throughout this 
study. 
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Given the modeling described in the previous section, the optimal solution yielding the 
segmentation of the imaged vessel into segments that are on average the most homogeneous 
can be represented by the collection of edges (or equivalently the path) connecting node 1 to 
node M with the lowest average of the 𝑤𝑖𝑗. If we think of the sum of the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 of the graph edges 
included in that path as the path’s total distance, then the initial problem can be converted into 
a modified shortest path-type problem. 
A simple implementation of a well-known dynamic programming algorithm is, thus, sufficient to 
solve this problem. More specifically, we implemented a modified version of the established 
shortest-paths Bellman-Ford algorithm [195]. This algorithm repeats an “edge relaxation” step 
in which distances to each node are updated with a newly discovered shortest path. In the 
present modified implementation, each time an edge relaxation is performed, additionally to 
the path distance to each node ( ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑖,𝑗∈𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ ), the number of segments of each path is kept in 
memory and is used to normalize the distance and thus prevent the algorithm from developing 
a bias towards paths with a few segments. Consequently, the following edge relaxation is 
repeated for each graph edge, 𝑀 − 1 times where 𝑀 is the number of nodes in the graph 
(equal to the number of lateral positions): 
𝐷1𝑗














𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the new distance from start position to node𝑗, 𝐷1𝑗
𝑜𝑙𝑑 and 𝐷1𝑖
𝑜𝑙𝑑 are the stored 
distances to nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 respectively, 𝑁1𝑖
𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ  is the number of segments included in the path 
from the start position to node 𝑖 and 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the weight of the edge connecting nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. 
In the end, the number and position of the nodes that are included in the path with the lowest 
average 𝑤𝑖𝑗 provides us with the number and position of the lateral positions between which 
the arterial segments are most homogeneous. Equivalently, these nodes correspond to the 
lateral positions where the arterial segments on each side exhibit different stiffness and thus 
constitute stiffness variation interfaces. 
3.2.2. Results and discussion 
Figure 3.12 shows the spatio-temporal plots and the PWV maps generated for the silicone 
phantom with the soft and stiff segments. Furthermore TABLE 3.1 concentrates all of the 
results for four measurements (n=4) for each direction of the pulse wave using adaptive PWI 
(𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝑃𝑊𝐼 , 𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑃𝑊𝐼 ) and compares with the results from static testing (𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐). 
Stiff to Soft (n = 4) Soft to Stiff (n = 4) 
𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑃𝑊𝐼   (𝑚/𝑠) 3.96 + _0.28 3.59 ± 0.06 
𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐  (𝑚/𝑠) 3.52 
𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝑃𝑊𝐼 (𝑚/𝑠) 2.34 ± 0.09 2.93 ± 0.08 
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𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐  (𝑚/𝑠) 2.41 
Interface error (mm) 4.40 ± 0.7 3.20 ± 0.3 
TABLE 3.1: Phantom experiment Results 
Figure 3.12:  a), b) Spatio-temporal plots with the linear regressions generated by adaptive 
PWI for each propagation direction (stiff towards soft and soft towards stiff, respectively. The 
interface location detected by the marking of the surrounding tissie material is shown with a 
perforated red line. c), d) B-modes with the PWV velocities color-coded and overlaid onto the 
vessel walls (PWV maps) for each propagation direction. The soft-stiff interface detected with 
adaptive PWI is denoted by the vertical dotted blue line, the location of the marking in the 
surrounding material is indicated with a perforated yellow line and subsequently the location 
of the interface detected via the marking is indicated with a perforated red line. 
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From the results, it was observed that the soft-stiff interface detection error was relatively 
small (<12% of the imaged segment length). Thus, the proposed methodology was able to 
correctly resolve the number and the extent of the soft and the stiff phantom segments, an 
impossible task by relying solely on the B-mode. Small detection errors of the soft-stiff interface 
can also attributed to the rough method of localizing the soft-stiff interface via the marking of 
the surrounding tissue material. The estimated adaptive PWVs of the phantom segments were 
in agreement with the PWV values estimated via static testing. It needs to be noted that slightly 
increased error in the PWV estimation in each case can be found in the first segment in the 
direction of the PWV propagation. This confirms that PWV estimation is affected in part by the 
wave reflection at stiffness interfaces. This observation is in agreement with a study by Latham 
et al. where the regional PWV measured in the aortic segment preceding the renal branch - a 
major reflection site - was higher than the expected value and also compared to the PWV 
measured in the aortic segment immediately following the renal branch, especially in the lower 
frequencies [196]. Thus, given that wave reflection has been previously reported to impend 
regional PWV estimation [110], [172] this phantom setup could be potentially very useful in 
further investigation of the effects of wave reflection on PWV estimation in a controlled 
environment. 
Figure 3.13 shows the PWV maps for 3 mice at baseline and after 10, 20 and 30 weeks of high-
fat diet. Single-segment segmentation was observed in the case of the baseline PWV maps, 
indicating smooth pulse wave propagation. Additionally, uniform PWV values were found 
across the baseline mouse aortas. Already after 10 weeks of high-fat diet, there were either 
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increased PWV values indicating arterial stiffening or increased number of detected segments 
alluding to increased inhomogeneity. As the duration of the high-fat diet increased to 20 weeks, 
the amplitude uniformity and linearity of the pulse wave propagation were further impacted. 
Additionally, arterial stiffening was observed in several segments with increased PWV. Finally, 
after 30 weeks, vessel fragmentation and segments with increased stiffness persisted, however, 
several lower stiffness segments were also found. 
Figure 3.14 shows quantitative results for the entire mouse population. Repeated measures 
ANOVA was performed with the Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. Mean adaptive 
Figure 3.13: PWV maps of three mice at baseline and after 10, 20 and 30 weeks of high-fat 
diet (HF) the detected interfaces between adaptive PWI segments are indicated with dotted 
red lines 
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PWV in baseline aortas (before initiation of the high-fat diet) was found to be 2.55 ± 0.47𝑚/𝑠 
(𝑛 =  11). Significant increases (𝑝 ≤ 0.05) in mean adaptive PWV were found after 10 and 20 
weeks of high fat diet (3.17 ±  0.67𝑚/𝑠; 𝑛 =  11 and 3.76 ± 1.20𝑚/𝑠; 𝑛 =  10 respectively). 
This increase already at 10 weeks of high-fat diet is an interesting finding since it is the period 
when the first foam cell lesions start to appear in the mouse aorta [173]. This could have 
implications for the utility of adaptive PWV in the detection of early stage atherosclerotic 
disease and also is in agreement with the results of the Rotterdam study where even mild aortic 
atherosclerosis correlated with elevated levels of aortic PWV [54]. Subsequently, mean 
adaptive PWV dropped after 30 weeks of high-fat diet (2.82 ± 0.74𝑚/𝑠 , 𝑛 =  8 ) with 
increased arterial remodeling being the most probable cause. A similar decrease in arterial 
Figure 3.14: Atherosclerotic mouse aortas study statistical results. a) Mean adaptive PWV of 
atherosclerotic mouse aortas at baseline, after 10, 20 and 30 weeks of high-fat diet (HF). b) 
Mean number of segments detected with adaptive PWI indicating the level of inhomogeneity 
of the artery at baseline, after 10, 20 and 30 weeks of high-fat diet (HF). 
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stiffness in an animal model of prolonged atherosclerosis development has also been reported 
in a study by Farrar et al. [180] as well as in the previously reported pPWI results [172]. 
The baseline average number of detected segments was 1.1 ± 0.3  segments ( 𝑛 =  11 ) 
confirming the homogeneous pulse wave propagation in healthy mouse aortas. An increase in 
the number of detected segments was found after 10 weeks of high-fat diet ( 1.9 ±
0.8 segments, 𝑛 =  11) indicating the initial appearance of arterial stiffness inhomogeneity. 
The mouse aortas were found to become less homogeneous after 20 and 30 weeks with 
significant increases in the number of detected segments compared to the baseline case 
(2.2 ± 1.1 segments, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05 and 2.75 ± 1.7 segments, 𝑝 ≤ 0.01 respectively). Consequently, 
in the case of the mouse aortas after 30 weeks of high fat diet even though arterial stiffness 
seems to be recovering, this appears to be at the expense of arterial homogeneity. These 
findings showed that adaptive PWI was able to capture the progression of the level of arterial 
inhomogeneity from initial sub-endothelial foam cell deposits to more complex and prevalent 
lesions compromising both elastin fiber organization and the smooth-muscle-cell-rich media 
layer [173], [197]. 
In the case of the aneurysmal mouse study, the aim was to investigate whether the aneurysm 
boundaries (proximal and distal aneurysmal necks), where the dilation of the vessel diameter 
starts and ends can be detected by adaptive PWI as stiffness interfaces. This would validate the 
utility of adaptive PWI in vivo given that variations in arterial diameter along the investigated 
vessel correspond to stiffness inhomogeneities and thus sources of reflection [6]. Moreover, 
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previous studies have reported stiffness variations between aneurysmal and nonaneurysmal 
aortic tissue [198], [199]. The aneurysm boundaries were detected using the vessel 
segmentation. More specifically, the vessel diameter was estimated at each lateral position 
thus creating a diameter waveform. In this waveform, the location of the maximum diameter 
was determined and the locations of maximum second derivative of the diameter on each side 
were considered to be the ground truth regarding the aneurysm boundaries, since it’s where 
the dilation of the arterial diameter begins. 
Figure 3.15 shows the inhomogeneity interfaces detected by the adaptive PWI methodology 
and the boundaries of the aneurysms overlaid both onto the B-mode and onto the spatial 
variation diameter waveform. It was observed that stiffness interfaces were detected in close 
proximity of the aneurysm boundaries, corroborating the change in mechanical properties 
occurring in the aneurysmal neck regions. On average the lateral distance between the 
proximal (closest to heart) aneurysmal boundary and the closest adaptive PWI interface (eprox) 
was0.72 ± 0.41 𝑚𝑚, (𝑛 =  8) while in the case of the distal (furthest from the heart) 
aneurysmal boundary (edist) it was  0.63 ± 0.46 𝑚𝑚 , (𝑛 =  8 ). On average these errors 
corresponded to 13.7% of the imaged aneurysm length. Thus, adaptive PWI delineated the 
extent of aneurysms, a utility that may prove to be especially useful for surgeons planning 
aortic reconstruction. This way it can complement aortography by providing an objective and 
more accurate alternative to conventional ultrasonography that often yields operator-
dependent and imprecise estimates of the extent of the AAA [127]. 
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Furthermore, the mean adaptive PWV of the segments contained within the aneurysmal sac 
was estimated to be2.39 ± 1.41𝑚/𝑠. Finally, the imaged aneurysmal aortas were divided into 
3.6 ± 0.5 segments indicating a relatively high degree of inhomogeneity of the afflicted vessel, 
a finding that is in agreement with experimental studies showing that AAA produce significant 
distension wave reflections, especially close to the proximal boundary of the aneurysm [200]. 
Figure 3.15: Stiffness inhomogeneity interfaces detected by adaptive PWI in mouse 
aneurysmal aortas overlaid onto the B-mode (vertical yellow perforated lines). The wall-
lumen interface is delineated with a continuous red line for both the anterior and the 
posterior arterial wall. The vertical blue lines indicate the aneurysm boundaries, as detected 
by the second derivative of the diameter waveform criterion. The diameter waveform is 
shown for reference for each lateral position beneath each B-mode as a continuous red line. 
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3.2.3. Limitations and conclusions 
While the proposed technique is promising, one of its limitations is that even though it 
attempts to isolate the most homogeneous arterial segments, it still suffers from PWV 
estimation errors due to pulse wave reflections. However, this technique can be used in 
conjunction with the recently introduced pulse wave inverse problem method (PWIP) to 
account for the reflection waves [170]. More specifically, adaptive PWI can be used as a pre-
processing step to determine the segments in which PWIP will be applied and to detect 
potential reflection sites, an actually serious problem in itself given the previously reported 
impact on PWV estimation and elusiveness of the reflection sites in the arterial system [112]. 
Consequently, adaptive PWI was able to detect stiffness interfaces, inconspicuous to the B-
mode, in a silicone phantom with soft and stiff segments. Furthermore, it was able to 
effectively monitor the progression of atherosclerotic mouse aortas from the earliest to the 
latest stages of the disease. Finally, a preliminary validation of the technique was performed in 
vivo by relatively accurately detecting the proximal and distal boundaries of AAAs, which are 
known to be sites of arterial inhomogeneity, in mouse aortas in vivo. 
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 Validation and Optimization of the PWI Parameters Chapter 4.
Using Coherent Compounding for Use in Humans In Vivo 
 Plane wave imaging and coherent compounding 4.1.
In the previous chapter, a stroboscopic ECG technique was used in order to achieve frame rates 
in the kHz rate and thus enable local pulse wave tracking. This technique, while successfully 
applied in the case of mice, would not be as successful in a clinical setting. Given that it requires 
long acquisition times and that the images can be compromised by breathing, physiological 
motion of the patient and susceptibility to errors in the case of patients with irregular heart 
cycles, this technique is not deemed ideal for use in the clinic. Previous PWI studies used the 
paradigm of conventional ultrasound imaging, where a focused beam was swept across the 
imaging plane and backscattered signals were sequentially acquired, were able to achieve 
frame rates in the kHz range only after greatly reducing the number of scan lines and thus 
significantly compromising spatial resolution [175]. A previous PWI study in human carotid 
arteries utilized only 16 beams in order to achieve a frame rate of 1 kHz [188], while in another 
study 16-32 beams were used with a curvilinear array in human aorta scans [168]. Additionally, 
in a recent simulation study it has been shown that the performance of regional PWV 
estimation benefits from increasing the number of scan lines used [201]. Consequently, this 
traditional tradeoff between spatial resolution and frame rate needs to be overcome. 
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Plane wave imaging, a relatively recently introduced ultrasound imaging modality [202], [203], 
[204], has been shown to be capable of acquiring full line density images at ultrafast frame 
rates (i.e. more than 1 kHz). Its paradigm consists of simultaneously firing all of the piezoelectric 
elements of the transducer to transmit a single plane wave that insonifies the full imaging plane 
[204]. Subsequently, parallel processing of the echoes on receive enables the generation of 
multiple B-mode lines from a single insonification of the imaged medium. Using this modality, 
theoretically, the frame rate is only limited by the speed of sound and the attenuation of the 
sound waves in tissues and can thus reach levels above 10 kHz for specific depths. However, it 
should be noted that there are practical restrictions imposed to the frame rate by the hardware 
data transfer rate and memory specifications. A schematic illustrating plane wave imaging is 
shown in Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1: Plane wave ultrasound scanning of a common carotid artery. The transducer 
elements are fired simultaneously and a single plane wave insonifies the whole field of view. 
Parallel beamforming of the received echoes yields the complete B-mode image. 
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The main drawback of plane wave imaging is the decreased image quality (low resolution and 
contrast) due to the lack of a transmit focus. Furthermore, displacement estimation has been 
shown to be impacted, with the displacements becoming noisier and leading to 
underestimation of the actual tissue displacements. This issue has been resolved, however, 
with the development of coherent compounding [204]. Steered plane waves are being 
transmitted into the medium at various angles followed by the acquisition and coherent 
summation of the backscattered echoes. This way, tissue is insonified from different angles and 
the coherent summation of these acquisitions retrospectively synthesizes a dynamic transmit 
focus at each depth [203], [204]. 
Beamforming of the echoes on receive involves determining the echoes that originate from the 
same scatterer at each element and subsequently coherently add them, thus reinforcing the 
echoes from each scatterer [205]. In order to achieve this, the raw channel data received from 
each element of the transducer array are appropriately delayed and then added. Figure 4.2 
shows the travelling routes for a plane wave travelling perpendicularly to the transducer’s face 
and for a tilted plane wave. In the first case, the time from the element (𝑥𝑒𝑙, 0) to a point in the 




( 8 ) 
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While in the case of a tilted plane wave at an angle α with the face of the transducer the time 
for the plane wave emission to travel from the element the point in the field of view can be 
estimated using some trigonometry: 
𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 =
𝑧𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑒𝑙)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
𝑐
( 9 ) 
The return time to that element in either case is: 
𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 =
√(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑒𝑙)2 + 𝑧2
𝑐
( 10 ) 
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the travelling routes of the plane wave from the element (xel,0) 
to the point (x,z) (corresponding to a travelling time tforward) and of the echoes back to 
the element (corresponding t a travelling time tbackward) in the cases of a) a plane wave 
travelling perpendicularly to the face of the transducer and b) a tilted plane wave. The 
tilted plane wave in b) with the perforated line corresponds to the time point that (xel, 
0) starts transmitting.
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Thus making the round-trip delay: 
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 =  𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑥𝑒𝑙) =  𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 
( 11 ) 
Consequently, according to the estimated delays the channel data (𝐶𝐷(𝑥, 𝑡)) of each element 
included in the active aperture are delayed and then summed in order to produce RF-frames 
[204]: 
𝑅𝐹(𝑥, 𝑧) =  ∫ 𝐶𝐷(𝑥𝑒𝑙, 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑥𝑒𝑙)
𝑥𝑒𝑙 ∈ 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
) 𝑑𝑥𝑒𝑙  
( 12 ) 
Finally, the RF-data from each tilted transmission are coherently added forming a higher quality 
image. 
This technique leads to higher image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), decreased sidelobe levels and 
overall better image quality and has been shown to augment various elastographic ([146], 
[204], [206]) as well as blood flow estimation techniques ([207], [208]). Consequently, given the 
advantages of coherent compounding an implementation of PWI using plane wave imaging 
would prove to be advantageous in a clinical setting. 
However, increasing the number of transmitted plane waves comes at the cost of frame rate, 
thus introducing a new tradeoff between image quality and frame rate, which is regulated by 
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the number of transmitted plane waves. This tradeoff while not as severe as the one in the case 
of conventional ultrasound imaging needs to be further investigated in order to achieve optimal 
pulse wave tracking performance. 
 Pulse wave imaging using coherent compounding in a phantom and 4.2.
in vivo 
This study involved implementing PWI using coherent compounding and subsequently 
validating it in silicone phantom vessels and optimizing the imaging parameters for use in vivo 
using a variety of metrics, including a modified stochastic metric introduced in a previous study 
by our group [147]. The results of this study have been presented at the 2015 IEEE International 
Ultrasonics Symposium and at the 14th International Tissue Elasticity Conference (2015) and 
have been published in [193]. 
4.2.1. Materials and methods 
4.2.1.1. Phantom study design 
Silicone gel was used to construct a phantom with a soft and a stiff segment along the 
longitudinal axis according to [170]. A very soft silicone background was constructed in order to 
mimic the surrounding tissue around arterial vessels. The phantom was first filled with water to 
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maintain a circular profile and avoid floating while the background material was filled to 
approximately 15mm above the top surface of the vessel phantom. The finalized phantom 
setup is shown in Figure 4.3 a). 
Subsequently, two rubber tubes were attached to the outlets of the phantom and its free ends 
were fixed approximately 7-8 cm above the top surface of it. Static testing was performed 
similarly to the mechanical testing performed in [170]. More specifically, the system was 
progressively filled with water and the water level in the tubes was measured at specific time 
points. The water level measurements provided intraluminal pressure estimates while 
simultaneously acquired ultrasonic images with a clinical scanner using a 10-MHz linear array 
(SonixTouch, Ultrasonix Medical Corp., Burnaby, BC, Canada) provided diameter measurements 
which were then used to estimate intraluminal area. Consequently, specific points of the 
pressure area relationship of the phantom vessel were recovered and used to provide a 
compliance estimate. The Bramwell-Hill equation was then employed to produce an expected 
PWV value. An illustration of the static testing procedure is shown in Figure 4.3 b). 
Following static testing, the phantom was connected via rubber tubes to a peristaltic pump, 
which generated negative pulse waves by pressing and then releasing the rubber tubes at rate 
of approximately 2 Hz. The scanning setup for each section (soft, stiff) is shown in Figure 4.3 c). 
4.2.1.2. In vivo study design 
Custom plane wave acquisitions were performed on the right common carotid arteries of six 
healthy volunteers (age range 22-32 y.o.). Care was taken so that the common carotid was 
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imaged at least 1cm away from the bifurcation, in order to avoid mixing of the forward and the 
reflected pulse wave. Some of the acquisitions were repeated after 1-3 days in order to 
investigate the repeatability of the acquired PWV values. All images were acquired while the 
subjects were in a sitting position and care was taken in order to perform the repeated 
measurements at a similar time of the day to avoid PWV variations due to the circadian rhythm 
of the subjects. 
Figure 4.3: (a) Image of the phantom setup used in the present study, (b) schematic of the static 
testing setup and (c) schematic of the imaging location at each phantom section (top: soft section, 
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4.2.1.3. Data acquisition 
In order to perform the acquisitions and assess the performance of compounded PWI, a 
programmable ultrasound research scanner (Verasonics Vantage 256, Kirkland, WA, USA) was 
used. All acquisitions were made using a standard 128-element, 5 MHz linear array transducer 
(L7-4, ATL Ultrasound, Bothell, WA). 
The phantom setup was scanned using a standard 5-plane wave sequence at a frame rate of 
926 Hz. The plane wave steering angles were evenly spaced between −4𝑜 to 4𝑜. In order to 
investigate whether coherent compounding produced an improvement over single plane wave 
imaging, the results of using 1, 3 and all 5 of the plane waves were compared. 
In the case of the in vivo study, three custom acquisition sequences were implemented in order 
to independently optimize the three compounding parameters (frame rate, plane wave 
transmission angles, number of compounded plane waves). In all of the cases, the pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF) was set equal to 8333 Hz. This PRF value was sufficient to 
accommodate both the time needed for the sound waves to make the required round trip and 
also the transfer rate between the acquisition system and the host workstation.  A schematic 
illustrating the custom acquisition sequences to test the effects of varying each parameter is 
shown in Figure 4.4: 
1) Frame rate: An acquisition sequence transmitting plane waves at the PRF was initially
implemented in order to assess the effects of frame rate on the performance of PWI. 
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The frame rate was decimated at post-processing in order to simulate the frame rate 
drop caused by adding more steered plane waves. Specifically, by considering all of the 
frames, a frame rate equal to the PRF was achieved while the frame rate decreased to 
2778 Hz, 1667 Hz, 1190 Hz and 926 Hz. 
2) Plane Wave Transmission Angle: The effects of changing the plane wave transmission
angles were investigated using a sequence that transmits nine plane waves at the PRF. 
The transmission angle strategy consisted of considering the nine plane waves as three 
sequential triplets transmitted at angles [−𝑎,𝑎,0] with a different angle 𝑎 for each of the 
three triplets. Alternate polarity sequencing was utilized in order to avoid lateral shifts 
of the moving target observed otherwise [194]. Subsequently, the acquired RF-signals 
from each triplet were compounded resulting in three 3-plane wave compounding 
image sequences at a frame rate of 926 Hz with different transmission angles of the 
tilted plane waves. Thus, performance assessment of three different transmission angle 
values was made possible. This sequence was employed twice in order to compare the 
following transmission angles: 0𝑜, 1𝑜, 3𝑜 and 3𝑜, 5𝑜, 10𝑜. It should be noted that in the 
case of 0𝑜 compounding practically corresponds to RF image averaging of 3 plane 
waves. Additionally, the triplet with 3𝑜 was used in both acquisitions in order to serve as 
a baseline and to facilitate comparison between results from different acquisitions. 
3) Number of Compounded Plane Waves: A 9-plane wave compounding sequence was
implemented. Alternate polarity [−4𝑜, 4𝑜 , −3𝑜, 3𝑜, −2𝑜, 2𝑜, −1𝑜, 1𝑜, 0𝑜] was utilized 
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again in order to avoid lateral shifts of the moving targets. Subsequently, the following 
subsets of the plane wave acquisitions were used to create compounded images: [0𝑜], 
[−1𝑜, 1𝑜, 0𝑜], [−2𝑜, 2𝑜, −1𝑜, 1𝑜, 0𝑜], [−3𝑜, 3𝑜, −2𝑜 , 2𝑜, −1𝑜, 1𝑜, 0𝑜] and [−4𝑜, 4𝑜, 
−3𝑜, 3𝑜, −2𝑜, 2𝑜, −1𝑜, 1𝑜, 0𝑜] and thus utilizing 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 plane wave acquisitions 
respectively. 
Each of the aforementioned acquisitions lasted for 1.2 seconds generating approximately 2.5 
GB of data. 
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Figure 4.4: Custom acquisition sequences for independent assessment of each imaging parameter. 
(1) Acquisition sequence for frame rate optimization. (2)(a) and (b) Acquisition sequences for the 
optimization of the angle of the steered plane waves 2(a) is used to investigate angles 0°, 1° and 3° 
and 2(b) is used to investigate angles 3° (repeated for comparison baseline purposes), 5° and 10°, 
3) acquisition sequence for the optimization of the number of plane waves used in coherent 
compounding. 
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4.2.1.4. Data post-processing 
In order to process the big bulk of data generated by data acquisition, a GPU-accelerated post-
processing framework was implemented. More specifically, the main two bottlenecks in 
computation time were targeted, namely the beamforming of the RF-data and the motion 
estimation algorithm. 
RF-data were beamformed using a GPU-accelerated version of the delay-and-sum algorithm 
described previously in the chapter and also shown in [204]. This implementation was coded 
using the CUDA computing platform (CUDA 6.5, NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara, California, 
U.S.) in order to take advantage of the faster execution time of compiled C code. Working in 
parallel on the GPU for each pixel of the resulting image, the contributions of each element 
corresponding to the same scatterrer were determined and then coherently summed. The total 
round-trip delays for each point to each element were estimated according to equations ( 8 ) - ( 
11 ). The resulting executable file ran on a Tesla C2075 GPU and on average it produced 1000 
beamformed RF-frames with 2160 samples and 128 lines within approximately 30 seconds. 
Subsequently, the produced RF-frames for each tilted acquisition were coherently summed to 
produce compounded RF-frames. 
Similarly, in the case of the motion estimation step of the PWI methodology, a GPU accelerated 
sub-sample displacement estimation algorithm was implemented. This algorithm essentially 
parallelized the 1-D normalized cross-correlation (NCC) sum-table method described in [188].  A 
detailed description of the implemented algorithm is given in Appendix A. The estimated 
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displacements were multiplied by the frame rate to obtain the normalized by the frame rate 
PWI axial wall velocities (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼). The algorithm was implemented using MATLAB and on average 
it produced 1000 axial wall velocity frames in 35 seconds. 
After the generation of the compounded RF sequence, the estimation of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼, a single line 
was manually traced through the anterior carotid wall and the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveforms at each point of 
the arterial wall trace were sequentially stacked generating a 2D spatio-temporal plot that 
depicts the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 variation over distance and time of the pulse-wave propagation. Distance 
along the anterior arterial wall trace was calculated by estimating the length of the delineated 
carotid wall between each point and the leftmost point of the arterial wall trace. 
On the 2D spatio-temporal maps, the 50% upstroke point of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 versus time was selected 
as the tracking feature to estimate the PWV. Linear regression of the relationship between the 
50% upstroke arrival time and the previously calculated distance along the anterior wall yielded 
the slope as the regional PWV value for the whole imaged segment and the corresponding 
coefficient of determination 𝑟2 as an approximate measure of the pulse wave propagation 
uniformity. Subsequently, the localized pPWV measurements were estimated with the 
methodology shown in Chapter III. The 50% upstroke points were divided in 50% overlapping 
kernels of 20, 30, 40 and 50 points. Linear regressions were performed for each sub-region, 
thereby providing a localized PWV value along with the corresponding coefficient of 
determination 𝑟2, indicative of the quality of the linear fit. The size of the kernels was varied to 
investigate the effects of frame rate and compounding on various levels of PWV localization. A 
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graphical depiction of the coherent compounding PWI methodology used on a normal common 
carotid artery is shown in Figure 4.5. 
4.2.1.5. Performance metrics 
In order to assess the accuracy of the PWI measurements and evaluate the effect of each 
parameter on the quality of its results, various metrics were used: 
Figure 4.5: Schematic of the compounding PWI post-processing methodology. In 2. vertical 
red arrows with the white contour indicate the approximate location where the vPWI obtain 
values close to their 50% upstroke point, thus indicating the pulse wave propagation. 
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 Regional and piecewise PWV values: Comparison to static testing derived values in
the case of the phantom setup and evaluation of repeatability and agreement 
between regional and mean piecewise PWVs in the case of the healthy volunteers. 
 Coefficient of determination (𝒓𝟐): Comparison of 𝑟2 values for different parameter
configurations provides a quality metric contingent upon both varying image SNR as 
well as frame rate [175]. 
 PWI Axial Wall Velocities SNR (𝑺𝑵𝑹𝒗𝑷𝑾𝑰): Similarly to [147], a stochastic metric of
precision was used to compare the performance of the PWI axial wall velocity (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼) 
estimation for various imaging configurations. Firstly, the anterior wall of the vessels 
was manually segmented and subsequently the frames corresponding to a period of 
100 ms around the time-point of occurrence of the pulse wave propagation were 
isolated. 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  was estimated for each point of the anterior wall within small 2D 
windows (1mm x 1.2mm). The 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼and 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 data were used to generate a 2D 
histogram that corresponds to the probability density function of 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  for each 
of the observed 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 magnitudes. Finally, in order to facilitate comparison the 
expected value of 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  was estimated for each 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 value as follows: 




( 13 ) 
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thus generating easily comparable curves between different imaging sequences. 
Finally, the mean 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼was estimated by averaging the estimated 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  for 
all the points of the anterior wall. 
 Temporal Resolution Misses (TRM): This metric was used to evaluate the frame
rate’s capability to adequately sample the propagation of the pulse wave. More 
specifically, TRM were estimated as a percentage of the consecutive 50% upstroke 
markers that occur at the same time point over the total number of 50% upstroke 
markers. Thus: 
𝑇𝑅𝑀 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 50% 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 50% 𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
∙ 100
Consequently, higher values of this metric correspond to an insufficient frame rate 
to capture the pulse wave propagation. 
4.2.2. Results and discussion 
In the case of the phantoms, propagation of the negative pulse wave was observed in both the 
soft and stiff sections of the phantom. The results of the statistical analysis performed for all of 
the metrics can be seen in Figure 4.6. The recovered static testing PWV values for the soft and 
the stiff phantom sections were 𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 = 2.49𝑚/𝑠 and 𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 3.41𝑚/𝑠. The PWI-
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measured regional and mean piecewise PWVs were validated against the aforementioned static 
PWVs. Furthermore, agreement was found between the mean piecewise PWVs and the 
regional PWV, an expected result given the homogeneity of each phantom section. 
Figure 4.6: Statistical analysis of the phantom PWI validation study. (a) and (b) Regional and 
piecewise PWVs for different numbers of transmitted plane waves in the cases of the soft and 
stiff phantom sections respectively. (c) and (d) Regional and piecewise r2 values for different 
numbers of transmitted plane waves in the cases of the soft and the stiff phantom sections 
respectively. The asterisks indicate significant difference compared to the single plane wave 
case. (e) and (f) Expected SNRvPWI curves for different numbers of transmitted plane waves. In 
the cases of the soft and the stiff phantom sections respectively (g) and (h) show mean SNRvPWI  
for different number of transmitted plane waves in the cases of the soft and stiff phantom 
sections respectively. Asterisks indicate significant difference and the horizontal lines indicate 
the groups between which the corresponding level of significance was found (*: p ⩽ 0.05, **: p 
⩽ 0.01, ***: p ⩽ 0.001). 
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Increasing the number of plane waves showed an improvement in the performance of PWI, 
namely there were increases in both the 𝑟2 coefficients and the𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 . However, in the case
of the 𝑟2 coefficients a lot of the increases were not significant due to either increased 
variability of the observed 𝑟2 values or already ideal values. It has to be noted that the smallest 
piecewise segments (20 points) were found to be the most susceptible to noise, given the low 
number of markers involved in the linear fit, thus leading to some errors in the PWV estimation. 
The performance of pPWI with the smallest segments benefitted the greatest from increasing 
the number of compounded plane waves. 
Another interesting finding in the case of the phantom study was that the 𝑟2 coefficients were 
lower compared to the soft phantom case. This can be attributed in part to the lower 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 
magnitudes in the case of the stiff phantom, which in turn led to the 50% downstroke markers 
being detected at lower 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 magnitudes compared to the soft phantom.  Thus increased jitter 
affected the accurate detection of the 50% downstroke points [147]. 
In the case of the in vivo reproducibility study, good intra-subject reproducibility of the 
estimated PWVs was found for two cardiac cycles measured 1-3 days apart as seen in Figure 
4.7. In all of the cases, the difference between the means of the PWVs estimated during each 
acquisition did not exceed 1𝑚/𝑠. Similar findings have been reported in other noninvasive PWV 
studies using systems mentioned in Chapter I such as the Sphygmocor and the Complior [209], 
[210] PWV values in the first acquisition were found to be on average 3.97 ± 1.21 𝑚/𝑠 and in 
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the second acquisition 4.08 ± 1.15 𝑚/𝑠. Furthermore the estimated PWVs were found to be in 
good agreement with the ones present in literature (3-9 m/s [211]–[213]) as well as with the 
ones measured in a previous PWI study in human carotids in vivo using conventional ultrasound 
imaging [188]. 
In the case of the in vivo optimization study, firstly performance was assessed at different 
frame rates using single plane wave imaging. As observed in Figure 4.8 while the quality of the 
spatio-temporal plots remained similar at different frame rates, the layout of the 50% upstroke 
markers changes significantly. More specifically, for the highest frame rate (8333 Hz) there are 
no consecutive 50% upstroke markers occurring at the same time. However, this comes at the 
expense of higher noise, which while not greatly affecting the regional linear fit, has an effect 
on the smaller kernels. In the case of the lowest frame rate, multiple consecutive 50% upstroke 
markers lie on the same temporal line causing high TRM percentages and generating a 
Figure 4.7: (a) PWVs of six (n = 6) healthy subjects measured over two different cardiac cycle 
acquisitions over the course of 1–3 d. (b) Mean PWVs of all subjects during the first and the 
second acquisition. The corresponding p-value from using paired t-test and the coefficient of 
determination R2 are shown in the middle. 
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staggered waveform and indicating that the frame rate is insufficient to capture the local pulse 
wave propagation. This has a negative effect on the piecewise 𝑟2 values. Thus, the most 
beneficial frame rates were found to be in the range of 1667 – 2778 Hz. As shown in the 
appendix of [193] this finding was found to agree with the results produced by Huang et al. in 
[201] after accounting for the difference in spacing between the RF-data lines. 
Figure 4.8: (a)–(c) Spatio-temporal plots and regional PWVs of a healthy subject 
corresponding to frame rates of 926 Hz, 1667 Hz and 8333 Hz respectively. (d)–(f) 50% 
upstroke markers and regional linear fit determining the regional PWV corresponding to 
frame rates of 926 Hz, 1667 Hz and 8333 Hz respectively. (g)–(i) Spatio-temporal plots and 20 
point kernel piecewise PWVs corresponding to frame rates of 926 Hz, 1667 Hz and 8333 Hz 
respectively 
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In the next section of the study, the performance of PWI was investigated for compounding 
plane waves transmitted at different angles. The statistical analysis of the estimated metrics in 
the case of varying transmission angles is shown in Figure 4.9. It was found that 1𝑜 was the 
angle of the tilted plane waves that produced the best results in terms of both regional and 
piecewise 𝑟2 values as well as 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  values with significant increases in the mean 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼
Figure 4.9: Statistical analysis of the in vivo plane wave transmission angle variation results. 
(a) Regional and piecewise PWVs for different transmission angles (b) regional and 
piecewise r2 values for different transmission angles (c) mean SNRvPWI for different 
transmission angles (d) and (e) expected SNRvPWI curves for different transmission angles 
(acquisitions 0°, 1°, 3° and 3°, 5°, 10° respectively). Asterisks indicate significant difference 
and the horizontal lines indicate the groups between which the corresponding level of 
significance was found (*: p ⩽ 0.05, **: p ⩽ 0.01, ***: p ⩽ 0.001). 
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compared to both 0𝑜 and 3𝑜 (𝑝 ≤ 0.01 and 𝑝 ≤ 0.05 respectively). Similarly, in [146] it was 
found that increments of 1𝑜 provided higher image SNR and CNR compared to the case of 3𝑜 
angle increments. Transmission angles beyond 3𝑜didn’t produce any significant changes of the 
𝑟2 , although the mean 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  values decreased as the angle increased. A possible
explanation for this is that as the angle increases, grating lobes start to appear in the field of 
view, thus impacting the quality of the RF-data. 
Figure 4.10: Statistical analysis of the in vivo number of transmitted plane waves variation 
results. (a) Regional and piecewise PWVs for different numbers of transmitted plane waves. 
(b) Regional and piecewise r2 values for different numbers of transmitted plane waves. (c) 
Mean SNRvPWI for different numbers of transmitted plane waves. (d) Expected SNRvPWI  
curves for different numbers of transmitted plane waves. Asterisks indicate significant 
difference and the horizontal lines indicate the groups between which the corresponding 
level of significance was found (*: p ⩽ 0.05, **: p ⩽ 0.01, ***: p ⩽ 0.001). 
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Finally, the effects of increasing the number of plane waves were investigated. As seen from 
the statistical results in Figure 4.10, while the 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  increase from 1 to 3 plane waves was 
significant (𝑝 < 0.05) every subsequent increase only produced slight 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 increases, thus 
indicating saturation. Similar observations were made in the case of the 𝑟2 linear fit quality 
indicators. This saturation when using more than 3 plane waves was also observed in part in the 
phantom study and can be attributed to the motion that the imaged vessels undergo between 
angled plane wave acquisitions, thus resulting to reduced coherence and motion artifacts [214]. 
Consequently, 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼   gains are limited as the number of transmitted plane waves increases 
[194]. 
 Conclusion 4.3.
In this study a GPU-accelerated framework was developed in order to process the volume of 
data produced by high-frame rate coherent compounding acquisitions. A phantom study was 
performed to validate the results of compounded PWI. Reproducibility of the PWVs from 
compounding sequences was also verified in vivo among healthy volunteers. The most 
beneficial frame rates for tracking the pulse wave in vivo were found to be in the range of 1667 
to 2778 Hz. Furthermore, 1𝑜 was found to be the optimal plane wave transmission angle 
between tilted plane waves. Finally, most significant improvements in the performance of PWI 
were found with the transition from single plane wave imaging to 3-plane wave compounding 
acquisitions. Further increase in the number of plane waves produced smaller gains. 
Consequently, given the limitations in frame rate and the gains in tracking the pulse wave from 
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increasing the number of transmitted plane waves, acquisitions with 3 plane waves at 2778 Hz 
and 5 plane waves at 1667 Hz are considered to be optimal for imaging the pulse wave 
propagation and thus would be the most reliable for regular use in a clinical setting. 
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 Pulse Wave Velocity (PWV) and Compliance Chapter 5.
Estimation and Mapping Using Pulse Wave Imaging (PWI) in 
Healthy, Stenotic and Post-endarterectomy Carotid Arteries 
In Vivo 
After optimization of the plane wave acquisition sequences presented in the previous chapter, 
the next step was to use them in conjunction with the local PWV estimation methods 
developed in Chapter III. Using the resulting modality, PWV and compliance mapping was 
performed in normal and pathological human carotid arteries in vivo. Compliance values were 
obtained with the Bramwell-Hill equation (4). Given that the aforementioned equation 
alleviates some of the assumptions involved in the Moens-Korteweg equation such as the thin-
walled tube assumption and the perfectly circular cross-section of the vessel, it was deemed 
preferable to employ this equation to estimate the investigated vessel’s compliance and 
generate compliance maps [1]. Another factor that advocated for this was the fact that arterial 
compliance has been previously investigated in longitudinal clinical studies [215] and although 
the values provided in those studies corresponded to an average value for the compliance of 
the whole investigated carotid, they can be used as a form of validation of the range of the PWI 
computed compliance values. 
As mentioned in the introduction, atherosclerosis is known to alter the arterial wall elasticity. 
More specifically, it has been reported to promote arterial stiffening while also inducing 
reduced spatial homogeneity of arterial mechanical behavior [6], [54], [121]. However, lower 
stiffness has been reported in the case of vulnerable plaque components such as the large 
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necrotic core.  Thus, investigating the local elasticity with PWI could prove beneficial for patient 
care and adverse outcome prevention. 
Current clinical criteria for high-risk patients were described in the introduction. Highly stenotic 
patients often undergo carotid endarterectomy (CEA), an operation that has shown benefits in 
the case of symptomatic patients with a high degree of stenosis (>70%) [46], [47]. However, it 
has been reported that in 12-20% of the operated carotids, either residual stenosis (incomplete 
CEA) or recurrent stenosis appears already 3 months after the operation [216]. Additionally, it 
has been reported that within 5 years post-operation, even though mostly non-disabling, 
strokes do occur in approximately 10% of the patients. Hypothesizing that these outcomes are 
linked to the mechanical properties of the post-operated carotids, investigating the local wall 
stiffness using PWI may prove to provide some insight into the causes behind post-operation 
morbidity and complications as well as improve the assessment of CEA. 
Consequently, in this study validation of the PWI compliance estimates and maps will be 
performed in silicone phantoms under dynamic conditions (i.e. while the phantom is connected 
to the peristaltic pump). Proof of feasibility and validation of compliance mapping will be shown 
in healthy subjects. The technique will be then tested in the carotid arteries of atherosclerotic 
patients and in the case of patients undergoing CEA; its results will be compared with 
histological findings. Finally, stiffness and spatial homogeneity of post-CEA subjects will be 
investigated and compared with diseased subjects. Findings of this study have been presented 
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at the 15th International Tissue Elasticity Conference, 2016 and at the 2017 International 
Ultrasonics Symposium [217]. 
 Materials and methods 5.1.
5.1.1. Phantom study 
Silicone gel was used to construct a phantom with a soft and a stiff segment along the 
longitudinal axis, embedded within a soft silicone surrounding material as previously described 
in Chapter IV. This phantom was then used to perform dynamic testing and thus validate plane 
wave compounding PWI under dynamic conditions. 
The phantom was connected to a peristaltic pump generating pulse waves at a frequency of 
approximately 2Hz. The setup was scanned using a 5 MHz linear array (L7-4, ATL Ultrasound, 
Bothell, WA, USA) connected to a research scanner (Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA, USA). A 
coherent compounding sequence developed in Chapter IV was used, with 5 plane waves at 
1667 Hz to image the pulse wave propagation. Synchronized intraluminal pressure 
Figure 5.1: Co-localization of the pressure catheter and the linear array trasducer within the 
lumen of the phantom. 
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measurements were made by inserting a pressure catheter inside the phantom’s lumen. The 
catheter was controlled by a pressure control unit (PCU-2000, Milllar, Houston, TX, USA) and 
the pressure waveforms were obtained by a data acquisition card at a high sampling rate of 10 
kHz (CompuScope 14200, Gage Applied Technologies, Lachine, QC, Canada). The catheter 
pressure acquisition was triggered by the ultrasound acquisition in order to obtain 
simultaneous measurements. Care was taken to place the catheter tip within the ultrasound 
field of view (Figure 5.1) and thus acquire co-localized PWI and pressure measurements. 
Consequently, by simultaneously acquiring ultrasonic and pressure data at the same location, 
the pressure-area relationship of the vessel was successfully recovered and used to compute a 
compliance value (𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛) that was subsequently used to validate the PWI compliance values 
(𝐶𝑃𝑊𝐼). 
5.1.2. In vivo study 
For the in vivo study, the common carotids of nine healthy volunteers (22-35 y.o., mean 27.3 
y.o., n = 9) were scanned. Their right common carotids were scanned three times with the 
subject and transducer resetting after each scan. Furthermore, the diseased carotid arteries of 
ten atherosclerotic patients were scanned (61-86 y.o., mean 73.7 y.o., n = 10). In five of those 
cases, a plaque sample was recovered after CEA. Finally, the operated carotids of seven post-
operation atherosclerotic patients, approximately 1 month after operation (64-77y.o., mean 
71.85 y.o., n = 7). 
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Imaging was performed using the Verasonics research scanner. In addition to the previously 
used 5 MHz linear transducer, an 18.5 MHz L22-14vLF transducer (Verasonics Inc, Bothell, WA, 
USA) was used (67% bandwidth, 0.10 mm pitch, elevation focus at 20 mm) to perform high-
frequency scanning of the diseased arteries and thus obtain a higher resolution image of the 
plaques.  This allowed for significantly higher axial resolution (~0.1mm) compared to ultrasonic 
probes that are generally used for carotid scanning in most large clinical studies investigating 
the diseased carotid intima media thickness (IMT) [151], [218]. Thus, it is expected to provide 
the atherosclerotic plaque morphology, which has been reported to be linked to the risk of 
plaque rupture [219], [220], in greater detail. Furthermore, higher-resolution PWV and 
compliance maps can be obtained and compared to regular resolution PWI results, thus proving 
the repeatability of the technique with a different transducer. 
Figure 5.2: Piecewise PWV and compliance estimation and mapping methodology 
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Plane wave compounding sequences of either 5 or 3 plane waves were employed at 1667 or 
2773 Hz, respectively. 
5.1.3. PWI post-processing 
The PWI post-processing employed in this study was the one developed in Chapter IV. More 
specifically, the acquired channel data were beamformed and subsequently the axial wall 
velocities (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 ) were estimated in a GPU-enhanced framework. Spatio-temporal maps 
depicting the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 variation over time at each lateral position were then generated for each of 
the anterior and posterior wall segmentations. Finally, to eliminate any rigid motion and thus 
make PWV estimation more robust, the two spatio-temporal maps were subtracted and a 
distension spatio-temporal map was generated. 
Subsequently, the 50% upstroke points were estimated for the distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveforms at 
each lateral position. Linear regression was performed on the spatio-temporal variation of the 
50% upstroke points at each lateral position along the imaged segment to obtain the slope as 
the regional PWV and the coefficient of determination r2 as an index of propagation uniformity. 
In order to acquire piecewise PWV measurements, the 50% upstroke points were divided in 
50% overlapping kernels of 40 points. Linear regressions were performed for each piece (sub-
region), thereby providing a piecewise PWV value along with the corresponding coefficient of 
determination (r2). 
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The anterior and posterior wall segmentations were then used to estimate the diameter of the 
vessel at each lateral position. It should be noted that the diameter estimates were corrected 
by the slope of the arterial centerline at each lateral position. Mean diameter for all of the 
lateral positions and regional PWV were used as inputs to the Bramwell-Hill equation (4) and 
the regional compliance of the imaged vessel was estimated (𝐶𝑃𝑊𝐼). Finally, the piecewise 
compliances were estimated by using as inputs the piecewise PWV and the mean diameter of 
each sub-region of the vessel. Piecewise PWVs and compliance values were then color-coded 
and overlaid onto the B-mode, thus generating piecewise PWV and Compliance maps of the 
imaged vessel. An overview of this methodology is shown in Figure 5.2. 
 Results and discussion 5.2.
Diameter and intraluminal pressure in the soft and the stiff segments of the phantom were 
plotted in the same graph as shown in Figure 5.3. It can be seen that they are synchronous and 
that also they have a similar shape, an expected result given that diameter is linearly linked to 
local pressure waveform [6], [169], [221]. This also corroborates previous studies in vivo where 
it has been shown in vivo that tonometric pressure waveforms can be obtained by linearly 
scaling diameter waveforms derived from echo-tracking [221], [222].  Figure 5.4a) shows the 
pressure-area relationship of each phantom plotted on the same plot. Both relationships were 
found to be linear and to show no hysteresis indicating that the viscous behavior of the 
phantom was minimal [223]. It can be seen that the slope of the stiff phantom segment is lower 
indicating a lower compliance and thus confirming the higher stiffness of that vessel segment. 
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Figure 5.4b) shows that the PWI-derived regional and piecewise compliances are in agreement 
with the dynamic testing compliances. Low standard deviation of the piecewise measurements 
along the vessel indicated high homogeneity, a finding that was expected given that the same 
concentration of silicone was used to construct each section and that vessel radius and wall 
thickness were the same along the vessel. 
In the case of the healthy human subjects compliance maps indicated homogeneity of arterial 
wall (Figure 5.5). It should be noted however that a small increase in compliance was found 
close to the bifurcation. While this spatial distribution of compliance along the healthy common 
carotid requires independent measurements to be confirmed, in another study by Reneman et 
al. [41], the arterial wall close to the carotid bulb was found to be more distensible compared 
to the common carotid in healthy young subjects. This result is in agreement with the higher 
Figure 5.3: Simultaneous tracking of diameter waveform (blue) and intraluminal pressure 
(orange) measured synchronously at approximately the same location for the soft phantom 
segment (left) and the stiff phantom segment (right). The catheter tip is shown in both B-
mode images within the lumen of the phantom for reference.  
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compliance found closer to the bifurcation. Additionally, as also seen in Figure 5.5, the 
compliance values found in healthy subjects were confirmed against arterial compliance values 
estimated with other methods at single points in the carotid artery.  
In the case of the atherosclerotic patients, increased variability of the PWVs and the 
Figure 5.4: a) Pressure area relationship for each phantom section and corresponding linear 
regression yielding compliance. It can be seen that there is no hysteresis (i.e. pressure wave and 
distension wave occurring simultaneously with no lag) and that soft section yields higher 
compliance (dA/dP) compared to the stiff section. b) Statistical results from three peristaltic pump 
cycles. PWI-derived regional and mean piecewise compliance are compared with dynamic testing 
compliance.  
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compliances was found, thus indicating fragmentation of the arterial wall along with increased 
inhomogeneity. Figure 5.6 shows the case of a CEA patient, where PWI findings are compared 
to the histological findings of the sample recovered from approximately the same location of 
the diseased carotid. Increased 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 are seen at the section of the wall directly preceding the 
plaque. In agreement with this finding, increased compliance values were found at that 
Figure 5.5: Compliance maps in four healthy subjects and the corresponding statistics of 
regional and mean piecewise compliances for these subjects. In the bar plot dashed lines 
indicate mean carotid compliances estimated in other clinical studies. Regional and mean 
piecewise compliances in the four healthy subjects were averaged over 3 cardiac cycles.  
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segment as seen from the compliance map in Figure 5.6b. Additionally, elastographic studies 
have shown  large deformations at the tissues surrounding calcified plaques [224]. It has been 
hypothesized that this is due to stress repartition from the stiff plaque and high energy transfer 
to the surrounding tissue. This finding could potentially provide information on plaque rupture 
as plaque shoulder is a common site of rupture (site of rupture for approximately 60% of cases 
[225], [226]) 
Figure 5.6: a) vPWI images that indicate the propagation of the pulse wave (red indicates 
motion towards the transducer, top and blue indicates motion away from the transducer, 
bottom). b) pPWI compliance map. The yellow rectangle indicates the approximate location 
from where the plaque sample was taken from. c) The recovered plaque sample. Dashed line 
indicates the section along which the histological slice was taken. d) H&E staining of the 
plaque sample and e) Masson’s Trichrome Staining of the plaque 
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Gross pathology of the recovered specimen confirmed that increased calcification was present 
at the plaque site with several focally hard spots. Histology with H&E staining confirmed this 
and also Masson’s Trichrome staining revealed a densely collagenous fibrous cap that also 
contributes to the increased stiffness of the plaque. Consequently, the histological findings 
were in good agreement with the PWI compliance map partially validating the PWI results. This 
finding could potentially provide information on plaque rupture as plaque shoulder is a 
common site of rupture (site of rupture for approximately 60% of cases [225], [226]) 
Another example of a CEA patient is shown in Figure 5.7. This patient was scanned with the 
high-frequency probe (18.5 MHz) in order to acquire a higher resolution view of the plaque. The 
plaque was found to be more compliant compared to the surrounding wall. This was confirmed 
in part by the acquired specimen shown in Figure 5.7c with the increased presence of lipids and 
erythrocytes indicating plaque inflammation. Additionally, Masson’s trichrome stain (Figure 
5.7e) indicated the decreased presence of collagen, a component of plaque stabilization and 
increased stiffness within the plaque. 
Subsequently, PWI was performed in two atherosclerotic subjects with both regular (5MHz) and 
high-frequency (18.5 MHz) scanning. The results were compared in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. 
In Figure 5.8 the field of view of the higher resolution B-mode image is shown overlaid onto the 
regular resolution B-mode. The plaque in both images appears to be echogenic but also causes 
some shadowing at some locations on the posterior wall. This indicates the presence of a small 
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degree of calcification in the plaque [227]. Agreement was found between the corresponding 
distension spatio-temporal plots as seen in Figure 5.8b. The morphologies of both the main 
wave and the dicrotic notch are similar, while in both cases there is approximately total 
reflection of the pulse wave at the far end of the plaque as indicated by the perforated black 
lines. Similarly, good agreement was found in the spatial distribution and magnitude of the 
Figure 5.7: a) PWI axial wall velocity images that indicate the propagation of the pulse wave 
(red indicates motion towards the transducer, top and blue indicates motion away from the 
transducer, bottom). b) pPWI compliance map. The yellow perforated line indicates the 
approximate location from where the plaque cross-section sample was taken from. c) The 
recovered plaque sample. Dashed line indicates the section along which the histological slice 
was taken. d) H&E staining of the plaque sample and e) Masson’s Trichrome Staining of the 
plaque 
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piecewise PWV and compliance values. Low compliance values at the plaque site constituted a 
finding that indicated the presence of calcifications, as corroborated by the acoustic shadowing. 
Figure 5.8: Comparison of results using the standard frequency (L7-4, 5 MHz) and the 
high-frequency (L22-14vLF, 18.5 MHz) probe. a) B-mode comparison. The plaque region 
is outlined in both cases (red line) and the field of view of the high-frequency probe is 
indicated onto the B-mode of the regular frequency probe (yellow rectangle). The heart 
is on the left side of the image while the brain is on the right side. b) spatio-temporal 
plots for both regular and high-frequency scans. Total reflection can be observed at the 
right side of the plaque in both scans (perforated black line). c), c) piecewise PWV and 
compliance maps of the imaged artery with both scans. Similar results can be observed 
in both cases. 
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Figure 5.9 shows another example of comparison between the results of regular and high-
frequency PWI. Both scans were performed on a 78 y.o. female patient immediately after her 
admission into the hospital for stroke, alluding to the presence of vulnerable plaque. As seen 
from Figure 5.9a the high-frequency transducer images the plaque on the anterior wall with 
increased resolution. The cap of the plaque is better delineated while the necrotic core appears 
to be echolucent, an indication that the plaque has a lipid-rich core [228]. Figure 5.9b and c 
show 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 frames at regular and high frequency, respectively. Similar patterns can be observed 
with the plaque showing relatively high 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼, indicating low stiffness. The anterior wall right 
after the plaque showed decreased 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 in both cases a finding that is associated with partial 
reflection of the pulse wave at the plaque site. Finally, Figure 5.9d shows the piecewise PWV 
maps created with both probes. In both cases the atherosclerotic plaque shows relatively low 
piecewise PWV while the arterial region immediately after the plaque shows an increase in 
PWV, in agreement with the reduced 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼. A benefit of the high-frequency probe can be 
observed in this case as it provides a higher resolution PWV map providing more localized 
piecewise PWV values and thus better contrast between the plaque and the arterial segment 
immediately after the plaque. 
Figure 5.10 shows the results for the case of a symptomatic atherosclerotic patient (77 y.o., F) 
before (left) and after (right) a CEA procedure. Scan alignment was ensured by scanning over 
the surgeon’s incision marking before the operation and scanning right over the patient’s 
stitches after the operation. Figure 5.10a shows 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 frames at peak systole. In the case of the 
diseased artery, complex motion patterns can be observed with variation of both the 
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magnitude and the direction of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼. On the contrary, in the case of the operated carotid, 
uniformity of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼along the arterial wall has been mostly restored. Similar observations can 
Figure 5.9: Comparison of results using the standard frequency (L7-4, 5 MHz) and the high-
frequency (L22-14vLF, 18.5 MHz) probe. a) B-mode comparison. The plaque region is outlined 
in both cases (red line) and the field of view of the high-frequency probe is indicated onto the 
B-mode of the regular frequency probe (yellow rectangle). The heart is on the left side of the 
image while the brain is on the right side. b), c) PWI axial wall velocities overlaid onto the B-
mode indicating the pulse wave propagation in the 5 MHz and 18.5 MHz probe cases, 
respectively d) piecewise PWV maps of the imaged artery with both scans. Similar results can 
be observed in both cases. 
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be made in the case of the spatio-temporal plot with the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 acquiring similar peak values 
along the artery (Figure 5.10b). Additionally, the r2 quality indicator denotes increased 
nonlinearity in the propagation of the pulse wave prior to the operation, while linear 
propagation is mostly restored afterwards. Finally, in both the piecewise PWV and compliance 
maps, the plaque shows decreased stiffness, a characteristic that is linked to vulnerable 
plaques. This can be partly supported by the recovered plaque specimen. Gross pathology 
showed increased plaque ulceration (redness), while histological examination with H&E and 
Mason’s trichrome stains (Figure 5.10f and g, respectively) showed a large complex plaque with 
a necrotic core and reduced presence of collagen, signs of a vulnerable plaque. This was further 
supported by the presence of symptoms in the patient and confirmed by the operative notes 
reporting the presence of thrombus, as also seen in histology (Figure 5.10g). As seen from the 
PWV and compliance maps, CEA was found to be beneficial, restoring homogeneity of the 
piecewise PWV and compliance values along the artery, thus restoring the spatial stiffness 
homogeneity. 
It should be noted that both Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.10 indicate that higher compliance may be 
associated with plaques whose gross pathology and histology exhibit characteristics of a 
vulnerable plaque (increased complexity, inflammation, reduced collagen, necrotic core). Thus, 
they show the potential of PWV and compliance mapping as a risk assessment tool for 
atherosclerotic patients. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of results for an atherosclerotic patient before (left) and after (right) 
a CEA procedure. a) PWI axial wall velocity frames at peak systole. b) Comparison of spatio-
temporal maps. c), d) piecewise PWV and compliance maps, respectively. e) The recovered 
plaque specimen. f) H&E staining of a longitudinal slice along the plaque. g) Masson’s 
trichrome staining of a longitudinal slice along the plaque, necrotic core (NC, solid line) and 
thrombus (T, perforated line) are indicated and shown at a higher magnification.  
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Overall, the PWV was found to significantly increase (p≤0.05) for the atherosclerotic cases 
(8.23 ± 3.71 𝑚/𝑠, n = 10) compared to the healthy subjects (4.49 ± 1.00 𝑚/𝑠, n = 9). This is in 
agreement with large clinical studies investigating the effect of atherosclerosis on global PWV 
[54], [229]. A small drop in PWV was found in post-CEA patients (7.24 ± 2.67 𝑚/𝑠, n = 7) 
indicating that endarterectomy may have a beneficial effect by bringing the PWV of the 
repaired artery closer to normal physiological limits.  Furthermore, two spatial homogeneity 
metrics were investigated, namely, the coefficient of variation of the distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 (𝐶𝑉𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼) 
along the lateral positions of the imaged artery and the r2 coefficient of the pulse wave 
propagation linearity. As expected, the 𝐶𝑉𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  was found to be significantly higher in 
atherosclerotic subjects compared to the healthy subjects (p ≤ 0.0001). While the 𝐶𝑉𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼   was 
found to decrease in the case of post-operation patients, it still remained significantly, higher 
compared to the normal subjects. This could be attributed to residual stenosis remaining after 
the operation and also to the age difference between the healthy subjects and the patients. 
However, it should be further investigated as it may provide a marker of how well post-CEA 
carotids recover their stiffness homogeneity after the procedure. Additionally, given that 
distension of the arterial wall is linked to the intraluminal pressure, this marker could be used 
to assess changes in intraluminal pressure at different sites of the artery. 
Similar observations can be made in the case of the r2 indicator. r2 was found to be significantly 
higher in the case of healthy subjects (0.92 ± 0.05, n = 9) compared to both the atherosclerotic 
patients (0.54 ± 0.18, n = 10, p ≤ 0.0001) and the post-operation patients (0.72 ± 0.17, n = 7, p 
≤ 0.05). An interesting finding is that the increase of r2 in the post-operation patients compared 
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to the atherosclerotic ones was found to be on the verge of significance (p ≈ 0.05), indicating 
that linearity of pulse wave propagation is partly restored. This was also indicated in Figure 5.10 
in the same patient. Thus, longitudinal tracking of the same patients before and after the CEA 
procedure will provide more insight to its restorative effect to the pulse wave propagation 
linearity. The aforementioned statistical results are summarized in Figure 5.11. 
 Conclusions and future work 5.3.
In this study, PWV and compliance mapping using PWI were introduced and validated in 
silicone phantoms under dynamic conditions. The developed methodology was then used in the 
clinic in atherosclerotic and post-operation patients. In the case of atherosclerotic subjects, 
high-frequency micro-scanning at high frame rates was also introduced for the scanning of 
atherosclerosis in vivo. Its results were in agreement with regular PWI results, while increasing 
spatial resolution.  Furthermore, in atherosclerotic patients undergoing CEA compliance and 
Figure 5.11: Statistical results for the normal subjects, atherosclerotic and post-operation 
patients. a) Comparison of the estimated PWV. b) Comparison of the coefficient of variation 
of the peak distension axial wall velocities (vPWI) along the imaged vessel. c) Comparison of 
the pulse wave propagation linearity indicator (r2). (* p≤0.05, ** p≤0.01, **** p≤0.0001). 
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PWV mapping were validated against the recovered plaque specimens indicating PWI’s utility as 
a risk assessment tool. Finally, PWI was able to differentiate between normal and diseased 
subjects, while comparison of stiffness and spatial homogeneity of the mechanical properties 
between atherosclerotic and post-CEA patients showed improvements in the case of the post-
CEA patients. Thus, PWI could be potentially used to further investigate the patient-specific 
benefits of CEA carotid repair. 
Ongoing work includes increasing both the patient population and the number of acquired 
plaque specimens. Thus, linking the local PWI findings with histology will provide increased 
support for the utility of PWI. Another ongoing long-term study towards the same aim is 
associating stiffness and spatial homogeneity measurements with patient outcomes and 
mortality. Longitudinal studies involving patients before and after CEA will evaluate and 
establish the restorative effects of the procedure for the diseased vessel’s mechanical 
properties as well serve as a diagnostic tool for significant residual stenosis. Finally, one 
limitation of this study that needs to be addressed is the scanning of age-matched controls. This 
way, the effects of age on arterial PWV and compliance will be fully decoupled from those of 
atherosclerosis [92]. 
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  Feasibility and Validation of 4-D Pulse Wave Imaging Chapter 6.
in Phantoms and In Vivo 
As presented in this thesis, PWI technique images the pulse wave propagation in two 
dimensional, long-axis views of the arteries. However, using 2-D images to characterize a 3-D 
phenomenon has some limitations. More specifically, it is assumed that the propagation of the 
pulse wave is parallel to the imaging plane, an assumption that may lead to erroneous tracking 
of the pulse wave and ultimately PWV estimation, especially given the high level of tortuosity 
and branching of the arteries. Furthermore, given two-dimensional, longitudinal views of the 
arteries, isotropy of both the arterial wall displacements and the pulse wave propagation 
around the axis of the vessel is assumed. While this assumption could be acceptable in the case 
of homogeneous disease-free arterial walls, in atherosclerotic or aneurysmal walls, this may not 
be the case. Moreover, with a 2-D image of the artery, a significant and/or critical segment of 
the pathological tissue might remain outside of the imaging plane, thus impairing diagnosis 
Developing a three-dimensional imaging platform for PWI would alleviate the aforementioned 
limitations, with comprehensive views of the arterial walls and objective estimation of the full 
PWV vector, unaffected by inter- or intra-observer variability. Given the previously mentioned 
value of PWV in clinical research as an independent predictor of all-cause cardiovascular 
mortality and atherosclerotic burden its accurate and objective estimation may provide a useful 
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metric in the clinic. Certain challenges of conventional three-dimensional ultrasound imaging, 
such as increased computational cost and decreased frame-rates [230] have been recently 
addressed.  More specifically, the parallel implementation of processing algorithms using 
graphical processing units (GPUs) as well as the use of efficient 3-D viewing software has 
rendered the manipulation of large 3-D datasets easier. 
Furthermore, recently introduced 3-D high frame rate imaging using plane and diverging waves 
emitted by 2-D transducer arrays has led to the acquisition of full 3-D volumes at kHz frame 
rates [231]. This imaging method is an extension of the 2-D plane wave imaging, where all of 
the elements of a 2-D array transducer are simultaneously fired in order to insonify the full 
volume of interest (VOI). An illustration of 3-D plane wave imaging of a resolution phantom can 
be seen in Figure 6.1. 
3-D plane and diverging wave imaging has previously been utilized in imaging of the heart 
[232], in shear-wave imaging [233], in 3-D and 4-D Doppler imaging of blood vessels [232], [234] 
and more recently in 3-D quasi-static elastography [235] and in 3-D myocardial elastography in 
vivo [236]. 
Previous attempts to obtain elastographic information of arteries in 3-D include three 
dimensional phase contrast MRI with flow sensitivity, enabling volumetric coverage and PWV 
estimation in the aorta even in the case of complex aortic shapes [114], [237]. Furthermore, 3-D 
strain images of atherosclerotic carotid artery models were produced by estimating the strains 
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from multiple 2-D ultrasonic coherent compounded images and then employing post 
acquisition alignment to produce a single 3-D volume [238], [239]. A similar approach was 
utilized in a simulation study where sparse array imaging was used to produce 3-D strain 
volumes of a healthy carotid artery [240]. In another study, the complete 3-D strain tensor was 
acquired by continuous pullback of an intravascular ultrasound catheter inside excised porcine 
carotid arteries while acquiring images at 30 frames per second [241]. While the 
aforementioned ultrasonic methods have showed promising results, post-acquisition 
registration of arterial image slices was employed. Thus, the objective of this study is to 
introduce a novel method of estimating the PWV along the path of the pulse wave propagation, 
validate it and demonstrate its advantages in silicone phantoms utilizing both static and 
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the 3-D plane wave imaging paradigm. a) Electronic pulses are 
simultaneously applied to the piezoelectric elements. b) a plane wave is then emitted that 
insonifies the whole Volume of Interest (VOI). c) By beamforming the returning echoes, a 3-D 
B-mode is reconstructed. Grey dots correspond to the wires within the resolution phantom. 
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dynamic testing and test its initial feasibility in healthy human carotid arteries in vivo. It should 
also be noted that this study was first presented at the 2016 International Ultrasonics 
Symposium (Tours, France) and subsequently published in the IUS 2016 special issue of the IEEE 
Transactions in Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control [242]. 
 Materials and methods 6.1.
6.1.1. 3-D volume acquisition 
All 3-D imaging in this study was performed using a 16 × 16 2-D array (Sonic Concepts, Bothell, 
WA, USA) with a center frequency of 2.5 𝑀𝐻𝑧 and a bandwidth of 50%. The spacing of the 
transducer elements was 0.85 𝑚𝑚. A fully programmable ultrasound system with a sufficient 
number of channels to accommodate all of the array’s elements in both emission and receive 
was used to control the probe (Vantage 256, Verasonics, Kirkland, USA). Plane waves were 
emitted with the 256 elements firing simultaneously. More specifically, a single plane wave 
acquisition sequence was designed and implemented with plane waves emitted at a 
transmission angle of 0𝑜  (transmission direction being perpendicular to the face of the 
transducer) at a pulse repetition frequency of 2000 𝐻𝑧. The imaging field of view corresponded 
to the 2-D aperture dimensions, i.e. 13.6 ×  13.6 𝑚𝑚2. A detailed investigation of the lateral 
resolution of the 2-D array used in the present study obtained with a single plane wave imaging 
acquisition sequence has been previously performed in a study by Papadacci et al. [235] with 
the 6 dB width of the point spread function (PSF) in both the x and y dimensions increasing 
from 1.5 to 3.5 𝑚𝑚 as the depth increased from 10 to 60 𝑚𝑚. Subsequently, the received 
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echoes were sampled at 10 MHz and stored in memory. Each acquisition lasted approximately 
1𝑠 at a volume rate of 2000 𝑣𝑜𝑙/𝑠. 
6.1.2. Silicone phantom design 
The silicone phantom with the soft and the stiff segments along the longitudinal axis introduced 
previously in this thesis was used to validate the 4-D PWI PWV measurements. Static testing 
PWV values were used to validate the 4-D PWI ones. 
Subsequently, the phantom was connected via rubber tubes to a peristaltic pump, which 
generated pulse waves at a rate of approximately 2 𝐻𝑧. Blood-mimicking fluid was used as the 
circulating fluid. Care was taken when connecting the phantom to the peristaltic pump so that 
Figure 6.2: a) Schematic of the experimental setup used in the phantom study with the 
pressure catheter inserted into the phantom’s lumen and the catheter tip placed beneath the 
2-D array at the scanned location. Schematic depicts imaging of the soft phantom part. 
Imaging of the stiff part was performed by flipping the phantom so that the stiff part would 
be away from the fixed end of the phantom along the flow direction. b) Close-up of the 2-D 
array over the silicone phantom with the pressure catheter tip being within the volume of 
interest. 
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the imaged segment (soft, stiff) would be as far as possible from the fixed end of the phantom 
along the flow direction so as to ensure sufficient travel time for the forward wave before 
mixing with the reflection wave generated at the fixed end of the phantom. 
The phantom was also dynamically tested under the aforementioned conditions and the 
validation was based on deriving the cross-sectional compliance. More specifically, a pressure 
catheter was introduced into the lumen. A digitizer (CompuScope 14200, Gage Applied 
Technologies, Lachine, QC, Canada) was used to synchronize the intraluminal pressure 
measurements with the 3-D ultrasound acquisitions. Care was taken to get the catheter tip 
within the imaged volume. Consequently, given the synchronized intraluminal pressure and 
vessel luminal area measurements obtained at the same location, the pressure-area (𝑃 − 𝐴) 
relationship of the vessel was recovered at high-frequency sampling and thus dynamic 
compliance estimates were obtained (𝐶𝐷𝑦𝑛 =
𝑑𝐴
𝑑𝑃
). These were compared to PWI compliance 
estimates produced via the Bramwell-Hill equation (𝐶𝑃𝑊𝐼). A schematic of the experimental 
setup with the 2-D probe and the catheter inserted into the phantom is shown in Figure 6.2a). A 
magnified image of the catheter tip beneath the 2-D array at the imaging location is shown in 
Figure 6.2b). 
In order to demonstrate the 3-D capability of the technique, as well as its advantage compared 
to conventional PWI, a second phantom was constructed with a plaque embedded on the 
antero-lateral wall. A homogeneous cylindrical phantom was created according to the 
previously described protocol used for the construction of the soft phantom segment. The 
plaque was subsequently added by injecting an extra quantity of the “stiff” material mix onto 
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the vessel wall with a syringe. After about an hour of curing time, the generated plaque 
adhered to the surrounding vessel wall. Next, the phantom was mounted so that the plaque 
would appear at an antero-lateral location of the phantom wall.. The phantom segment 
containing the plaque was scanned with the 2-D array as well as with a standard linear array 
(L7-4, ATL Ultrasound, Bothell, WA, USA) with 128 elements, a central frequency of 5 𝑀𝐻𝑧, 
60% bandwidth and 294 𝜇𝑚 of element spacing connected to the Verasonics research system. 
A coherent compounding PWI acquisition was implemented with the linear array using plane 
wave imaging. The acquisition sequence consisted of emitting 3 at a frame rate of 2778 Hz. The 
received channel data were beamformed with the previously descibed GPU-accelerated delay-
and-sum technique and the pulse wave tracking was carried out with the conventional PWI 
post-processing methodology. Two conventional PWI acquisitions were made with the plaque 
being inside and outside of the field of view. 
6.1.3. In vivo feasibility study design 
The right common carotid of six healthy subjects (𝑛 =  6) was imaged with the 2-D array 
previously described. The subjects were 24 to 35 years old, with an average age 29.2 y.o. The 
experiments were conducted with the subject in a sitting position, freely breathing. First, the 
location of the carotid bifurcation was determined with 2-D ultrasound real-time B-mode 
imaging. The L7-4 linear probe connected to the Verasonics research system was used for the 
imaging. Subsequently, the 3-D acquisition was performed about 2 𝑐𝑚 below the bifurcation. 
The sample size of six subjects was deemed sufficient to capture a wide range of physiological 
PWV values. In order to validate the results, the previously described conventional PWI 
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acquisition sequence was also used to scan the common carotids of three of the healthy 
subjects at approximately the same location. Subsequently, the resulting PWVs were compared 
to the ones obtained by 4-D PWI 
6.1.4. 4-D PWI methodology 
A parallel 3-D delay-and-sum-based algorithm was implemented and used to beamform the 
acquired channel data. The beamforming algorithm was implemented on the CUDA computing 
platform (CUDA 6.5, NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Subsequently, the sub-sample 
PWI axial wall velocities (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼) were estimated by the GPU-accelerated 1-D normalized cross-
correlation algorithm described previously in the current thesis. Calculations were performed 
on a Tesla C2075 GPU (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA, USA). 
In order to produce PWI image sequences depicting the pulse wave propagation, the walls of 
the vessels were isolated in multiple cross section slices and subsequently interpolated to 
produce a mask. The 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 corresponding to the mask’s borders were used to move the mask 
accordingly with the vessel’s motion over time. The isolated 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 were then color-coded and 
overlaid onto the corresponding segmented B-modes. 3-D rendering was performed with the 
Amira software (Visualization Sciences Group, Burlington, MA, USA). A schematic outlining the 
steps of the post-processing methodology is provided in Figure 6.3. 
Points on the anterior wall were manually selected at multiple cross-section slices of the vessel 
and subsequently interpolated in order to generate a 32 × 32 point grid. The  𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 at each 
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point of the grid were extracted and plotted as a function of time, thus generating a 3-D spatio-
temporal map depicting the directional propagation of the pulse wave. To ensure that the 
selected grid points correspond to wall locations and more specifically to regions showing 
adequate signal to noise ratio (SNR), where the quality of the axial wall velocities is expected to 
be satisfactory, they were selected in regions of the top and bottom walls that exhibited 
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the 4-D PWI post-processing methodology in the case of a silicone phantom. 1. 
Collection of channel data. 2. Beamforming of the channel data to generate sequences of 3-D RF 
volumes. 2a) Depicts a sample beamformed 3-D volume and 2b) shows a sub-volume by slicing close to 
the center of the imaged vessel. Red circle indicates the approximate position of the vessel 3. Sequence 
of 4-D PWI axial wall velocity (vPWI) volumes indicating the pulse wave propagation. Red indicates 
motion towards the transducer (top) and blue indicates motion away from it (bottom). Grey arrows 
indicate the progression of the pulse wave propagation. 4. Segmented vessel. 
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sufficient echogenicity. More specifically, the points of the each wall grid were selected in 
regions of the B-mode volumes that exhibited a brightness of at least -6 dB (approximately 0.5 
of the highest brightness amplitude). Thus, noisy velocities and motion artifacts were mostly 
avoided. The lateral walls were also avoided when selecting the points for the anterior and 
posterior wall grids due to the decreased values and SNR of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼. Thus, these grids 
Figure 6.4: Estimation of PWV in 3-D. a) illustration of the top wall grid overlaid onto the 
anterior wall cross-sectional and longitudinal section views b), c), d) different views of the 3-D 
spatio-temporal map e) Estimated 50% upstroke markers and corresponding plane fit. The 
estimated PWV value is shown in the left top corner. 
the upper left corner. 
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corresponded to broad sections of the anterior and posterior walls where the axial wall 
velocities were expected to be of higher quality. In cases where there was significant rigid 
motion, the spatio-temporal maps created for each of the anterior and the posterior walls were 
subtracted in order to eliminate any potential rigid motion interference and keep only the 
distension wave. 
Subsequently, to maintain consistency with the 2-D case, the 50% upstroke points were used as 
the pulse wave tracking feature. The inverse of the gradient of the regression plane fitted 
between the 50% upstroke arrival time and the point location yielded the PWV along the 
direction of the pulse wave propagation. A schematic of the methodology of 4-D PWI is shown 
in Figure 6.4 
 Results and discussion 6.2.
6.2.1. Silicone phantom study 
Figure 6.5 shows the propagation of the pulse wave along the soft and the stiff segments of the 
phantom. As it can be seen the magnitude of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 is higher and the duration of the pulse 
wave propagation is longer in the case of the soft segment compared to the stiff segment. 
Similar observations have been made in [172] in vivo, between normal and stiffer 
atherosclerotic aortas in mice. More specifically, atherosclerotic aortas, known to be stiffer 
compared to healthy ones were shown to have both higher PWVs and lower 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 , thus being 
in agreement with the findings of the current study. 
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PWVs estimated with the static testing were found to be in agreement with the 4-D PWI 
derived PWV over three different cycles (n = 3) in each phantom segment, as shown in TABLE 
6.1. A B-mode slice of the phantom with the catheter in view inside the lumen is depicted in 
Figure 6.6. The same figure shows the simultaneously acquired and co-localized pressure and 
diameter waveforms as well as the pressure-area plot of the phantom yielding 𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛. The 
resulting pressure-area relationship was found to be linear, showing no hysteresis between 
pressure and area measurements. This indicated the reduced influence of the phantom’s wall 
viscosity. The mean compliance estimated via the Bramwell-Hill equation and the 4-D derived 
PWV was found to be  𝐶𝑃𝑊𝐼  =  71.33 ± 1.63 ∙  10
−7𝑚2 ∙  𝑘𝑃𝑎−1  (n=3 cycles), while the
corresponding mean compliance estimated by dynamic testing over three [209], [210]cycles 
was 𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛  =  73.10 ±  2.39 ∙ 10
−7𝑚2 ∙ 𝑘𝑃𝑎−1 (n=3 cycles). Thus, with the dynamic testing the
results of 4-D PWI were validated with the phantom connected to the peristaltic pump (i.e. 
under dynamic conditions). 
Figure 6.5: a) Segmented B-mode of the soft part of the phantom, b), c), d) PWI pulse wave 
propagation image sequence for the soft part, e) Segmented B-mode of the stiff part of the 
phantom, f), g), h) PWI pulse wave propagation image sequence for the stiff part. The solid 
red arrows denote the pulse wavefront. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the PWI pulse propagation image sequences in the cases of the conventional 
PWI acquisitions with the plaque outside and within the field of view. Furthermore, the 4-D PWI 
pulse wave propagation image sequences are shown with the wall clipped outside of the plaque 
region to visualize propagation within the phantom wall and also clipped at the plaque region 
to visualize intra-plaque pulse wave propagation. 
This experiment showcased some advantages of 4-D PWI compared to the conventional 
Figure 6.6: a) Longitudinal section of the phantom at the center of the volume. The catheter 
tip can be seen within the phantom lumen. Diameter was measured between the points 
indicated with blue color. b) Pressure and diameter waveforms measured simultaneously at 
the same location. c) Resulting pressure - area relationship and the corresponding linear fit 
yielding the dynamic testing compliance CDyn. PWI compliance (CPWI) is also provided. 
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Soft Segment Stiff Segment 
𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑃𝑊𝐼(𝑚/𝑠) 2.41 ± 0.07 3.42 + _0.23 
𝑟2 0.76 + _0.04 0.72 ± 0.08 
𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑚/𝑠) 2.49 3.41 
TABLE 6.1: PWV Results (n=3 cycles) 
The plaque phantom experiment showcased some advantages of 4-D PWI compared to the 
conventional technique. More specifically, it showed that while pulse wave propagation was 
detected using the conventional PWI method with the plaque region both within and outside of 
the field of view, plaque detection was harder and could have potentially been missed from the 
PWI analysis. On the contrary, 4-D PWI was able to delineate the full extent of both the 
phantom’s wall and the plaque attached to it, thus providing comprehensive, angle-
independent views of the vessel. This advantage is intrinsically linked to the use of 3-D 
ultrasound in the diagnosis of atherosclerosis. Using conventional 2-D imaging, even with a high 
quality B-mode, plaque severity may be overestimated, underestimated or even completely 
undetected depending on the orientation of the 2-D imaging plane [128]. This may induce 
errors in both the correct diagnosis and the accurate estimation of the plaque and vessel 
morphological characteristics (i.e. plaque thickness, cross-sectional luminal area). This has been 
corroborated by a large scale study where 3-D ultrasound was able to detect more plaques than 
conventional imaging in an older population [243]. Thus, the objective examination and 
increased sensitivity provided by 3-D ultrasound may prove to be crucial for PWI, since it aims 
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at investigating the progression and the mechanical properties of plaques from the earliest 
stages to the higher risk morphologies. 
Figure 6.7: a) Conventional PWI pulse propagation image sequence with the plaque outside of 
the field of view. b) Conventional PWI pulse propagation image sequence with the plaque 
within the field of view. c) 4-D PWI pulse propagation image sequence. The phantom wall has 
been clipped outside of the plaque region to better illustrate pulse wave propagation. d) 4-D 
PWI pulse propagation image sequence. The phantom wall has been clipped at the plaque 
region to visualize intra-plaque pulse propagation. The solid red arrows and the transverse 
perforated lines denote the pulse wavefront and propagation is from right to left side. The 
extent of the plaque has been delineated with thin black perforated lines 
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Additionally, the Bramwell-Hill equation and the Pulse Wave Inverse Problem (PWIP), in 
addition to the accurate estimation of the PWV, require the correct estimation of the cross-
sectional luminal area. 4-D PWI is advantageous in this case, since it is able to provide 
comprehensive views of the investigated vessels, whereas conventional PWI assumes 
circumferential homogeneity and symmetry of the vessel, an assumption that often does not 
hold in the case of atherosclerotic vessels. 
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6.7, another advantage of 4-D PWI is that it provides the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 
throughout the entire imaged vessels circumference and length simultaneously. On the 
contrary, conventional PWI only provides the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 at a single slice, dramatically decreasing the 
amount of available information for further analysis. 
6.2.2. In vivo feasibility study 
In the case of the in vivo study proposed 4-D PWI processing method was applied to six sets of 
data from healthy subjects. Snapshots of the propagation of the pulse wave can be seen in 
Figure 6.9. The spatio-temporal maps of the propagation of the distension pulse wave were 
obtained from the 2-D and 3-D acquisitions for three of the subjects (A,B and C) and compared 
for each one of them, as shown in Figure 6.8. Good qualitative agreement between 
conventional and 3-D spatio-temporal maps was obtained. Quantitatively, the PWVs estimated 
with the 4-D PWI technique were close to the PWVs estimated with conventional PWI. On 
average, the difference was 0.52 𝑚/𝑠, which is less than 1.1 𝑚/𝑠 the maximum reported 
difference in PWVs measured during different cardiac cycles of the same subject by both 
commercial systems [209], [210] and PWI studies  [188], [193]. 
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6.2.3. Limitations and future directions 
The main drawbacks of the 4-D PWI method compared to conventional PWI are pertinent to 
the 2-D array used. More specifically, lower image quality and overall SNR can be observed in 
Figure 6.9: Segmented vessel and PWI pulse wave propagation image sequences showing the 
3-D propagation of the pulse wave in a portion of the common carotid of a healthy subject. 
The same vessel is shown in the bottom row with the arterial wall clipped to show intra-wall 
pulse propagation. Red dotted lines and red solid arrows indicate the progression of the pulse 
wave. 
Figure 6.8: Comparison of the spatio-temporal maps obtained from conventional 2-D 
measurements (top row) and with the proposed 3-D approach (bottom row) for three 
different subjects. 
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both the B-mode volumes and the estimated 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 , as also discussed in [235], mainly due to 
the lower number of elements along each direction (16 × 16 elements), lower frequency (2.5 
MHz) and lower frequency bandwidth (50%) compared to the linear array used in conventional 
PWI (128 elements, 5 MHz, 60% bandwidth). These limitations are expected to be alleviated 
with the acquisition of a new probe with a higher central frequency and more piezo-electric 
elements. 
Another limitation of the current technique is that lateral 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 were not estimated and thus 
pulse wave propagation was based solely on the axial 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 . As expected, lateral walls exhibited 
reduced axial motion and were mostly avoided for the tracking of the pulse wave propagation. 
However, it should be noted that the same limitation would apply to conventional PWI, since 
also in conventional PWI only the axial 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 are tracked. Nevertheless, axial 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 were found 
to be sufficient to enable 4-D PWI’s main functionality and main advantage compared to 
conventional PWI, the correct tracking of the pulse wave in 3-D along the propagation 
direction. 
Ongoing work aims at the estimation of lateral 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 which will ultimately lead to the 
acquisition of the full vector of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and not just their axial component, thus alleviating any 
perceived angle dependence of the method and also providing increased insight to arterial wall 
motion. This will be of great importance especially in the case of focal vascular disease 
exhibiting anisotropic 3-D motion and complex mechanical behavior. 
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 Conclusions 6.3.
4-D PWI was successfully implemented with plane waves at high volume rates. PWVs were 
estimated along the direction of the pulse wave propagation and were validated in the case of a 
silicone phantom against PWV values derived from static testing. Compliance values derived 
with dynamic testing were also found to be similar to the PWI-derived compliance. Pulse wave 
propagation was comprehensively visualized in a plaque phantom using 4-D PWI and its 
advantage was demonstrated against conventional PWI. Finally, the in vivo feasibility was 
demonstrated by imaging the pulse wave propagation along the carotid artery wall of six 
healthy subjects. 
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  Integration of PWI with Color and Vector Doppler Chapter 7.
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the pulse wave generated by the left ventricle 
at the start of every cardiac cycle manifests itself as a pressure, flow velocity, and wall 
displacement wave. PWI has traditionally only looked at the latter type of wave. In this chapter, 
PWI is expanded upon and integrated with modalities that will allow the investigation of the 
blood flow wave travelling along the arterial tree simultaneously with the wall distension wave 
and thus provide tools investigate the relationship between them. 
This is an important development for the progress in the study of arterial wall biomechanics, 
especially given that arterial wall motion and blood flow are coupled and influence each other. 
A significant number of fluid-solid interaction (FSI) models have been published, attempting to 
model the blood flow within large elastic arteries under the influence of a moving elastic 
arterial wall [244], [245], [246], [247]. Simultaneous and co-localized imaging of blood flow and 
arterial wall velocities is expected to aid in providing validation of FSI models as well as increase 
the amount of available information that can be used to increase the level of sophistication of 
the derived models of the biomechanical behavior of the investigated arteries [248], [245]. 
Additionally, as explained in the introduction, blood flow patterns precipitate changes in the 
mechanical properties of the arterial wall and often lead to arterial dilation or stenosis [249], 
[39], [250]. Therefore, a technique that provides simultaneous and co-localized information on 
both the arterial wall mechanics and the blood flow patterns could potentially improve arterial 
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disease screening and early diagnosis, also contributing to the development of novel arterial 
disease prevention strategies [249]. 
Furthermore, Doppler techniques have been previously used to determine the velocity profiles 
of the blood flow and subsequently estimate the wall shear stress according to the Womersley 
model [251], [252], [253]. Given that high wall shear stress is indicated as a major plaque 
destabilization factor [42], simultaneous imaging of the diseased arterial wall motion and the 
blood flow velocities can provide insight into both the mechanical properties of the plaque and 
the wall shear stress acting upon it and thus lead to more accurate estimates of plaque’s risk of 
rupture. 
As mentioned in the introduction, color Doppler techniques have been traditionally used to 
diagnose atherosclerotic disease in the extracranial arteries. More specifically, the utility of 
color Doppler has been repeatedly demonstrated by correlating blood flow velocities with the 
degree of stenosis in patients [134]–[136]. These techniques have relatively recently been 
implemented with high frame rate plane wave imaging and tested with coherent compounding 
[3], [4]. This development offers significant advantages, as the traditional tradeoff between 
frame-rate, region of interest and precision of the velocity estimates is broken, thus producing 
full field-of-view color Doppler images at high frame rates [5]. More recently, cross-beam 
vector flow Doppler techniques, eliminating the traditional Doppler angle dependence 
limitation, have been developed with plane wave imaging [254]–[256]. Most of these 
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techniques utilize triangulation to acquire the lateral and axial components of the 2-D vector of 
the blood flow velocities. 
Initial attempts to acquire information on both the arterial wall dynamics as well as on the 
blood flow involved single element ultrasound transducers [41], [253]. With the development 
of plane wave imaging and parallel receive beamforming, techniques integrating wall 
displacement estimators and blood velocity Doppler techniques were developed and initially 
used in simulations or applied to phantom setups [257], [258], [259] and have shown the 
feasibility of simultaneous imaging of wall dynamics and blood flow velocities in simulations, 
phantoms and in vivo. However, they suffer either from poor spatial resolution or insufficient 
temporal resolution for the tracking of the pulse wave as tissue Doppler is being used to derive 
the arterial wall displacements. On the other hand, a similar study by our group utilized cross-
correlation to estimate both the wall and the blood flow velocities in healthy and diseased 
mouse aortas [248].  It should be noted, however, that while cross-correlation has been 
validated as a blood tracking technique, it is not a standard modality in most clinical systems. 
In this chapter, the methodology of integrating PWI with a plane wave compounding color 
Doppler technique and subsequently, a vector Doppler modality will be shown. The feasibility 
of the resulting complex modalities will be tested in healthy subjects in vivo and metrics. 
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 Materials and methods 7.1.
7.1.1. Data acquisition 
For the purpose of this study a 3-plane wave spatial compounding acquisition imaging sequence 
was designed similarly to [193] and implemented on a Verasonics Vantage 256 research 
platform (Verasonics, Bothell, WA, USA). In this case, the PRF was increased to 10 kHz in order 
to minimize flow velocities aliasing. For the compound color Doppler sequence, the plane wave 
transmission angles were similarly to [260]: −3𝑜 , 3𝑜 and 0𝑜. However, in the case of the vector 
Doppler sequence, the transmission angles were wider at −10𝑜 , 10𝑜 and 0, thus facilitating the 
vector velocity triangulation scheme, slightly impacting, however, the SNR of the axial wall 
velocities (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼) [193].  
The common carotids of four (n=4) healthy volunteers were scanned with the compound color 
Doppler acquisition scheme and the common carotids of six (n=6) along with one carotid 
bifurcation was scanned with the vector Doppler acquisition scheme. 
7.1.2. Post-processing methodology 
7.1.2.1. Beamforming and wall motion estimation 
The received channel data for each transmission angle were beamformed with a GPU-
accelerated beamforming algorithm and coherently summed, producing compounded RF 
frames. Subsequently, the estimation of the axial wall velocities (𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼) was performed using a 
parallel implementation of the 1-D cross-correlation sum-table method [193]. 
The anterior and posterior walls were segmented with the semi-automatic algorithm 
introduced in [172] and the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼  waveforms at each point of each segmentation were 
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obtained. The 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveforms of the posterior wall were then subtracted from the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 
waveforms of the anterior wall, thus producing distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 free from the imaged vessel’s 
rigid motion. Thus, a distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 waveform was acquired for each lateral position of the 
imaged vessel. 
Additionally, the wall segmentations were tracked in time using the estimated 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the 
positions of the anterior and the posterior wall segmentations were subtracted in each frame 
yielding an arterial diameter waveform at each lateral position of the vessel. 
Figure 7.1: Schematic providing an overview of the methodology for generating PWI-Color 
Doppler frames. tfast and tslow correspond to the rf-data sampling time points (depends on the 
sampling frequency) and the rf-frame acquisition time points (depends on the frame rate). IQ 
and IQfilt are the signals obtained after demodulation of the rf-signals and clutter filtering of 
the resulting IQ signals, respectively.  Orange arrows in the PWI-Color Doppler frames denote 
the progress of pulse wave propagation at the arterial wall.  
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7.1.2.2. Compound color doppler 
The beamformed compounded RF-data were in-phase and quadrature (IQ)-demodulated 
producing IQ-data which were subsequently clutter filtered in order to eliminate any influence 
of the wall motion on the estimation of the blood flow velocities. This was done using a spatio-
temporal clutter filter based on singular value decomposition of the ultrasound data, previously 
introduced in [261]. 
The IQ frame sequences were then divided into ensembles of 40 frames (i.e. ~12 ms) with 90% 
overlap so that the resulting color Doppler frame sequence would have a frame rate of 833 Hz. 
Standard color Doppler images were acquired by estimating the mean frequency of the power 












where 𝑓𝐷(𝒓) is the Doppler frequency at each position 𝒓 in the clutter filtered IQ frame at 
time𝑡: 𝐼𝑄𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡(𝒓, 𝑡). Subsequently, the Doppler velocities (𝑣𝑑) along the ultrasound beam were 






For visualization purposes the 𝑣𝑑  and the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼were respectively color-coded using the Doppler 
and the jet colormaps and overlaid onto the B-mode with appropriate moving masks 
corresponding to the arterial lumen where the flow velocities exceed a preset threshold and to 
the arterial walls, respectively. Given the different frame rates between the color Doppler 
frame sequence and the B-mode and 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 sequences, care was taken so that the color Doppler 
frames were assigned to the B-mode frames closest in time. Thus, sequences of 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and blood 
flow velocities 𝑣𝑑 images were created. A schematic of the methodology for the production of 
the PWI - Color Doppler frames is shown in Figure 7.1. 
Subsequently, the 𝑣𝑑 waveforms within the lumen that exceeded the preset threshold were 
averaged at each lateral position thus producing a single average blood velocity waveform 𝑣𝑑 
per lateral position. The foot and the peak of each average 𝑣𝑑waveform were then estimated 
and compared with the corresponding foot and peak timings of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the diameter
waveforms at the same lateral position. The foot was estimated using the Complior tangent 
method [262] while the peak was selected as the first prominent peak of the velocity waveform 
after the foot of the wave. 
7.1.2.3. Vector doppler 
For the vector Doppler processing, the acquisitions made at each transmission angle (-10o, 10o 
and 0o) were separately processed. Standard color Doppler images indicating the blood flow 
velocities along the beam direction (𝑣𝑑) were generated by applying the previously described 
color Doppler methodology for the RF-data from each transmission angle. Subsequently, by 
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decomposing the true blood flow velocity vector (𝑣) into a vector along the axial direction (𝑣𝑧) 
and one along the lateral direction (𝑣𝑥) and using the revised form of the Doppler equation 
[263], [264] we have the following system of equations: 






Where 𝜃𝑡 is the transmission angle of the plane wave and thus 𝜃𝑡1,2,3 = -10
o, 10o and 0o, 𝑓𝑐  is the
center frequency of the ultrasound, 𝑐 is the speed of sound and 𝑓𝐷
𝜃𝑡  and 𝑣𝑑
𝜃𝑡  indicate the
estimated Doppler frequency shifts and blood velocities, respectively, for the tilted plane wave 
transmission at an angle 𝜃𝑡. Thus, a system with three equations and two unknowns was 
created for each point on the Doppler images and was solved in parallel for all the image points 












Where 𝐴+ is the pseudoinverse matrix of A, the matrix containing the steering angles: 
𝐴 = [
sin(𝜃𝑡1) cos(𝜃𝑡1) + 1
sin(𝜃𝑡2) cos(𝜃𝑡2) + 1
sin(𝜃𝑡3) cos(𝜃𝑡3) + 1
] 
The GPU accelerated algorithm was implemented using MATLAB 2014b (Mathworks Inc, Natick, 
MA, USA). 
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Subsequently, the magnitude of the derived velocity vectors was color-coded and overlaid onto 
the B-mode. To visualize the direction of the velocity vectors a vector field was overlaid on top 
of the color-coded magnitude of the velocities.  The 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 were also overlaid onto the B-mode. 
Thus, the resulting images provided insight on both the directional blood flow velocities and the 
wall motion. 
 Results and discussion 7.2.
7.2.1. PWI and color doppler 
PWI and color Doppler frames for the common carotids of two healthy volunteers are shown in 
Figure 7.2a) and b). Propagation of the pulse wave can be observed in the arterial walls along 
with the simultaneous flow dynamics. Figure 7.2c) shows the spectral Doppler acquired by 
applying short-time Fourier transform to the signals within the gate indicated in Figure 7.2b). It 
has a similar appearance to conventional pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler waveforms. Figure 7.2d) 
shows the distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 , the average 𝑣𝑑  and the corresponding diameter waveforms 
collected at the same lateral position. It can be observed that the foot of each waveform occurs 
approximately at the same time, while the peak 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 precedes peak 𝑣𝑑, which in turn precedes 
peak diameter. It should be noted that the overall measured 𝑣𝑑  are lower compared to 
conventional color Doppler values and to peak systolic velocity (PSV) values derived for both 
healthy and diseased subjects [265]. This is because the plane wave transmission angles are 
small (𝜃𝑡 ≤ 3
𝑜) and thus the angle between the ultrasonic beam and the flow velocities is close
to 90o. Consequently, the component of the blood velocities along the ultrasound beam is 
relatively small. Using larger transmission angles could be a possible solution to this issue; 
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however, it would also result to decreased quality of the compounded RF-data and the 
estimated 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 while also affecting the SNR of the generated color Doppler images  given also 
the appearance of grating lobes at larger angles, which may result to Doppler artifacts [266], 
[267], [193]. The effects of the transmission angle on the blood flow and the axial wall velocities 
needs to be further investigated, in order to optimize this novel imaging modality. 
Figure 7.2: a), b) Sequences of Color Doppler and PWI images for the common carotids of two 
healthy volunteers. Axial wall velocities (vPWI) are color-coded with the jet colormap (bottom 
colorbar) and blood flow velocities (vd) are color-coded with the color Doppler colormap (top 
colorbar). c) Spectral Doppler waveform generated from the signals within the yellow range-
gate in b). d) Average vd, distension vPWI and diameter waveforms recorded synchronously at 
the same image lateral position. The scales for each waveform are color-coded with the 
waveform’s corresponding color. 
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The aforementioned observations were corroborated by collecting the foot and the peak of the 
𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼, 𝑣𝑑 and diameter waveforms at each lateral position of the imaged vessels from the four 
healthy volunteers. Figure 7.3a) and b) show different angles of 3-D plots of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the 
𝑣𝑑 waveforms at each lateral position of a healthy volunteer overlaid onto each other along 
with the corresponding foot and peak features. 
Figure 7.3: a), c) 3-D plots showing different angles of the axial wall velocity (vPWI, red colormap) 
and the blood flow velocity (vd, blue colormap) waveforms with the foot and peak features 
overlaid onto them.  c) Bland-Altman plot showing the average vs. difference of time of foot of 
the vPWI and the vd waveforms at each lateral position of the carotids of the four healthy 
volunteers. d) Bland-Altman plot showing the average vs. difference of time of peak of the vPWI 
and the vd waveforms at each lateral position of the carotids of the four healthy volunteers. e) 
Bland-Altman plot showing the average vs. difference of time of foot of the vd and the diameter 
waveforms at each lateral position of the carotids of the four healthy volunteers. f)  Bland-
Altman plot showing the average vs. difference of time of peak of the vd and the diameter 
waveforms at each lateral position of the carotids of the four healthy volunteers. 
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Figure 7.3c) shows a Bland-Altman plot with the average foot time point of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the 𝑣𝑑 
waveforms at each lateral position on the x axis and the difference between these time points 
on the y axis. The foot of the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the 𝑣𝑑 waveforms at each image line was found to arrive 
almost simultaneously with a negligible bias (bias: 3.24 ms and 95% CI -3.03 to 9.503 ms, n=4) 
with the 𝑣𝑑  foot arriving slightly earlier. This result is in agreement with [248] where the 
upstroke onsets of the wall and blood velocities in healthy mouse aortas were found to be 
synchronous. Although not explicitly stated, a similar result can be observed in [268] where the 
upstroke of the wall and blood velocity waveforms appears to arrive simultaneously. 
Figure 7.3e) similarly shows the average timings of the foot versus the corresponding difference 
between the 𝑣𝑑 and the diameter waveforms at each line. A relatively small bias can be seen 
with the foot of the blood velocities preceding than the diameter foot (bias: -16.45 ms and 95% 
CI -22.97 to -9.934 ms, n=4). In elastic arteries, diameter is linearly linked to local pressure 
waveform [6], [117], [221]. Thus, the aforementioned small bias is expected, given that 
pressure increase has been found to come at approximately the same time as increase in flow 
[6], [269]. 
Additionally, Figure 7.3d) and f) provide similar Bland-Altman plots for the timings of the foot of 
the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the 𝑣𝑑 waveforms (bias: -36.21 ms and 95% CI -46.78 to -25.64 ms, n=4) and the 
𝑣𝑑 and the diameter waveforms, respectively (bias: -90.54 ms and 95% CI -104.8 to -76.31 ms, 
n=4). The pronounced gap between the peak 𝑣𝑑 and peak diameter has been previously 
reported with the peak 𝑣𝑑  preceding the peak diameter  [6], [268], [269]. This phase delay has 
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been attributed to the fact that in flow velocities are linked to the gradient of pressure 
waveform along the artery,  which is in turn can be approximated by the diameter waveform 
[221]. Additionally, a small delay in the arrival of the peak 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 compared to the arrival of peak 
𝑣𝑑 has also been observed in a previous PWI cross-correlation based study [248]. 
7.2.2. PWI and vector doppler 
Figure 7.4 shows the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 and the vector flow velocity (𝑣) frame sequences for two healthy 
volunteers (a) and (b). It can be seen that in both cases the propagation of the pulse wave can 
be tracked via the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝑖 and that the 𝑣 follow the direction of the imaged vessel. 
Additionally, using the estimated 𝑣 vectors, streamlines were plotted onto the B-mode in order 
to provide improved visualization of the directional flow in the common carotid. The arterial 
centerline has also been plotted (perforated yellow line) as a reference of the vessel’s axis. The 
resulting frames can be observed in Figure 7.5. At peak distension 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 the streamlines align 
with the centerline of the artery, providing an initial validation of the direction of the estimated 
Figure 7.4: Sequences of frames illustrating the vPWI and the 2-D vector flow velocities in two 
healthy subjects (a) and (b). Propagation of the arterial pulse wave is indicated with the gray 
arrows. 
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𝑣. Subsequently, in order to provide quantitative validation, the slope of the centerline was 
obtained at each lateral position and compared to the average angle of the vectors 𝑣 at peak 
distension of the vessel at each lateral position for the six healthy volunteers (n=6). Excellent 
agreement was found with a mean difference of 1𝑜 ± 0.6𝑜  (n = 6) indicating that the vector 
velocities closely followed the shape of the artery at peak systole. 
The mean peak magnitude of the vector velocities 𝑣 were found to be reproducible with a 
mean of 60.0 ± 16.5 cm/s (n=6). This is in agreement with the peak systolic velocity values 
measured in previous studies implementing vector Doppler imaging of the common carotid 
artery, providing angle-independent estimates of the blood flow velocities [270]–[272]. 
Additionally the mean peak 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 was found to be equal to 4.68 ± 1.58 mm/s and the mean 
PWI derived PWV 4.87 ± 0.39m/s in six healthy subjects (n=6). Both were found to be within 
physiological limits [193], [213]. 
Finally, this technique was applied to the carotid bifurcation of a healthy subject as shown in 
Figure 7.6. The vector velocities follow the shape of the artery and also reveal some interesting 
flow patterns such as the flow hitting the flow divider in the bifurcation during systole causing 
some turbulence and complex flow to appear (2nd and 3rd images in Figure 7.6a and 2nd image in 
Figure 7.6b) [273]. Furthermore, a vortex can be seen in the carotid sinus after the peak systole 
revealing turbulence at the deceleration phase as also seen in other vector Doppler and 
biomechanics studies [274], [275]. 
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Figure 7.5: Sequence of frames with the vPWI and the blood flow streamlines (red lines) 
overlaid onto the B-mode. The perforated line corresponds to the arterial centerline as 
estimated by averaging the anterior and posterior wall segmentations. Solid gray arrows 
indicate the progress of the pulse wave propagation. Below each image the distension vPWI of 
at the center of the imaged vessel is shown as a time reference for each frame. 
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 Conclusion and future work 7.3.
In the current study, full field-of-view, high frame-rate, simultaneous and co-localized imaging 
of the arterial wall dynamics and color flow as well as 2-D vector flow was implemented. The 
feasibility of both techniques was tested in healthy subjects in vivo. The relationship between 
the timings of the flow and wall velocities was investigated at all imaged vessel wall locations 
and compared with existing single-location literature. Vector flow velocities were found to be 
aligned with the vessel’s centerline during peak systole in the common carotid and interesting 
flow patterns were revealed in the case of the carotid bifurcation that can be linked in the 
Figure 7.6: a) Sequences of frames illustrating the vPWI and the 2-D vector flow velocities 
in the carotid bifurcation of a healthy subject. b)  Sequence of frames with the vPWI and 
the blood flow streamlines (red lines) overlaid onto the B-mode. 
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future to the corresponding 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼. This novel technique is expected to provide a plethora of 
data that can be used to better understand the carotid artery biomechanics as well as 
important additional information to determine onset and progression disease. 
Ongoing work includes optimizing the acquisition parameters and sequencing in order to 
enable the scanning of atherosclerotic patients where the higher velocity flows require higher 
PRF as well as increased image SNR. Finally, an estimate of wall shear stress can be obtained by 
the estimated flow velocities [253] and strains can be obtained by the 𝑣𝑃𝑊𝐼 thus enabling the 
study of the arterial stress-strain relationship at high spatial and temporal resolution. 
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 Summary and Ongoing Work Chapter 8.
 Summary and key findings 8.1.
In this dissertation, Pulse Wave Imaging (PWI) was augmented and further developed into a 2-D 
and 3-D technique for the detection and monitoring of focal vascular disease at high temporal 
and spatial resolution. The improved modality was also integrated with blood flow imaging 
modalities aiming to render PWI a comprehensive methodology for the study of arterial 
biomechanics in vivo. 
First, the spatial resolution was increased with the introduction of piecewise PWI, a modality 
that enabled extremely localized measurements arterial stiffness in diseased arteries. This 
novel technique was used to measure PWV within small sub-regions of the imaged vessel in 
murine aneurysmal aortas and in murine atherosclerotic aortas and carotids in vivo. It provided 
detailed PWV and stiffness maps that captured the progressive arterial stiffening caused by 
atherosclerosis. Additionally, the spatial variation of piecewise PWV and the corresponding 
decrease of the PWV’s quality indicator (r2) corroborated the arterial spatial inhomogeneity 
induced by both atherosclerosis and aortic aneurysms in vivo [172]. 
Additionally, a sophisticated adaptive algorithm was incorporated into piecewise PWI, enabling 
it to optimally partition the imaged artery into relatively homogeneous segments automatically 
isolating arterial inhomogeneities. Thus, the potential of adaptive PWI as a methodology 
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pertinent to the rapidly evolving field of computer-aided diagnosis was shown. Adaptive PWI 
was validated in silicone phantoms consisting of segments of varying stiffness and then tested 
in murine aortas in vivo. Increased fragmentation and higher PWVs were detected in 
atherosclerotic mouse aortas compared to healthy ones. Additionally, adaptive PWI was able to 
identify abdominal aortic aneurysm boundaries in vivo, validating its stiffness interface 
detection capabilities [276]. 
Furthermore, both spatial and temporal resolutions were significantly increased with the plane 
wave compounding implementation of PWI, allowing the acquisition of full field of view frames 
at over 2000 kHz. A GPU-accelerated PWI post-processing framework was developed for the 
processing of the big bulk of data generated by this technique. The resulting modality was 
validated in silicone phantoms under both static (without pulsatile flow through the phantom) 
and dynamic (with the phantom connected to the peristaltic pump) conditions. Furthermore, 
reproducibility was tested and the parameters of coherent compounding were optimized in the 
carotids of healthy volunteers indicating. As a result, sequences with 3-5 plane waves at 
approximately 1.5 kHz – 3 kHz were found to yield the best performance at capturing the 
transient arterial wall dynamics [193]. 
The optimized sequences were used in clinical cases to assess their performance in 
investigating the mechanical properties of atherosclerotic and post-endarterectomy carotid 
arteries. In the case of atherosclerotic patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy, the local 
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PWV and compliance imaging results were compared with the recovered atherosclerotic plaque 
specimens. Furthermore, PWI was used in assessing how carotid endarterectomy affects the 
operated carotids mechanical properties. PWVs in post-endarterectomy patients were found to 
be closer to the physiological range and also the homogeneity of the artery was found to be 
partly restored. Finally, investigation of the mechanical properties of plaques was conducted for 
the first time with a high-frequency transducer (18.5 MHz). Thus, high temporal and spatial 
resolution spatio-temporal plots and PWV maps were generated and compared to the ones 
generated by regular scanning [217]. 
A very important development presented in the current work, was the 3-D plane wave 
implementation of PWI (4-D PWI). This allowed the acquisition of comprehensive views of the 
imaged vessels at high frame rates (2 kHz).  Thus, the amount of spatial information acquired 
from PWI acquisitions greatly increased, while also addressing several conventional PWI 
limitations. 4-D PWI enabled the vector of PWV, alleviating the assumption that the pulse wave 
propagates along the plane of imaging, present in conventional PWI. Additionally, it provided 
imaging of the full circumference of the investigated vessels, thus also addressing the 
circumferential inhomogeneity present, especially in diseased arteries. In particular, this was 
showcased in a plaque phantom, where the plaque was comprehensively imaged with 4-D PWI, 
whereas the phantom was scanned with the plaque both in and out of the imaging plane with 
conventional PWI. The feasibility of 4-D PWI was shown in the carotid arteries of healthy 
volunteers and the PWVs were compared to conventional PWI-derived PWV values [242]. 
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Finally, PWI was integrated with flow imaging modalities such as Color and Vector Doppler. The 
aim was, firstly, to improve the performance of PWI in the case of atherosclerotic carotid artery 
disease diagnosis but also develop a modality that can be used to comprehensively study the 
arterial dynamics, providing crucial data for biomechanical studies. Thus, full field-of-view, high 
frame-rate, simultaneous and co-localized imaging of the arterial wall dynamics and color flow 
as well as 2-D vector flow was implemented. The feasibility of both techniques was tested in 
healthy subjects in vivo. The relationship between the timings of the flow and wall velocities 
was investigated at all imaged vessel wall locations and compared with existing single-location 
literature. Vector flow velocities were found to be aligned with the vessel’s centerline during 
peak systole in the common carotid and interesting flow patterns were revealed in the case of 
the carotid bifurcation. 
 Ongoing work 8.2.
8.2.1. Validation of PWI compliance mapping in vivo 
In order to obtain validation of the compliance maps in vivo and also to further investigate the 
pressure-area relationship in vivo, the dynamic testing method described in this section will be 
applied to canine carotids. More specifically, the carotid arteries of the canines will be 
catheterized using a pressure catheter synchronized to the ultrasound acquisition system. The 
catheter will be moved until it appears in the ultrasound field of view.  Subsequently, the 
synchronized ultrasound-catheter system will make acquisitions at a grid of locations on the 
ultrasonic image by progressively retracting the catheter after each acquisition. Consequently, 
the pressure-area relationships will be recovered at various points of the arterial vessel and 
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dynamic compliance maps will be generated that can be compared to PWI derived compliance 
maps from the canine carotid. An initial effort is shown in Figure 8.1. 
8.2.2. Development of 4-D PWI for clinical use 
Given the advantages that 4-D PWI presents over conventional PWI, its use in the monitoring of 
atherosclerotic and aneurysmal subjects will be of paramount importance. However, towards 
that end it needs to be further developed and augmented with modalities that will aid it to 
reach its full potential as a vascular diagnostic tool. 
Figure 8.1: a) B-mode of a right common carotid of a canine with the catheter in the 
ultrasonic field of view. (The red line delineates the approximate location of the anterior 
arterial wall) b) Synchronized pressure and diameter Waveforms recovered from the pressure 
catheter and from the ultrasound data respectively at approximately the same location 
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Firstly, given that 3-D plane wave imaging yields poor image quality due to the lack of focus, 3-D 
coherent compounding [231] would aid in producing 3-D volumes of higher quality. 
Furthermore, it would be advantageous in the case of PWI since tilted plane waves would aid in 
visualizing the lateral walls of arterial vessels. This would be beneficial in the case that plaques 
or other arterial wall inhomogeneities exist on the lateral walls, a site that traditional 2-D 
ultrasound cannot reach. Furthermore, complete comparison with the acquired 
endarterectomy specimens can be achieved as the full circumference of the diseased vessel is 
imaged at once. As a result not only longitudinal but also circumferential stiffness homogeneity 
will be investigated, providing insight into arterial stiffness anisotropy of atherosclerotic and 
aneurysmal vessels 
Additionally, currently in the case of 4-D PWI only the axial component of the PWI axial wall 
velocities is estimated. This, even though PWI only needs the timing of the occurrence of the 
50% upstroke and not the exact magnitude of the PWI axial wall velocities, induces slight angle 
dependence to the method. In order to overcome this limitation and also gain insight to the 
complex arterial wall motion, especially in the case of pathological tissue, a method to estimate 
the radial displacements of the vessel will be implemented by extending the GPU-accelerated 
cross-correlation method introduced in this work in 3-D. An initial extension of the 1-D GPU-
accelerated cross-correlation algorithm has been implemented into 2-D and used to 
successfully track axial and lateral wall motion of arterial cross sections. Thus, the accurate 
tracking of lumen area is enabled. Additionally, a recent simulation study [238], where 
atherosclerotic carotid arteries were simulated in 3-D, has shown that estimating displacements 
in 3-D greatly benefitted strain estimation 
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Finally, integrating Doppler techniques with 4-D PWI will provide an arterial imaging modality 
that will provide comprehensive information on the arterial wall and flow dynamics in 3-D, 
enabling increased accuracy in the diagnosis and monitoring of arterial disease using 
ultrasound. Some initial results of integrating 4-D PWI and 3-D Color Doppler applied to a 
healthy common carotid in vivo can be seen in Figure 8.2. 
8.2.3. Development of a wave reflection-filtering methodology 
As previously stated throughout the present dissertation, wave reflections have been 
detrimental factors for the accurate tracking of the pulse wave propagation. Consequently, 
developing a methodology for locally eliminating the influence of pulse wave reflections would 
be quintessential for accurate stiffness mapping. Current methodologies for eliminating wave 
reflections include methods that are mostly based on solutions of inverse problems [170] and 
directional filtering [277]. Ongoing work by our group includes appropriate filtering of the 
spatio-temporal plots in order to keep only the higher frequency components of the pulse wave 
(thus the ones with the shorter wavelength) and thus minimize the merging of the forward and 
Figure 8.2: Simultaneous 4-D PWI and Color Doppler volumes depicting pulse wave 
propagation in both the arterial wall and the blood flow of a healthy subject. The artery 
has been clipped in half, in order to better illustrate the vPWI and the vflow.  
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the reflected waves facilitated by the long wavelength of the pulse wave [6]. Additionally, 
adaptive low-pass filtering may also aid in reducing the effects of reflections. Early attempts of 
reflection-filtering examples are shown in the spatio-temporal plots of Figure 8.3. 
8.2.4. Expansion of PWI clinical research 
In order to establish PWI as a clinical tool for vascular diseases, expanded clinical research 
studies are needed. As mentioned in Chapter V, more atherosclerotic subjects are needed to 
Figure 8.3: Illustration of early attempts of reflection-filtering techniques. a)  Spatio-temporal 
plot indicating the forward and the reflected pulse wave from the bifurcation of a common 
carotid artery. b) High-pass filtering of the pulse wave, it can be seen that only pulse wave 
components with a similar wavelength to the dicrotic notch remain on the image. c) Residual 
pulse wave, the reflected wave seems to have been eliminated, however further 
investigation is needed. 
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investigate PWI’s utility as a risk assessment tool. Mechanical testing of the endarterectomy-
acquired plaque samples will further test the accuracy of PWI stiffness mapping. 
Additionally, longitudinal studies of subjects at high risk of developing atherosclerotic plaques 
(hyperlipidemic, diabetic subjects) can be used to assess adaptive PWI’s early arterial stiffness 
inhomogeneity detection capabilities. Similar studies would also be of interest in the case of 
post-endarterectomy subjects, assessing the performance of the developed techniques at 
detecting residual or recurrent stenosis. 
Further improvements of PWI in order to ensure its smooth transition to the clinic include 
improving the acquired B-mode images and real-time implementation. Given that clinicians rely 
on high-quality B-mode images to assess arterial disease, this improvement would facilitate the 
clinical use of PWI. Improved beamforming algorithms, and nonlinear filtering are some of the 
methods that have been previously implemented towards that end [205], [278], [279]. 
Additionally, real-time PWI would provide immediate results to the clinicians without long 
processing times, a typical characteristic of ultrasound imaging. With the GPU-enhanced 
framework implemented in the current study near-real-time times are achieved in data 
processing. However, manual input needs to be fully eliminated in order to achieve a fully 
automated, real-time modality. More specifically, our group has been working on the fully 
automatic detection and tracking of the arterial walls in real-time. Towards this end, dynamic 
contour or more sophisticated machine learning-based algorithms can be used to fully 
automate PWI [280], [281]. 
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Consequently, with the aforementioned improvements and the inclusion of 3-D imaging, PWI is 
expected to provide comprehensive information on the mechanical properties of pathological 
arteries, providing clinicians with a powerful tool for the early detection of vascular 
abnormalities undetectable on the B-mode or Doppler, allowing for monitoring of fully 
developed vascular pathology and assessment of the recovery of post-operated vessels. 
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Appendix 
Let f(m,l,n) and g(m,l,n) represent the values of the reference and comparison RF-signal at m-th 
sample, l-th line and n-th frame, respectively. The NCC between the reference and the 
comparison windows is defined as: 
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏) =
∑ 𝑓(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛)𝑔(𝑚 + 𝜏, 𝑙, 𝑛)𝑢+𝑊−1𝑚=𝑢
√∑ 𝑓2(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛)𝑢+𝑊−1𝑚=𝑢 ∙ ∑ 𝑔2(𝑚 + 𝜏, 𝑙, 𝑛)
𝑢+𝑊−1
𝑛=𝑢
 (𝐴. 1) 
Where u is the origin of the reference window, W is the window size and τ is the shift between 
the comparison and reference windows, which in this study is confined between -1 and 1 in 
order to yield sub-sample displacements. 
The first step of the proposed algorithm consists of estimating in parallel the sum-tables for 
each line (l) in each frame (n) of the image sequence. The sum-table for the comparison 
windows is given by the following formula: 
𝑠𝑔
2(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛) =  {
𝑔2(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛) + 𝑠𝑔
2(𝑚 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛),   1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀
0,  𝑚 = 0
 (𝐴. 2) 
where M is the number of samples for each line. Similarly for the reference windows: 
𝑠𝑓
2(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛) =  {
𝑓2(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛) + 𝑠𝑓
2(𝑚 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛),   1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀
0,  𝑚 = 0
 (𝐴. 3) 
And finally the sum-table for the nominator of equation (A.1) can be constructed for τ = -1, 0 
and 1: 
 𝑠𝑓.𝑔(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏) =  {
𝑓(𝑚, 𝑙, 𝑛) ∙ 𝑔(𝑚 + 𝜏, 𝑙, 𝑛) + 𝑠𝑓,𝑔(𝑚 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏),   1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀
0,  𝑚 = 0
 (𝐴. 4) 
Subsequently, the 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶  function is estimated in parallel for all the lines in all the frames in the 
image sequence for τ = -1, 0 and 1. Thus: 
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𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏)
=
𝑠𝑓,𝑔(𝑢 + 𝑊 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏) −  𝑠𝑓,𝑔(𝑢 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛, 𝜏)
√(𝑠𝑓
2(𝑢 + 𝑊 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛) − 𝑠𝑓
2(𝑢 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛)) ∙ (𝑠𝑔2(𝑢 + 𝑊 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛) − 𝑠𝑔2(𝑢 − 1, 𝑙, 𝑛))
 (𝐴. 5) 
The resulting 4-D matrix containing 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶  has a size of (number of windows)x(number of 
lines)x(number of frames)x3. Given that 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶  only contained integer lags interpolation is 
necessary to improve the estimation accuracy. A cosine function was selected to fit to the three 
points (τ = -1,0, 1) [161] and thus, in order to estimate the axial wall displacements (𝑑𝑃𝑊𝐼) in 
parallel for all the windows in all the lines of all the frames the following calculations were 
made: 
𝜔(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛) = acos (
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, −1) + 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 1)
2 ∙ 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 0)
) 
𝜑(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛) = atan (
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, −1) + 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 1)
2 ∙ 𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛, 0) ∙ sin (𝜔(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛))
) 
𝑑𝑃𝑊𝐼(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛) =  −
𝜑(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛)
𝜔(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛)
Where 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑙, 𝑛) are the sub-sample axial wall displacements at each window position 𝑢, line 𝑙 
and frame 𝑛. 
